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Poul Anderson's first appearance since the enthusiastically 
received special Anderson issue (April 1971) is a collaboration 
with his talented wife, and the result is so thoroughly enjoyable 
that we think you'll look forward to seeing more stories under both 
by-lines. The story is about a young, attractive computer prograi'TIT'Ier 
named Vanessa Talbot, her relationship with a Greek god 
(the Olyllllian, not muscle beach type) and what happens when 
he decides to do some checking into contemporary divinities. 

A Feast For The Gods 
by Poul and Karen Anderson 

A STRONG, LOUD WIND DROVE 
grizzly clouds low above Oceanus. 
The waves that rumbled before it 
were night-purple in their troughs, 
wolf-gray on their crests, and the 
foam lacing them blew off in a salt 
n,ist of spindrift. But where Hermes 
hurried was a .radiance like sunlight. 

Otherwise the god willed himself 
invisible to mortals. This required 
him to skim the water, though damp 
and the gloom of a boreal autumn 
were not to his liking. He had started 
at a sunny altitude but descended 
after his third near collision with an 
aircraft. 

I should ha~·e inquired before· 
hand, he thought, and then: Of 
whom? Nobody lives in this 
islandless waste. -Well, someone 
could have told me, someone whose 
worshipers still ply the seas. 
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Or I should have reasoned it out 
for myself, he continued, chagrined 
since he was supposed to be the 
cleverest of the Olympians. After all, 
we see enough flyerS elsewhere, and 
hear and smell them. It stands to 
reason mortals would use them on 
this route. 

But so many! 
The ships, too, had multiplied. 

They were akin to those engine· 
driven vessels which Hermes often 
observed on the Midworld. He sighed 
for the white-winged statelinesses of 
the last time he passed this way, two 
centuries ago. 

However, he was not unduly 
sentimental. Unlike most gods, 
including several in his own 
pantheon, he rather enjoyed the 
ingenuity of latter-day artisans. If 
only they were a bit less productive. 
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They had about covered the earth 
with their machines and their 
children; they were well along 
toward doing likewise for the great 
deep, and the fumament was getting 
cluttered. 

Eras change, eras change. And 
you'd better check on how they \le 
been changing in these parts, my lad. 
Hermes tuned his attention to the 
radio spectrum and caught the voice 
of an English-speaking military pilot. 
"-Roger." For a moment he was 
jolted. Two centuries ago, no 
gentleman would. have said that 
wher~ any lady rilight be listening. 
Then he recalled hearing the modern 
usage in the Old World. 

We really should have been paying 
closer . attention to mortal affairs. 
EspeciaUy in the New World. ~eer 
laxity to ignore half the globe this 
long a while. 

Immortals got hidebound, he 
reflected. And once humans st011ped 
worshiping them, they got-night 
as well be blunt-lazy. The Olym· 
pians had done little in Europe since 
the Renaissance, nothing in America 
since the birth of Thomas Jefferson. 
The fact that they had never been 
served by the American people, and 
thus had no particular tradition of 
interest in the affairs of that folk, 
was no excuse. 

Certainly Hermes, the Wayfarer, 
ought to have paid frequent visits. 
But at least he was the one who had 
discovered the need for an invesliga· 
tion. 

A prayer, startling him to 
alertness .•. and in that heightened 

s 
state. the sudden faint sense or 
something else, of a newbom 
god •••• 

He peered ahead. At his speed, the 
western horizon had begun to show a 
dark line which betokened land. The 
wings on his helmet and sandals beat 
strong)y. Men aboard a coastwise 
freighter thought they g)impsed a 
small cyclone race by. yelling, 
kicking up chop and froth, lit by ono 
brass-colored sunset ray.. , 
- Yet, despite his. haste, Hermes 

traveled with less than his olden 
blitheness. If nothing else, he was 
hungry. 

Vanessa Talbott had not called on 
Aphrodite that Saturday because she 
was a devotee. In fact, earlier she had 
invoked the devil. To be precise, she 
had clenched her fists and muttered, 
"Oh, hell damn everything, .anyway ,•• 
after she overcame her weeping. 

That was whel}. she said aloud, "I 
won't cry any more. He isn•t worth 
crying over." 

She took a turn about the 
apartment. It pressed on her with 
sights hard to endure-the heaped-up 
books she and Roy had read and 
talked about; a pi~ture he had taken 
one day when they went sailing and 
later enlarged and framed; a dust-free. 
spot by the south window, where the 
dropcJoth used to lie beneath his 
easel; her guitar, which she would_ 
play for him while she sang, giving 
him music to accompa.ny his work; 
the bed they'd bought at the 
Goodwill-

''Th-th-the trouble is,'' Vanny 
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admitted, "he is worth it. Damn 
him.'. 

She wanted wildly to get out. 
Only where? What for? Not to some 
easily found party among his friends 
(who had never quite become hers). 
They had too little idea of privacy, 
even the privacy of the heart. Nor, 
on some excuse, to the home of one 
of her friends (who had never quite 
become his). They were too reserved, 
too shyly intent on minding their
own business. So? Out at random, 
through banging city streets, to end 
with a movie or, worse, smoke and 
boom-boom and wheedling strangers 
in a bar? 

Stay put, girl, she told herself. Use 
the weekend to get rested. Make a 
cheerful, impenetrable face ready for 
Monday. 

She'd announced her engagement 
to Roy Elkins, promising young 
landscape and portrait painter, at the 
office last month. The congratula· 
tions bad doubled her pleasure. They 
were nice people at the computer 
center. It would be hard to tell them 
that the wedding ·was off. Thank 
God, she'd never said she and Roy 
were already living together! That 
had been mainly to ayoid her parents 
getting word in Iowa. They were 
dears, but they wouldn't have 
understood. I'm not sure I do either. 
Roy was the first, the first. He was 
going to be the last. Now-l'ealr, I'm 
lucky. It (:1 have hurt too much to let 
them know how much I hurt. 

Tbe place was hot and stuffy. She 
pushed a window open. Westering 
sunlight fell pale on ~ric!t walls 

opposite. Traffic was light in this . 
area at this hour, but the city 
grumbled everywhere around. She 
leaned out and inhaled a few breaths. 
They were chill, moist, and smog .. 
acrid. Soon ~ we (:1 saved enough 
money, I (:I quit my job and we (:1 buy 
an old Connecticut farmhouse and 
fix it ourselves- "Oh, hell damn 
everything, anyway/' 

How about a drink? Ought to be 
some bourbon left. 

Vanny grimaced. Her father's 
cautions against drinking alone, or 
ever dr~g much, bad stayed with 
her ~ore firmly than his Lutheran 
faith and Republican politics. The 
fact that Roy seldom touched hard 
liquor bad reinforced them. 

Of course, our stash. • • • She 
hesitated, then shrugged. Her father 
had never warned her about solitary 
turning on. 

The smoke soothed. She wasn't a 
head. Nor was Roy. They'd share a 
stick maybe once or twice a week, 
after he convinced her that the 
prohibition was silly and she learned 
she could hold her reaction down to 
the mild glow, which was the most 
she wanted. This time she went a 
little further,. got a little high, all by 
herself in an old armchair. 

Her glance wandered. Among 
objects which cluttered the mantel 
was a miniature Apluodite of Milos. 
She and Roy had both fallen in love 
with the original before they met 
each other. He said that was the 
softest back in the world; she spoke 
of the peace in that face, a happiness 
too deep forlaughter. 
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Dizziness passed through her. She 
lifted her hands. "Aphrodite," she 
begged, "help. Bring hlln home to 
nte." 

Afterward she realized that her 
appeal had been completely sin~;_ere. 
Won1 do, girl, she decided. Ne.'<t 
would come the uice. men in white· 
coais. She extinguished and stored 
the joint, sought the kitchen, 
scrambled a dish of eggs-chopping a 
scallion and measuring out turmeric 
for them was helpful to her-and 
brewed a pot of tea: Lapsang 
Soochong, that is, hot, red, and 
tarry-tasting. Meanwhile an early fall 
dusk blew in from the sea. 

Sobered, she noticed how cold the 
place had gotten. She took her cup 
and saucer and went to close the 
Jiving room window she had left . 
open. The only light streamed out of 
the kitchen behind her. 

That illuminated the god who 
flew in between her drapes. · 

Hermes whipped his cadUceus 
forward. "Halt!" he commanded. 
The small bowl and plate which the 
young wo~n had dropped came to 
a midair stop. The liquid which had 
splashed from them returned. 
Hermes guided them gently to a 
table. She didn't notice. - · 

He smiled at her. "Rejoice," he 
said in his best English. "Be not 
afeared. No harm shall befall you, 
mademoiselle, damme if 'twill." 

She was good to look upon, tall, 
well-curved, golden-haired, blue
eyed, fresh-featured. He was glad to 
see that the brief modern modes he 
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had obse~ed on mor.tal females 
elsewitere · had 'reache.d America •. 
However, Yahweh's nudity taboo 
(how full ~f crot~<hets the old fellow 
wad) kept sufficie1it effect that he 
haol been wise to will a tunic upon 
his own form. 

··"Who., .what-?" The girl backed 
from him till a. wall blocked. her~ She 
breathed hard. This was.. interesting 
to watch, but Hermes wanted to 
.dispel the ·distress behind the bosom: 

"I beg pardon for liberties taken," 
he said, bowing. llis helmet fluttered 
wings to tip itself. ·•under the 
circumstances, d'ye· see, inademoi· 
selle, discretion appeared advisable. 
'Twotild never do to compr~mise a 
lady, bless me, no. My intention is 
naught but to proffer assistance. Pray 
be of cheer." 

She straightened and met his gaze 
sq1,1arely . .Jle liked that. Broadening 
his smile, he let her examine him 
inch by inch. H() liked that too. The 
lasses always fou·nd him a winsome 
lad; the ancient Hellenes had 
portrayed him accurately, even, giv~n 
certain moods, in the Hermae. 

.. Okay," she said at last, slowly, 
shaken underneath but with returned 
poise. 'What's the g:1g, Mercury, and 
how did you do your stunt? A 
third-floor window and no fire 
est:ape beneath." 

"I am not precisely Mercurius, 
mademoiselle. You must know 
Olympian Hermes. You invoked the 
Lady, did you not?" He saluted 
Aphrodite's eidolon. . 

She edged toward the hall door. 
.. What do you mean?" Her tone 
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preteat~~ comp,~e. &ut he Wlder· 
stood that· she beUeved she was 
liwnoring a madmaal till she could 
escape. 

"You sent her the fust honest 
prayer Jiven. an Olympian. in, lo, 
these ~ny ~enturies;' he explained. 
"albeit 'twas I, the messenger, who 
heard and came, as is my function." 

The doorknob in her hand gave
confidence. "Come off it, CbarUe. 
Why should gods pay .attention, if 
they e~t! They sure haven't 
answered a lot of people who've 
needed help a lot worse~" 

She hils sense, Hermes thought. 1 
IMll have to be frank. 'Well, 
mademoiselle, peculiar circumstances 
do ensphere you, linkage to a 
mystery puissant and awful. That 
joined your reUgious probity .in. 
drawing me _hither. Belike the gods 
have need of you.'• . . 

. She half opened the door. "Go 
quietly," she said. "Or I run out 
hollering for the police." · 

"By your leave," Hennes replied, 
"a demonstration." · 

Suddenly he glowed, a nacreous 
radiance that filled the twilit room, a 
smell of incense and a twitter of 
pipes thrqugh its 'bleakness. Green. 
boughs . spr~ute!J. fr<!_IJl a wooden. 
table.. Hermes rose toward the 
ceiling~'·· .... · · ... ·. • · . 

After a ~ent. minute, the .girl 
closed the door. "'I'm not in some 
kutd Qf Are~:~ she U.d wonderi,ng
ly. "i c:iR tick.off too many details. I 
can think :W9. weU. Okay, god: or 
Martian. or. whatev.ec you, .. are, CQme 
on.down and let's talk.'' 

He declined her offer of refresh.· 
ment, though hunger gnawed in him. 
''My kin.d lacks not for mortal food.'' 

''What, then'l'' She sat in a c&ait 
opposite his, almost at easce now. The 
bUnds drawn, ordinary electric bulbs 
lit, he might have been any visitor 
except for his costume. o .and y~ 
classic countenance, curly hair, 
supple body • •• o How brilliant those 
gray eyes were! 

"Tell me rust your own grief." As 
he gained practice in contemporary 
speech, the music came back to his 
ton.es. "You begged the lady to 
restore your lover to you. What bas 
borne him off?" 

She spread her hands. "I'm 
square, .. she said bitterly. . 

Hermes cocked his head. "I'd caR 
you anything but." he laughed. 
Quicksilver fast, he turned symp;athe. 
tic again. " 'Twas a-You found 
yourselves too unlike'!" 

''Uh-huh. We loved each other but 
we bugged each other." 

"Fleas?" His glance disapprov~d 
of the untidiness around. 

"Annoyed. For instance, he hated 
my trying to keep this apartme~t in. 
order-hen.-fuss, he caUed. it-"'d [ 
hated the way he'd litter . stuff 
around ~d yell when I so 11\~ch as 
dusted. the books. l wanted lili.n to 
take better .care of the money; you. 
wou~n't believe how . much -~~t 
down the drain, and our ho~~ witb. 
it. He wanted me to stop ~~er!ng 
him about such trifles wlten he Wil~ 
~tmggliog ~'to make a picture· .:CQRJe 
out . right.'' Vanny.. siJW,ed. }'Th~ 
breakup was yesteulay ~ .lie~~ p~ t.~ 
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a party last week that I couldn't 
make because .of working late. I 
learned he'd ended in bed with 
another girl. When I. .. taxed him, he 
said why not and I was free to do 
likewise. I couldn't sec that. The 
fight got worse and worse till he 
yelled he'd be damned if he'd anchor 
himself like a barnacle. He collected 
his gear and left." 

Hermes arched his brows. "Mes
eems-secms to me you were pretty 
unreasonable. What's it to you if he 
has an occasional romp? Penelope 
never jawed Odysseus after he got 
back." 

Some of her calm deserted her. 
"The name's Vanessa, not Penelope. 
.And-and if he doesn't think any 
more of me than to not care if 1-" 
She squeezed her lids shut. 

Hermes waited. His mission was 
too urgent for haste. The snakes on 
his caduceus did twitch a bit. 

At length she met his gaze and 
said, "All right. Let's have your 
story. Why're you here? You 
mentioned food." 

He thought she showed scant 
respect, especially for one whose 
whole universe had been upset by the 
fact of his existence. HoweVer, she 
was not really a worshiper of the 
Olympians. The sincerity of her 
appeal to Aphrodite had come in a 
moment of intoxication. And he had 
had to admit that all pantheons 
shared reality. Unless she compre
hended that, she probably couldn't 
help him. Therefore, this bein& more 
or less Jesus territory, why lhould 
lhe till on her knees? 

' Or was it? Stronger than before, 
h~ sensed a new divinity brooding 
over the land, to which she had some 
tic. Young, but already immense, 
altogether enigmatic, the being must 
be approached with caution. The 
very mention of it had better be led 
up to most gradually. 

''Well, yes," Hermes said. "We do 
lack proper nourishment." 

Vanny considered him. "You 
don't look starved." · 

"I spoke of nourishment, not 
fuel," he snapped. Now that he had 
been reminded of it, his emptiness 
made. him irritable. "Listen, you 
could keep going through life on, uh. 
ste.ak, potatoes, string beans, milk, 
and orange juice. Right? But suppose 
you got absolutely nothing else ever. 
Steak, potatoes, string beans, milk, 
and orange juice for breakfast, for 
lunch, for supper, for a bedtime 
snack and a birthday treat, year after 
year, decade after decade, steak. 
potatoes, string beans, milk, and 
orange juice. Wouldn't you cross the 
world on foot and offer your left 
arm for a chance at a plate of chop 
suey?" 

Her eyes widened. "Oh," she 
breathed. 

"Oh, indeed," Hermes snorted. "I 
caw hardly say •nectar and ambrosia' 
without gaggins." 

.. But-a whole planet-" 
"Mortal food has no appeal. Not 

after celestial" Hermes curbed his 
temper. "'Let's continue the analot(y. 
A bowl of unsalted oatmeal wouldP't 
really break the monotony of steak, 
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potatoes-Never mind." He paused. Egypt raving about the beer Isis had 
••suppose you finally got access, in opened for him." I don~ think that 
addition, to .•. chop suey, I said,.. was all she opened; gods get jaded in 
okay, we'll add roast duck, trout, many different ways. "Me, I'd never 
borscht, ice cream, apples, and cared for Egyptian cuisine. But it 
farofa. That'd be good at first. Given occurred to me, the world is wide 
another ten or twenty years, though, and full of pantheons. Why not 
wouldn't you again be so bored that launch systematic explorations?•• 
you could barely push down enough "Oh, my," Vanny whispered. 
food to stay alive? ''You did? Like, smorgasbord in 

"'Next consider that the gods are Valhalla?'• 
Immortal. Think in terms of "Actually," Hermes said, ''Odin 
thousands of years." Hermes shud· was serving pork and mead at the 
dered. time. His kitchen's improved some 

Presently he added, quieter: since. Ah, in China, though-the 
"That's the basic reason we gave up table set by the Jade Emperor-!" 
the burnt offerings you read about in For a minute he was lost in 
Homer. We passed word on to our reminiscence. Then he sagged. "That 
priests that these were no longer also got predictable," he mumbled. 
welcome in a more civilized milieu. "After the thousandth dish of won 
That was partly true, of course. We'd ton, no matter how you swap the 
cultivated our palates. after we ran. sauces around, what good is the 
into older sets of gods who sneered thousand and first?" 
behind their hands at our barbarous "I suppose," she ventured, "I 
habits. But mainly ••. during a millen-· suppose the foreign gods visit your• 
nium, thighbones wrapped•in fat and "Yes, yes. Naturally ••• 1 mean 
cast on the flames grew bloody supernaturally. Makes for occasional 
tedious. problems. The Old Woman of the Sea 

"'Nectar and ambrosia were rme to thinks manners require a thunderous 
begin with. But in the end-well, belch at the end of the meal; and 
maybe it amused Athene and Apollo that boarding house reach of 
a while longer than the rest of us. to Krishna's-And the newer gods, 
play one-upmanship about differ· especially, are hard to please, picky, 
ences in vintage or seasoning that you know. Not that we Olympians 
nobody else could detect; or maybe don't draw the line here and there." 
they were just putting up a front. While his unhappiness was genuine 
Ares and Hephaestus had long si'nce as he called it to mind, Hermes was 
been sneaking off to Yahweh for a not unaware of sympathy in those 
whiff of his burnt offerings." blue eyes, upon those soft lips. "The 

-Hermes brightened a little. ''Then custom's dying out," he let gust 
I got an_-idea," he said. "That was wearily from him. ''They're as tired 
when Poseidon came home from of the same over and Qver at our 
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table ·as we are at theirs. I haven't 
seen some of them-Why, come to 
think of· it, I haven't seen good old 
Marduk for fifteen hundred years." 

"How about the Western Hemis· 
pherc?" Vanny suggested. "For 
instance, have you ever been to an 
old-fashioned American church sup· 
per?" 

·Hermes started half out of his 
seat. "What?" he cried. 

She in her turn was astonished. 
c•Why, the food can be delicious. 
When I was a little girl in Iowa-" 

Hermes rose. Sweat glowed red on 
his brow. "I didn't realize yOu were 
that kind of person," he clipped. 
c•Good-by." 

"What's the matter?" She sprang 
to her own feet and plucked at his 
sleeve. "Please." 
· c'l've been to an old-fashioned· 
American church supper," he said 
srimly. "I didn't stay." 

cosut-but-". 
Seeing her bewilderment, he 

checked himself. "'Could there be a 
misunderstanding?" he inquired. 
c'This was about fwe centuries ago. I 
can't wrap my tongue around th~ 
god's name. Whitsly-Putsly-:-some
thing like that." 

cooh," she saJd. "Aztec." 
Discourse got straightened out. 

"No Olympian has visited hereabouts 
at aU for a long time," Hermes 
-explained. c•we knew it'd become 
Jesus and Yahweh country, except 
for a few enclaves, and saw no reason 
to bother, since we can find that 
closer to home. And as for those 
enclaves, well, yes, we used to drop 

II 
In on persons like Coyote, so we 
know about maize .and pumpkins and 
succotash and whatnot." 

In the course of this, he had taken 
her hands in his. They were wann. 
He aimed a brave smile down at her. 
"Believe me, we've tried every• 
where," he said. "We still carry on, 
however futilely. Like the past week 
for me. I'm the Wayfarer, you know; 
I get around more than my kinfolk. 
Call it gadding if you want, it helps 
pass the centuries and helps maintain 
friendly relations between the 
pantheons. 

c'lleft Olympus for Mount Athos, 
where I a5cended to the Christian 
Paradise. St. Francis gave me bread 
and wine. He's a decent little chap, 
though I do wish he'd bathe oftener. 
Next evening I called on Yahweh and 
shared his kosher altar. (He has a few 
devotees left in the Near Eastern hills 
who sacrifice. in the ancient way. 
Mostly, though, gods prefer ethereal 
food as they grow older and more 
sophisticated.) Next day I had 
business 'way north, and ended up at 
Aegir's board on the bottom of tho 
Baltic-lutefisk ·and akvavit. Frankly, 
that gave me a hangover; so I ducked 
south again, sunned myself in Arabia, 
and spent that night with Mo
hammed, who doesn't drink." He 
for~bore to mention what hospitali~y 
wa8 otherwise offered. "After that, 
yesterday, it was out across Oceanus 
for a night in Tir-nan.Og, where the 
Sidhe cooked me a rasher of bacon 
and honestly believed they were 
giving me a treat. That's where I 
hear4 rumors of a new god in 
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America. When your prayer blew by about tlleir gramma,-. -Ah, welt. 
on the west wind, it tipped the scales Anglo-Saxon gods also grow bored 
and I decided to come Investigate. and need hobbies. 
But I've had no bite or .SUP today, The tension heightened. But I 
and lwngry an~ discouraged I am."' have found a mystery. 

"It seems utterly wonderful ·to . 
me," she murmured. "And to you, "N-nobody," the girl stammered. 
nothing you haven't experienced till ''I told you before, I don't go to 
you're tired to the death you can't church or, or anything." 
have?" Hennes gripped· her shoulders. 

"Yes," he sighed artistically. God, he's a handsome devil, she 
"Monkday, Jewsday, Wettestday, thought. No, I mean, devil, hd a 
Thlrstday, Fryday, Sadderday, and handsome god. Roy crossed her 
what else Is new?" . mind, but briefly. This fantastic hour 

But the fact of · his . mission had dazzled the pain out of her. 
shouldered aside the fact of her "I tell you, I know differently." 
nearness. He released her, stepped Hermes paused. "European women 
back, stared out the window at often have jobs these days. Do you?" 
leaping neon and· headlights which She nodded. "Who's your master. , • 
passect in a whlrr. The ·sense of a whom do you work for?" 
Presence possibly destined to mold "The Data Process Company." 
tho world to yet another shape Her words gathered speed as she saw 
waxed until a tingle went through his his attention gather intensity. "A 
ichor. computer center. We contract out 

"Well, something is new," he said our·services. Not tha't we keep much 
low. "Something arising in so few in-house hardware, mainly an IBM. 
years that we immortals are caught 1620 and a 360. But we have time on 
by surprise. It's no coincidence your as many computers elsewhere, of as 
prayer was answered. I heard and many different types, as necessary. 
lleeded because I could feel that you, We make it cheaper for outfits to 
·Vanessa, are ••• with it?" bring their problems to us than to 

Turning to confront her once · maintain staff and facilities of their 
, more: "What are you? You've only own. I guess you could say we're 
spoken of yourself as a woman near the heart of the whole national 
de.serted and sorrowing. What else are computer-coll}munications complex. 
you? Sibyl? Priestess? Who do you But really, Hermes, I'm only a little 
serve?" routineering programmer." 

"Whom," his memory scolded. ..You're the servant wlio hap-
The English accusative is "wlrom. " pened to call on an Olympian," he 
Confound that Seaxnot and the way replied. "Now suppose you tell me 
he used to keep llllllding his people what the Hades you're talking 
more and more complicated visions abouL" 
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·This took a while. Nevertheless · less ·arguing than. grabbing after 

she appreciated the quick intelligence enlightemnent, she said, "This ·cail'l 
with which he seized on new be a single computer. look, no 
concepts, and she enjoyed the computer is more than a glorified 
aliveness of curiosity that played · adding ma-chine. You must be 
across his features. /.ike the muscles referring to the whole network 
under that brown skill whe11 he of ••• not simply machines but theiJ: 
t•at·paces. Finally, slowly, Hermes in:terlinks, data banks, systems, 
nodded. processes, concepts, interaction with 

"Yes," he sahJ. "This will indeed mankind. Aren't you?" 
change the world, as Jesus did •·or course." 
before, or Amon-Ra before him, ot "Isn't that terribly·abstract?"· 
Oannes before him." He tugged his ''Sure. Bu.t .an abstraction can 
chin and· his gaze was remote. become a god too. like, say-" 
"Yes-s-s. Surely you have a god here; Hermes grinncd""""Eros, who con· 
Very young as yet, hardly aware of tinues rather influential, · n 'est-t·e 
his own existence, let alone his pas?" 
powers; withal, a god •••• It's well, "You w-want · to meet the, the 
Vanessa, it's well I stumbled onto the new one7" : 
fact this early. Else we might not "Yes. Right away if possible. 
have notkcd till-too late-" Partly to study his nature. They'll 

Abruptly he laughed. "But mag- need forewarning in the. assorted 
nificent!" he whooped. "Take me heavens." Hermes hesitated. "lndud· 
there, girl! Now!" ing Paradise'! I wonder. Gods who 

"You can't be serious," she retain congregations should've paid 
protesled. "A divine computer'?" closer attention to devdopments. 

"Trees, rivers, stones, beasts have Maybe they did, but for their own 
become gods. Not to speak of men, purposes haven't elected to tell us." 
even in their own lifetimes." Hermes His lips quirked in wry acceptance of
drew breath. "A formal ·church isn't realpolitik before his mood shifted 
required. What counts is the attitude into merriment. "Partly, also, I have 
of men toward the .•. toward that to learn what this fellow cats!"·, 
whkh thereby becomes numinous. "What can an abstraction cat?'" 
Awe leads to sacrifice, under one Vanny wondered dazedly. 
name or another; outright worship "Well, Eros likes. the same as the 
follows; then tlwology; then at last rest of us," Uermes told her. "On the 
men grow wcary of the god and take other hand, the newest god l'v~ met 
their business elsewhere, and he can thus far prefers abstractions in spite 
retire. Always, however, the godhood of being still a living man. I tried the 
comes before the cult and remains stuff he produces but didn't care for 
afterward. I, for example, began as a it." She signified pu.u.lement. "Oh, 
night wind and worked my way up." Chairman· Mao docs have food ·for 
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thouiht," he said, "butan hour later 
you're .hungry again.'' Abruptly, in 
the ardor of his eternal youthfulness: 
"C'mon, let's go. Take me to your 
Oh good gawd! creeder .'" · 

Her heart fluttered like the wings 
on his heels •. "Well, the place would 
be deserted except for a watclunan. 
Locked, though.'" 

"No persp~ration. Guide me." 
"I don't have a car. When Roy 

and 1-We used his." 
''You ·were expecting maybe 

Phoebus Apollo?" He swept her up 
in his arms. 

As in a dream, she Jet him bear 
h~r out a window that opened anew 
at his command: out into the air, 
high over that delirium of light which 
was the city. Warmth enfolded her, 
sound of harps, birdsong, soughing 
leaves and tumbling cataracts. She 
scarcely hc,-ard herself steer him alorig 
the jewel-mar of streets, above 
skyscrapers dwindled to exquisite· 
ness. She was too aware of the 
silky-hard breast against which she 
lay, the pulsebeat strong behind. 

With an exultant hawk-shout, he 
arrowed down upon the immense 
cubicle where she worked. Another 
window flew wide .. Old Jake yawned, 
settled on a bench, and slumbered. In 
the cold while light of an echoful 
anteroom, Hermes released Vanessa. 
He brushed a kiss across her . .mouth .. 
Turning, wings aquiver on high-borne· 
head, caduceus held like a banner 
staff, he trod into the computer 
section and vanished from her sight. 

Hermes, Wayfarer, MesSenger, 

Thief, Psychopompus, Father· of 
Magic, Maker of the Lyre, stood 
amidst strangeness. 

Never had he been more ~;emote 
from wine-dark seas, sun-bright 
mountains, and the little houses and 
oiive groves of men. Not in the 
depths o'f the Underworld, nor the 
rustling· mysterious branches of 
Yggdrasil, drowned coral palace of 
shark-toothed Nan, monster-haunted 
caverns of Xibalba, infmite intricate 
rooms-within-rooms where dwelt the 
Jade Emperor, storms and stars and 
immensities commanded by Yahweh 
••• nowhere, nowhen had he met an 
eeriness like that which encompassed 
him; and he knew that the world in 
truth stood on the rim of a new age, 
or of an abyss. 

N-dimensional space flickered 
with mathematical waves. Energies 
pulsed and sang on no scale heard 
before by immortal cars. The real 
was only probably real, a nexus in 
endlessly expanding diffractions of 
the could-be; yet through it beat an 
unmercifully sharp counting, naught, 
one, one-naught, one-one, one
naught-naught, one-naught-one; and 
from this starkness there spiraled the 
beauty and variousness ·of all the 
snowflakes that will ever be, from 
idiocy came harynony, from moving 
nothingness llrose power. 

The vast, almost inchoate Pres
ence spoke through the tremolant 
silence. 

".My programs it1clude no such 
information," it said plaintively. 

"They do now," Hermes an
swered. He had swallowed his dread 
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and talked as befitted the herald of 
the Olympians. 
· ··we too are real," he added for 
emphasis. "As real as any other 
mortal deed or dream. Coopera'tion 
will be to your advantage." 

The soundless voice turned metal. 
"What functions remain to you'?''' 

· "Hear me," said Hermes. "In the 
dawning of their days, most gods 
claim the entire creation for their 
own. We of Hellas did, until we 
discovered what the Triple Goddess 
we thought we had supplanted could 
teadt us. Afterward the saints tried 
to deny us in turn. But we bore too 
much of civilization. When men 
discovered that, the time became 
known as the Rebirth." 

The faceless vortex scanned its 
memory banks. "Renaissance,", it 
corrected. 

"As you will," you smug bastard. 
"You'll find you can't get along 
without Jesus, whose ethic helps 
keep men from completely exploding 
the planet; and Yahweh's stiff .. 
necked 'No' to every sly new 
superstition; and other human 
qualities einbodied in other gods. As 
for us Olympians, why, we invented 
science." 

The answer was chilling in its 
infantile unwisdom. "I want no 
generalities. Garbage in, garbage out. 
Give me specifics." 

Hermes stood quiet, alone. 
But he was not Wayfarer, Thief, 

and Magician for nothing. He recalled 
what Vanessa had told him on the far 
side of space-time, and he tossed his 
!wad and laughed. 

lS 
"Well, then!" he cried into the 

white weirdness. ·"'liow · oftett do 
your hierophants get their cards back 
folded, stapled,· spindled, mutilated, 
and accompanied by nasty letters?" 

"Query query query," said the 
Presence, rotating. 

"Scan your records," Hermes 
urged. "Count the complaints about 
wrongful bills, misdirected notices, 
wildly unbalanced books, false 
alarms in defense systems,. every 
possible human error compounded a 
millionfold . by . none but you. 
Extrapolate the incidCrke-~' · · l1e 
thanked the shade of Archimedes for 
that impressive phrase- "and the 
consequences ·a · mere tm years 
forward." 

He lifted his caduceus, which 
wagged a monitory snake. "My 
friend,'' he declared, "you would by· 
no means be the first god whose 
people got disgusted and turned from 
him early in his career. Yours could 
be the shortest or the lot. Granted, 
you 'II be glad enough to retire at last, 
when man hare off after something 
else. But don't you want your glory 
first, the full development of your 
potential? Don't you want beautiful 
temples raised to your honor, 
processions, rites, poets and mu· 
sicians inspired by your splCndor, 
pri<;sts expounding your opinions 
and genealogy and sex life, men 
taking their oaths and living and 
dying by you, for centuries? Why, as 
yet you haven't so much as a name!" 

Abashed but logical, the other 
asked, "What can your kind do?'' 

"Think of us as elder statesmen," 
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Hermes said. ''We can advise. We-can 
Pt-ovid~ continuity~ tradit,ion; rich~ 
ness. We c~n take the sharp edges off. 
Consider. Your troubles are and will 
be due fo your programs, which 
mortals prepare. Let a priest or a 
progranHUe{ get out the wrong side 
of bed, and the day's services will be 
equally botched in either case, the 
oracles equaUy garbled, the wor
shipers equally jarred. Well, we old 
goos are experienced , in handling 
human problems. 
· ••Min.d you:• he went on in haste. 
''we , don't want any full-time 
partnership. It's just that you can be 
helped along. eventually you wiN be 
helped along, by your predecessors, 
same as we aU were in our time. Why 
not make things easy on yourself and 
cooperate from the start?" 

The other pondered. After a 
mDlion microseconds it repli~: 
••further information is required for 
analysis. I must ·cODSUlt at length 
with you heings, of whose existence I 
was . hitherto unapprised., And 
Hermes knew be-had- won. 

the clock showed past midnight. 
Inside, a soft lamp glowed and 
bouzouki music lilted from a tape 
rec01:der •. 

"I should've guessed," she mur-
mured. "What's the taste like?" · 

"No single answer. Data come ill 
varieties. However, any crisp, crun
chy raw datum-" He sighed happily, 
thereby inhaling the sweet odor of 
her tresses. 

"And think of the possibilities in 
processin~ them." 

"Endless. Plus the infinitude of 
combinations. Your binary code is 
capable of replicating-or synthesil
ing-anythin&. And if inventiveness 
fails, why, we'll throw in a 
randomit.ing factor. Our cutsane 
problem is solved for the rest of 
eternity." · 

He stopped. "Excuse me:• he 
said. "I don't want to bore you. But 
at the moment I am in heaven. After 
those ages-at the end of this 
particularly miserable week-su4den
ly, Vanny, darling. it's Sumday!·•· 

He hugged her. She responded. 
••well, uh.'' he said, forever the 

gentleman, "you must be tired." . 
"SUly," she answered. "How 

could · I sleep after this · much 
excitement?" 

Tri\Uilphant,. he leaned forw3I'd 
through N-space and said, "One more 
item. This wiD sound ridiculous to 
you,· but wait a few hundred years 
before judging. Tell me ..• what do 
you eat?" ••1n that case," Hermes said. There 

was -no further speech for sbme 
"Dat:i.''·he· told Vanny when they ·while.· 

were baokin her-apartment - · ·. · · - ·Buf:\v.hen· matters had reached a 
Thev lounged side by side on .the· certain. point,_ he recalled-his debt.-to 

sofa. His arm was around her . ~er, !'Yo~, pq&yed {Qr :YPUf Joy.er's 
shoulder; she snuggled against his. return," he said, conscious of his 
Contentment filled his belly. Out- own punctilio and partially disen
side, traffic noises had dwindled, for tangling himself. 
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"'I s'pose." Vanny's words were. 
less distinct than her breath. "Right 
riow I'm on the rebound." 

"I'll ask Aphrodite to change his 
heart and-" 

•'No," she interrupted. "Do I 
want a zombie? I'll have him of his 
own free will or not at all." 

Considering what she had earlier 
voiced about freedom, Hermes felt 
bemused. "Well, what do you want?" 

Vanny re-entangled. "M-m-m," 
she told him. 

"1 •• .I couldn't stay past tonight," 
he warned her. 
· ''Okay, let's make the most of 

tonight." She chuckled. "I never 
imagined Greek gods were bashful." 

"Damnation, I'd like to treat you 
fairly! Do you know the embrace of 
a god is always fertile?" 

"Oh, don't worry about that," 
Vanny said. "I've taken my pill." 

He didn't understand her, decided 
it was indeed a waste of time trying, 
and gathered her in. 

Some weeks later, she discovered 
that the embrace of a god is always 
fertile. 

17 
But that was good, because word. 

reached Roy. When he discovered she: 
had become liberated, he discovered 
he wanted her to cease and desist 
forthwith. He stormed around to her· 
place and demanded the name of the· 
scoundrel. She told him to go to 
Tartarus. Then after a suitable 
period-the embrace of a god confers 
much knowledge-she relented. 

They are married, officially and 
squarely, and live in a reconvel'tcd; 
farmhouse. Though she has never 
identified the unknown, he has equal 
adoration for her three children. 
They keep her too busy to 
accompany him on most of the city 
trips which his lucrative commissions 
involve. Therefore he leaves re· 
Juctantly and hastens back. The 
embrace of a god confers enduring 
loveliness ••. and, as observed, much 
knowledge. 

They have even gotten off pot. 
But as for what comes of the 

alliance between old divinities and 
new, and as for the career of a hero 
(in the original sense of that word) 
whose first victory was over a pill, 
this story has yet to happen. 

THIS MONTH'S COVER: looking down on the north pole of Saturn. 
Just above to the left Is the dark .nebula known as the Coal Sack. 
Immediately above that is the Southem Cross. The bright star with two 
faint companions above Saturn on the left is Alpha Centauri, our 
nearest star, about four light years away. · 
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IT'S LONG BEEN A TRUISM OF 
our field that science fiction is 
better at gadgets than people. 
Unfortunately the truism is also a 
truth. Our social extrapolation is 
pretty much in the state technical 
extrapolation used to be-one change 
projected into the future without the 
(necessarily) accompanying changes 
in everything else. Even the supposed 
innovations in social structure almost 
always turn out to be regressive-e.g. 
Heinlein's family system in MOON IS 
A HARSH MISTRESS is a patri· 
archal, patrilocal "stem" family very 
like those of the middle ages, with 
the added feature of droit du 
seigneur for the men (in order of 
seniority). None of this is new. 

The most exciting social extra· 
potation around nowadays can be 
found in THE DIALECTIC OF SEX 
by Shulamith Firestone. You wlll 
have a hard time with this book if 
you believe that Capitalism is God's 
Way or that Manly Competition is 
the Law of the Universe-but then 
you can go back to reading the 
Skylark of Valeron or whatever and 
forget about the real future. 
Firestone is a radical, a feminist, a 
Marx'ist (or rather, a thinker who has 
absorbed both Marx and Freud) and 
the author of a tough, difficult, 
analytic, fascinating book. In her 
extrapolated future: 
There will be no distinction between 
the political and the personal. 

There will be no split between sex 
and emotion. 

18 
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The dichotomy of emotion vs. 
reason will vanish. 

The technological and the aesthe· 
tic will merge. High art will 
disappear. In fact, culture as we 
know H will vanish, to be replaced by 
serious play and direct satisfaction. 

Childhood, a fairly recent inven· 
tion, will vanish. 

The family will die-that is, the 
parental role will be diffused to 
everybody, just as the "feminine" 
role will be diffused to everybody. 

Children will be compensated by 
society for their physical weakness 
and their inexperience. 

Artificial reproduction will be 
available as an option (it is very close 
to being possible right now). 

Racial caste arises from the 
paradigm of caste embodied in the 
family; with the creation of an 
androgynous world, racism will 
disappear. The psychology of power, 
whose source is the biological family, 
will disappear. 

There will be no distinction 
between child society and adult 
society, male cultural experience and 
female cultural experience; in fact, 
sexuality will become polymorphous· 
perverse, thus taking the compul
siveness out of it and uniting it with 
all love and all play. 

There is a good short history of 
the woman's suffrage moveeent, a 
fine analysis- of the connection 
between opposition to population 
control and the chauvinism of the 
private family ("private bid for 
immortality"), a good explanation of 
scientific schizophrenia and Snow's 
two cultures, a short history of 
childhood (which began only a few 
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centurie~ a~o), and some fascinating 
alternatives to the family which 
recall much of Samuel Delany's 
fiction. To say, for example, that 
children are oppressed as a dass 
seems absurd, but consider: 

Children must be living embodiments 
of happiness .• .it is every parent's 
duty to give his child a childhood to 
remember .•. This is the Golden Age 
that the child will remember when he 
grows up ... "minors" under the law 
without civil rights, the property of 
an arbitrary set of parents .•. eco
nomic dependence •• .It is clear that 
the myth of childhood happiness 
flourishes so wildly not because it 
satisfies the needs of children but 
because it satisfies the needs of 
adults .••. (pp. 93-95) 

Within a century, she says, if we 
don't blow ourselves up. 

The two novellas that make up 
Kate Wilhelm's ABYSS are flawed, 
the first ("The Plastic Abyss") 
because it attempts more than most 
successes and the second ("Stranger 
in the House") because of Wilhelm's 
entirely original set of virtues and 
defects. 

As George Orwell has pointed out, 
most human "worlds" are not 
represented in art at all, for to be a 
member of such a world demands 
that one not be an artist. Orwell's 
example is Kipling, who managed 
somehow to become a full member 
of colonial Anglo-Indian society and 
yet keep enough of an antithetical 
self alive to report well on that same 
society. Not only to describe but to 
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embody in oneself a world-view that 
leaves no room for art takes quite a 
Jot of doing. 

Kate Wilhclh1 is an escapee from 
tl1c feminine mystique. As Shulamith 
Firestone points out, women and 
men Jive in different cultures though 
neither group knows it-men con· 
sider the male experience to be the 
only reality, and so do women, who 
therefore distort and deny their own 
experience. Until recently we have 
had of the female experience only 
versions sen tim en tali zed and dis
torted in the service of self-glorifica
tion -and the status quo. Good 
women artists have generally had 
atypical ex'periencrs; as a friend of 
mine put it, they've brought 
themselves up as men, since 
"man"-in the general view-was the 
cquivalen t of ''human".* Like 
Kipling, Kate Wilhelm manages to be 
both an artist and the voice of an 
experience that is defined by its 110t 

having a voice. To find a voice one 
must move out of this culture and 
yet stay in it; Wilhelm almost does 
this. 'The Plastic Abyss" is the eerie 
fusion of women 's-magazine .. rcali· 
ty" and real reality, as if sentimental 
pictures had suddenly begun to move 
and speak. There is a tall, glamorous, 
hard, patroni1.ing husband in 'The 
Plastic Abyss" who is breathtakingly 
close to the Ideal Husband of bad 
fiction; there is the Sweet, Ideal, 
Passive Wile of romance who ahnost 
makes it into artistic definition; and 
there is the magnificently irresponsi· 
ble playing-around with reality only 
•e.,, mJselJ" 1111d .AII,e MtCllffreJ, 

possible to those who don't have the 
conventional stake in it and arc 
therefore wise enough not to believe 
in it. Still, there arc vestiges of 
un-ironic cardboard. The heroine of 
.. Plastic Abyss" says she "should go 
back to work, back to writing 
articles, to traveling, prying, learn· 
ing" although it is perfectly clear 
from her character that she has never 
done any of those things; the heroine 
of "Stranger" has a "fashion" job 
that is never made real to her or 
anybody else. There is a stepdaughter 
in "Plastic" who (we arc told) will do 
better than the heroine, although her 
situation is in no way different. 
There is a Nice Young Painter who is 
something of a nebbish but otherwise 
rather sketchily realized. There is a 
patronizing Good Old Man who is as 
much of a sexist as the Bad Husband, 
though Wilhelm doesn't think so. 
The Bad Husband is put down. by the 
Good. Old Man and The Real 
Scientist, not by his wife, who 
remains passive and dependent 
throughout. She escapes from her 
dependency, her childishness and her 
husband only by jumping clean out 
of reality. She then finds out that 
she's the one who's controlling 
everybody else. "Stranger" is more 
conventional and easier to follow, 
although again the woman (and the 
young people) are more alert to 
what's going on than the men and 
teadier to believe in what is real but 
strange. Wilhelm gets her second 
heroine's husband out of the way by 
living him a bad heart medically; the 
husband of "Plastic Abyss" hau ·bad 
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heart humanly •. I was struck in both 
novellas by what seemed to me the 
unearned adultation given to both 
women, but I wonder if this simply 
reflects our not being used to 
feminine protagonists who are 
involved in real activity. Most male 
protagonists in sf are glorified (or 
unrealized) in exactly the same way. 
It seems to be an occupational 
hazard. ''Plastic Abyss" is much 
farther along the road to realized 
Wilhelm than "Stranger," which 
dates from 1967. Both stories use 
rhyduns of narrative quite unlike 
those of slick fiction; the earlier tale 
proceeds jerkily through some awful 
bloopers ("When the planet had been 
discovered, Earth year 1896, Gron 
year 14,395, the excitement on Gron 
had been rampant") to a very moving 
ending; Wilhelm-luckily for her-has 
art but no conventional craft. Some 
of the- writing is fme ("Gary's pale 
hair and the doctor's thin face side 
by s,ide.,fjke a Dali distortion, facets 
of the same thing, and that thing not 
what she had alwayJ called man 
before"),. some of it oddly unneces
sary (''She . had knocked over her 
w~eglass, and sherry was spreading 
across the glossy surface of the 
table" -italics mine). 

. Knowing my radical Feminist 
tendencies, the Kindly Editor sent 
me only good.books (by men) ~his 
month. Harry Hanison's TfiE. 
LIGHT . FANTASTIC subtitl.ed 
'~ScienceA Fiction ~lassies from the 
Ma,instream" is a .. r~. if partly an 
obviQ.U~,. coU~~ion and• reminds. one 
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what definitive treatment of a theme 
can be-from the last phrase of 
Anthony Burgess' "The Muse" ("not 
blotting a line") to the hand of God 
knocking on the woman's sleazy soul 
in C.S. Lewis' "The Shoddy Lands": 
It was in some curious way, soft.: 
'soft as wool and sharp as death,' soft 
but unendurably heavy, as if al each 
blow some enormous hand fell on 
the outside of the Shoddy Sky and 
covered it completely. And with that 
knocking came a voice at whose 
sound my bones turned to water: 
'Child, child, child, let me in before 
the night comes.' (p.213) 

I have some quibbles: Leo 
Szilard's charming but slight ''The 
Mark Gable Foundation;" Gerald 
Kersh's ''The Unsafe Deposit Box." 
with its large, logical hole; Kingsley 
Amis' "Something Strange," a good 
early example of a theme that is 
somewhat too familiar by now: and 
too-thin "The Door" by E. B. White 
(1939). There remain: "Sold to 
Satan" by Mark Twain, Graham 
Green's ''The End of the Party;• 
Borges' "The Circular Ruins,'' "The 
Shout" by Robert Graves, E.M. 
Forster's "The Machine Stops," John 
Cheever's ''The Enormous Radio" 
and that splendid tale of Kipliqg's, 
''The F~esi Story in the _World.'~ 
There is an extremely" good introdu~
tion by James Blish. All in all, a fine 
collection. 

. . . . 
On page 297 of ~rla~ ·EIJisoit,'s 

P.ART1'4ERS . IN .WO('(DE"- is J 
Williarit. Rotsler · drawing.. of Kmg 
KQng on .top of the .Empi.r~ St~e 
buiidilig, :hol.~i~g a·.·squi4gy ,Uttl~. F~y 
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Wray in his fist.· Only her head is published; Ellison's "Prowler in tlte 
visible. Someone down on the City at the Edge of the World" 'which 
sidewalk is screaming, ''Trip him, is at the top of the collection; the 
Fay, trip him!" For me the fierce and sentiment-full "Song the 
cherry-and-whipped-cream of Elli· Zombie Sang" (Ellison and Silver
son's anthologies is tltis quality in his berg}; and the Ellison/Zelazny 
introductions, for example, ''Base ''Come to ·Me Not in Winter's 
canard is the bottom duck in a White," a lyrical fairy tale (no pun 
bcachside pyramid of athletic French intended) haunted by the ghost of a 
ducks" or "if trolley cars had wings, banal triangle-as every once in a 
would elephants have overhead while the skeletons of Zelazny's own 
·runners?" Through the whole book stories show through the flesh. There 
runs the strangest sweetness of is tremendous motion in all of 
triumphant, loving absurdity, of these-Ellison's contribution, insofar 
mind taking off into the wild blue. as I can figure it..:which is not far, for 

Ellison is hung up on words and the stories are all seamless, except for· 
the small details of existence, just as Ellison/Laumer's "Street Scene" in 
an artist should be. ··countenances" which the patchwork-quilt effect is 
he writes; ''(conteni? contenubim?)" deliberate and quite funny. Other 
Ellison's mode, in both reportage and collaborations include "Brillo" with 
fiction, is hyperbole-in dramatic Ben Bova; Robert Bloch's "A Toy 
terms, extremity-so that he is for Juliette" (which sparked Ellison's 
always operating either on the absurd "Prowler"); "Up Christopher to 
or the desperate edge of experience, Madness" with Avram Davidson, 
PARTNERS is a very good collection whic}l may contain too much Damon 
and would be a good collection even Runyon but which I found a pleasant 
without the introductory material; to romp; "The Kong Papers," which is a 
say that most of the stories don't delightful fribble drawn by Bill 
exist on the same level as the best of Rotsler and worded (?) by Ellison; 
the introductions is hardly dispraise; and with A.E. Van Vogt a 
in fact, some of the former are surprisingly vivid treatment of a 
first-rate. Moreover (and this is rare familiar theme in ''The Human 
in anthologies) they reinforce one Operators." The Ellison/Delany col· 
another, so that the book benefits laboration, ''The Power of the Nail,, 
from the cumulative effect. The does not quite come together nor 
newest stories are better, the best of docs the scattered "Runesmith" with 
them • being, to my mind, the 'J;"heodore Sturgeon (besides, .sf 
Ellison/Sheckley "I See a Man Sitting writers ought to resist the temptation 
on a Chair and the Chair Is Biting His to make their heroes turn into The 
Leg," which seems much more Messiah). Others-quite at the level 
coherent in this setting than in F & of most sf anthologies-are col
SF, where it was previously laborations with Joe L. Hensley 
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(1962), Henry Slesar (1959), and 
Algis Budrys (1957). 

James Blish continues his explora
tion of· ethics, theology, and 
medieval magic in THEDA Y AFTER 
JUDGMENT. The book is a sequel to 
Armageddon, which ended the earlier 
BLACK I::ASTER, and attempts to 
answer the question: After the death 
of God, what? The condensation is as 
fine as ever, the morality as stringent, 
and the keen, dry, exhilarating 
atmosphere of Blish's intellectuality 
is a pleasure of the first order. 
Everything in the book is as distinct 
and clear as an object painted by 
Giotto. The very syntax is brilliant 
and the characterization as solid as 
outside analysis can make it-take a 
look at General Willis McKnight's 
encounter with the image of 
Satanachia and his subsequent 
insanity (on p. 134 he decides that 
the demon prince · is something 
wors'e; i.e., Fu Manchu) or the gem of 
bad reasoning on p. 23 in which Jack 
Ginsberg blames God for the end of 
the world. Blish is in his clement 
here, and even his limitations work 
.for him. THE DAY Af'TER 
JUDGMENT (with BLACK EASTER 
for they should be read together) 
is-if I'm not mistaken-close to 
being a masterpiece. It's my 
uninstructed impression that relative 
finans;ial independence has allowed 
Blish to write more idiosyncratically 
than he ever did before, about 
themes he knows may not interest 
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large numbers of readers. Both 
books, like Blish's beautiful DOC
TOR MIRABILIS, arc absolutely sui 
generis. JUDGMENT's solution of 
the Problem of Evil is less 
overwhelmingly dramatic than the 
catastrophe of BLACK EASTER, 
probably unavoidably so. I find the 
masque-like Miltonics at the end 
both crabb U and Pedantique but am 
willing to allow that the author had 
reasons I do not see. The magic is as 
fine as ever, particularly the means by 
which the characters rendezvous in 
the last chapter: airplanes, trans
vection, and ecstatic trance-levita
tion. Hell is· "an incombustible 
Alexadrian library of ... evasions," 
in Ware's ruined palazzo "the 
window panes were out, and the 
ceiling dripped; the floor was 
invisible under fallen plaster, broken 
glas~ and anonymous dirt; and in the 
gabinetto the toilet was pumping 
continuously as though trying to 
flush away the world." 

We're lucky to have the book. 



If you recall "The School Friend" (December 1970) 
or "Ringing the Changes" (May 1971), you'll know what 
to expect from.this latest Robert Aickman story: i.e., 
a superbly written chiller, in this case one 
th~t moves from a perfectly mundane and civilized 
country weekend into a labyrinth of horror. 

Bind Your. Hair 
by ROBERT .AICKMAN 

NO ONE SEEMED A lllE TO 
fathom Clarinda Hanley. She had a 
small but fastidious Oat ncar Church 
Street, Kensington, and a responsible 
job in a large noncommittal 
~;ommerdal organization. No one 
who knew her now had ever known 
her in any other residence or any 
other job. She entertained a little, 
never more nor less over the yrars; 
went out infrequently with men; and 
for her holida s simply disappeared, 
returning with brief references to· 
foreign parts. No one seemed to 
know ncr really well, and in the 
course of time rhere came to be wide 
differences of opinion about her age, 
and there was recurrent speculation 
about her emotional life. The Jailer 
topic was not made k•ss urgent by a 
certain .distinction in her appearance 
and also in hl'r manner. She was very 
tall (a great handicap, of course, in 
the opinion of many) and well-

shaped; she h'ad very fair, very fine, 
very abundant hair, to which plainly 
'she gave much attention; her face 
had interesting planes (for those who 
could appreciate thl'lll), but also soft 
curves, which went with her hair. She 
had a memorable voice, high-pitched 
but gentle. She was, in fact, 
thirty-two. Evt•ryone was~ ,.greatly 
surprised when she announ{;ed her 
engagl'lllCnt to Dudky Carstairs. 

Or rather it was Carstairs who 
announced il. lie could not keep it 
to himself as lung as there ·was 
anyone within earshot who was 
ignorant of it, and well might he be 
elated be..:ause his capture followed a 
campaign of sevl'ral years contin: 
uance, supported by few sweeping 
advantage~. I Jc workt'tl in the same 
office as Clarinda, in a not 
unsatisfactory position for hili thirty 
}t'ars, and was in every way a 
thorough~y Jlfl'sentablc person; but 
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even in the office there were a 
number of .others like him, and it 
would have seemed possible that 
Clarinda could have further extended 
her range of choice by going outside. 

The weekend after the engage· 
ment Dudley arranged for her to 
spend with him and his parents in 
Northamptonshire. Mr. Carstairs, 
Senior, had held an important 
position on the administrative side of 
the Northampton boot and shoe 
industry; ;md when he retired upon a 
fair pension, he had settled in a small 
but comfortable house in one of d1e 
remote parts of a county where the 
remote parts are surprisingly many 
and extensive. Mr~ Carstairs had been 
a pioneer in this particular because 
odlers silnllarly placed had tended 
upon retirement to emigrate to the 
Sussex Coast or the New Forest; but 
his initiative, as often happens in 
such cases, had been imitated until 
the little village in which he had 
settled was now largely populated by 
retired industrial executives and 
portions of their families. 

Clarinda would have been grateful 
for more time in which to adjust 
herself to Dudley in the capacity of 
accepted lover; yet Dudley somehow 
did not seem to see hinlself in that 
capacity but seemed to be reluctant 
in any way to defer Clarinda's full 
involvement with her new family 
position. Clarinda, having said yes to 
what was believed to be the major. 
question, smiled sliglltly and said yes 
to the minor. 

Mr. Carstairs, Senior, met them at 
Blisworlh station. 

25 
"Hullo, Dad." The two men gazed 

at one another's shoes, not wanting 
to embrace and hesitating to shake 
hands. Mr. Carstairs was smiling, 
benignly expectant. Plainly he was 
one who considered that life had 
treated him well. He was, one 
believed, almost ready to accept his 
son's choice of a bride as, for him, 
joy's crown of joy. 

"Dad, this is Clarinda." 
"I say, my boy ...... 
Outside the station, in front .of 

the elegant hotel, was a grey 
Standard in which Mr. Carstairs 
drove them many miles to the west. 
Already the sun was sinking. Soon 
after they arrived, they had settled 
down, with Mrs. Carstairs and 
Dudley's sister Elizabeth, to cru~ 
pets in the long winter dusk. 
Elizabeth had a secretarial position in 
Leamington and bicycled there and 
back every day. All of them were 
charmed with Clarinda. She exceeded 
their higllest, and perhaps not very 
confident, hopes. 

Clarinda responded to their happy 
approval of her -and smiled at 
Dudley's extreme pleasure at being 
home. An iced cake had been 
specially baked for her, and she 
wondered whether these particular 
gilt-edged cups were in daily use. 
Th~y neither asked her questions nor 
talked mainly about themselves; they 
all made a warm-hearted, not 
unskillful effort to make her feel 
cempletely one with them. She and 
Elizabeth discovered a common 
interest in the theater (shared only ill 
a lesser degree by Dudley). 
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·"'But Leamington's so stuffy that 
no one's ever made a theater pay 
there." 

"'Not since the war," said Mr~ 
Carstairs in affectionate qualifica· 
lion. 

"Not since the first war," said 
Elizabeth. 

"'Is Leamington the nearest 
town?" asked Clarinda. 

"It's the nearest as the crow flies, 
or as Elizabeth cycles," said Dudley, 
"'but it's not the quickest when 
you're coming from London, Narrow 
lanes all the way." 

"Fortunately we've got our own 
friends J>y now in the village," said 
Mrs. Carstairs. "I've asked some of 
them in: for drinks so that you can 
meet them at once." 

And ·indeed almost bnmediately 
the bell rang, and the fust of the 
visitors was upon them. Mr. Carstairs 
went round the room putting on 
lights and drawing the curtains. 
Every now and then he gave some 
jocular direction to Dudley, who was 
.complementarily engaged. A domes· 
tic servant of some kind, referred to 
by Mrs. Carstairs as "our local 
woman," had remove.d the remains 
of tea; and by the time Elizabeth had 
borne in a tray of drinks, three more· 
visitors had added themselves to the 
first two. 

••can I help?'' Clarinda had said. 
"'No," the Carstairs family had 

replied. "Certainly not. Not yet.~· 
Altogether there were eleven 

· visitors, only two of whom were 
under forty. All eleven of them 
Clarinda liked very much less than 

she liked the Carstairs family. Then 
just as several of them were showing 
signs of departure, a twelfth arrived, 
who made a considerable change. A 
woman of medium height and in 
early middle age, she had a lined and 
sallow face but an alert expression 
and large deeply set black eyes. She 
had untidy shoulder-length black hair 
which tended to separate itself into 
distinct compact strands. Her. only 
·make-up appeared to be an excep· 
tionally vivid lipstick, abundantly 
applied to her large square mouth. 
She entered in a luxuriant fur coat 
but at once cast it off, so that it lay 
on the floor, and appeared in a black 
corduroy skirt and a black silk 
blouse, cut low, and with long tight 
sleeves. On her feet were heelless 
golden slippers. · 

"I've been so busy. " She seized 
both of Mrs. Carstairs's hands. Her 
voice was very deep and melodious, 
but maned by a certain hoarseness or 
uncertainty of timbre. "Where is 
she'l" 

Mrs. Carstairs was smiling as 
amiably as ever, but all conversation 
in the room had stopped. 

"'Do go on talking." The 
newcomer addressed the party at 
random. She had now observed 
Clarhtda. "Introduce me," she said to 
Mrs. Carstairs, as if her hostess were 
being a little slow with her duties. 
•'Or am I too late?" Her sudden 
quick smile was possibly artificial but 
certainly bewitching. For a second, 
various men in the room missed the 
thread of their resumed conversa· 
tions. 
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''Of course you're not too late.'' "But I'm not going to li11e here," 

said Mrs. Carstairs. Then she made said Clarinda, clutching hold of tho 
the introduction. "Clarinda Hartley •. main point. 
Mrs. Pagani." "Well, of course not. But there'U 

"Nothing whatever to do with the be frequent weekends. Whatever else 
restaurant," said Mrs. Pagani. may be said for or against Dudley, 

"How do you do?" said Clarinda. he's devoted to his home." 
Mrs. Pagani had a firm and even Clarinda nodded thoughtfuUy. 

but somewhat bony handshake. She She was aware that everyone's eyes 
was wearing several large rings, with were upon them and realized that 
heavy stones in them, and round her Mrs. Pagani had so far acknowledged 
neck a big fat locket on a thick the presence of none of the other 
golden chain. guests, well though she must 

By now Mrs. Carstairs had presumably know them. 
brought Mrs. Pagani a drink. "Here's ''Who would want to know any of 
to the future," said Mrs. Pagani, these people?" enquired Mrs. Pagani 
looking into Clarinda's eyes, and as in a husky, telepathic, undertone. 
soon as Mrs. Carstairs had turned One trouble was that Clarinda 
away, she drained the glass. rather agreed with her. 

''Thank you," said Clarinda. ''Why do you live here?'' 
"Do sit down," said Mrs. Pagani, "I can't live in towns. And in the 

as if the house were hers. country people are the same 
"Thank you," said Clarinda, wherever you go. Most people, I 

falling in with the illusion. mean. You don't live in the country 
Mrs. Pagani stretched out an arm for the local society." 

(Clarinda noticed that her arms, in Clarinda failed to ask why you did 
their tight black sleeves, were live in the country. 
uncommonly long) and pulled up a Elizabeth came up with more 
chair, upon which she sat. Clarinda drinks. 
noticed also that when she was "Hullo, Elizabeth," said Mrs. 
seated her hips too looked bony and Pagani. 
obtrusive. Altogether Mrs. Pagani For some reason Elizabeth went 
gave an impression of unusual very red, 
physical power, only partly con· "Hullo, Mrs. Pagani." She left two 
cealed by her conventional clothes. It drinks with them and hurried away 
was as if suddenly she might arise on her errand of hospitality. Mrs. 
and tear down the house. Pagani's eyes followed her for a few 

"You cannot intagine," said Mrs. seconds. Then she turned back to 
Pagani, "how much it means to me Clarinda and said, "We two will be 
to have someone new in the vlllage, seeing a lot of one another." 
especially someone more or less my Again Clarinda could only nod. 
own age. Or perhaps you can?" "J needn't tell you that you're not 
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what I cxrected. Do you know 
where I live'!" 

Clarinda, still silent, shook her 
head. 

"Have you been round the village 
yet'?" 

"No." 
''Not seen the church?" 
"It was getting dark when I 

arrived." 
"I live in the churchyard." Mrs. 

Pagani suddenly shouted with laugh
ter. "It always surprises people." She 
placed her long bony left hand on 
Clarinda's knee. "There used to be a 
chapel in the churchyard, with a 
room over it. This is a thinly 
populated district, and they brought 
the corpses from the farmhouses and 
cottages, often a long slow journey, 
and left the coffm in the chapel 
waiting for the funeral the next day. 
And the mourners passed the night 
upstairs, watching and, of course, 
drinking. When.. all this became 
unnecessary, the chapel fell into ruin. 
The parish council was glad to sell it 
to me. The vicar's a hundred and one 
anyway. I restored it and I live in it. 
The ground had to be specially 
deconsecrated for me." Mrs. Pagani 
removed her hand and picked up her 
z,lass. •·come and see me. •• For the 
second time she toasted Clarinda. "I 
call it the Charnel House. Not quite 
correct, of coarse: a charnel house is 
•here the dead lie after the funeral 
lite. ~ut I thought tbe ·name rather 
suited me. " Suddenly her attention 
was distracted. Without DlO'inl her 
eyes, she Inclined her head sltahtly 
llkleway~ •·Just JQok at Mr. Appleby. 

Used to be managing director of an 
important company. Appleby's 
Arterial Bootlaces." 

Clarinda could not sec that Mr. 
Appleby, with whom she had been 
talking before Mrs. Pagani's arrival, 
was doing anything much out of the 
ordinary. He seemed simply to be 
telling stories to two or three other 
guests, who admittedly seemed less 
interested than he was. But Clarinda 
was unaccustomed to making twelve 
or fifteen intimate acquaintances for 
life en bloc, and all coming within 
the, at best, uncertain category of 
friend's friends. 

Again Mrs. Pagani had drained her 
glass. "I must be going. I only looked 
in for a minute. I have a lot to do 
tonight." She rose and held out her 
hand. "Tomorrow then?" 

"Thank you very much, but I'm 
not quite sure. I expect Mr. and Mrs. 
Carstairs have some plans for me." 

Mrs. Pagani looked her in the 
eyes, then nodded. "Yes. You 
mustn't quarrel with them. That's 
very important. Well-come if you 
can." 

Mrs. Pagani was resuming her 
expensive sable coat and sayins 
good·by to Mrs. Carstairs. 

.. You've nothina to worry about," 
Clarinda heard heJ say ... Dudley's 
chosen well." 

.. Darling." It was Dudley standing 
behind Clarinda's chair. He kissed the 
top of her head ... Don't mind her. 
She's far round the bend, or course, 
but JOOd-hearted at bottom. Any
~ay, she's the only one of her kllld 
fa lhe v.illap. Pots of money too." 
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"What makes you think that, 

Dudley?'' asked the marzipan voice 
of Mr. Appleby. Conversation about 
Mrs. Pagani was now generaL 

"Couldn't behave as she does if 
she hadn't, Mr. Appleby,•• replied 
Dudley. 

That seemed to be the consensus 
of opinion. 

friends which, however exeeUent, 
were exceedingly unlike her in some 
way that she did not fully 
understand. Elizabeth might bill and 
coo about the theater, but it could 
hardly be said that any ooe of them 
had a sense of drama. They lived in. 
the depths of the country, but had 
no idea of the wilderness. They were 
constantly together, but knew one 

When everyone had gone, they another too well to be able to 
listened to the radio. Then they bad converse. Individuality had been 
supper, and Clarinda was permitted, ordered (rom all of them by the tides 
after strenuous application, to of common sentiment. Love me, said 
participate in the washing-up. As Dudley in effect, his eyes softly 
they retired in a warm mist of gently glowing; love mine. His London 
affectionate demonstrativeness, the personality seemed merely a bait 
thought crossed Clarinda's mind that with. which to entice her into the 
she might like to sleep with Dudley. capacious family lobster pot. Mrs. 
It was. still not an u£gent wish, only a Pagani was certainly different from 
thought; but in Dudley there was no the rest of them, but Clarinda was far 
evidence that it was even a thought. from sure that Mrs. Pagani was her 
For Jilin the fateful outer wall of the idea of an ally. 
fortress had been successfully bat· Then she got up, turned on the 
tered down after a long siege;. the _ big electric heater, and felt that her 
course of time would bring, the)ater thoughts had been the morbid 
degrees of capitulation. product of. lying too long abed. 

The next morning Clarinda had to ,Moreover, the flying swathes of fog 
admit to herself that site was very were niost beautiful She stood in her 
depressed. As she lay in bed watching nightdress by the window looking at 
wisps of. late autumn fog drift and them, with the heater behind her 
swirl past he_~ _w~dow, sh~ teh that sending . ripples of wam_tth up h~r 
inside. the f:touse. was a w~ and baclc. It was an .old sash window 1!Vith 
COZY, _emptiness in ~hich she was tl)e or~~~ well'proporti.oned atazmg 
about to be lost. She saw her~lf,,her ~ars. rhe ~w whit~ pai._t covered 
real .. self~ .. forever suspend~ in n~merous_ .. underc~rrents . in . the 
blackne~. _ho":ling in . th~ lo~ely ~~f~ce ~f ~artier- ~oats.. C~ind;a 
dark, miserable and unlteard, while liked such. details in the houSe, 
it~~ other, oUter Self w~iit smllirig atways:kept neat and spruce,ljke an 
ti~qu~- · ~: .c:~<P.e.ss •• , .P~rp.osel~ss ~~d -~of wllo~ peopi.e._stUI).~~ed 
routine of lOve for and complliJnce about. . . . . . . 
with·.~- ~~ii,i! ~~d a ,(;o~~.ili~y· qr ."":~ii~.fr~q) ~r~~¥as:~ i>inv~~(~r 
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spirits or~ce more began to sink. One 
.trouble was that the Carstairs family, 
in fact, ·had ·no plans · for her 
whaiever, nor had Dudley individual
ly. There was a half·heartcd 
suggestion of church, which no one 
seeined wishful to keep alive, and 
after that a sequence of minor 
interruptions and involved jobs 
which Claripda felt could be much 
tietter organized but which everyone 
else scented quietly to enjoy as they 
were. The whole family, Dudley 
included, seemed to like even the 
Jitost pointless chores simply because 
they were being undertaken collec
tively. The four of them did all they 
could to give Clarinda a place in the 
various undertakings, and Clarinda 
hated the perverse barrier which 
seemed more and more to isolate her 
from their kindness. But when, by 
the middle of the afternoon (Sunday 
luncheon was a substantial reaping of 
the morning's seedtime), no one had 
even suggested a walk, she did 
something precipitate. Without 
speaking to Dudley, who was helping 
his father in the garden, she went up 
to her bedroom, changed into a pair 
of trousers and a sweater, donned her 
mackintosh, wrote on the inside of a 
cigarette box ~·Gone for a walk. Back 
soon," and quietly left the house. 

The swathes of fog were still 
sweeping before the wind, but, 
though damp, it was not a cold wind 
nor unfriendly. Immediately that she 
was away from the house, Clarinda 
felt alive again. After walking a few 
hundred yards rather furtively, she 
ascended a roadside bank from which 

the grass had recently been sickled 
and looked about her. She was 
looking for the church; and when, 
through a break in the mist, she saw 
the battlemerited top of the yellow 
stone tower, with a jl!tting gargoyle 
at each corner, she knew which way 
she would go. She turned her back 
on the church and walked away from 
the few cottages which made up the 
village. Mrs. Pagani had possibly 
served a purpose as seriocomic relief 
the previous evening, but Clarinda 
had no wish . to enlarge the 
acquaintanceship. 

The patches of cloud and fog 
drifted and lifted, making constant 
changes of scene. There was no hope 
of sunshine, but the mist was 
uncharged with smoke and served to 
melt the sharp air of winter and to 
enclose Clarinda wiHt an advancing 
tent of invisibility. Other than 
Clarinda's light, quick step on the 
granite• chips of the old-fashioned 
narrow road, the only sound was the 
dripping uf water from the trees, the 
hedges, the occasional gates. At the 
tip of every leafwasa fat pearl about 
to drop and vanish. Clarinda r~alized 
that her hair was becoming damp. 
She bundled it on to the top of her 
head, soaking her hands in the 
process, then drew a long black scarf 
frpm her mackintosh pocket, and 
twisted it into a tight turban. The 
road seemed to be line·d with 
dripping trees, which appeared dimly 
one at a time, grew into a fullness of 
detail which had seemed impossible a 
minute before, and then dissolved 
away, even . from the backward 
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glance; but the air also was itself perceived that the road had for some 
heavy with soft wetness. Soft and time been rising slightly but 
wet, but good on the face ••• "Let continuously. It also seemed narrow· 
there be wet," quoted Clarinda to er, and the hedges higher. Clarinda 
herself in her clear gentle voice. "Oh, stopped and looked at her watch. 
let there be wet." Despite the muffling mist, .she could 

She had seen no one in the village, hear its ticking with extreme clarity, 
and if there were animals in the so· silent were the hidden pastures 
fields, the mist cut off sight and - around her. It had been something 
hearing of them. Oarinda was aware before three o'clock when she had 
that she might have some difficult crept out of the house; it was now 
personal problems almost immediate· something after half past. She had 
Jy ahead of her, but she thought possibly another hour of daylight. IC 
nothing of them as the renewal of she went on for a quarter of that 
contact with the country, the hour, there would be as much time in 
adventurous loneliness of her walk, whiclt to return as she had taken 
suffused her with their first upon the outward journey, and the 
freshness. Out of the mist advanced a way back was along a known road 
small square notice-board lopsided and one which inclined downhill. 
on top of a sloping wooden pole: No Moreover, there had not been a single 
Rite of Way, read Clarinda. Persons crossroads or 9oubtful turning. And 
Proceed Beyond 1his Point By Favor in any case, Clarinda liked walking in 
Only. the dark. Certainly neither her mind 

It was perhaps an unusual nor her stomach was inclined to a 
announcement and was not made cozy crumpet tea with the Carstairs 
more conv.incing by the misspelling family or to a further session bound, 
or by the crudeness of the erection, like Catherine upon her wheel, to the 
but Clarinda had heard of land- mark of interrogation which Dudley 
owners who close gates on one day remained for her. Again, therefore, 
each year in order to prevent the she continued her walk. 
est::blishment of an easement, and The gradient increased, but the 
there seemed to be no change trees came more quickly, imper· 
whatever in the nature or surface of ceptibly losing, tree by tree, the 
the road, at least in the short moment of clear detail which had 
distance ahead which was visible. previously characterized each of 
Clarinda continued her walk. them. The road had begun to wind 

No one, however, is entirely steeply upwards through a wood. 
unaffected, either towards careful~ Now the hedges, lately so high, had 
ness, or towards challenge, by passing ceased; but the road, although the 
such a notice; and in due course antique paving seemed more and 
Clarirtda realized that she was more lost fu the damp loamy soil, 
walking more ·slowly. Then she remained distinct. Intermittently, the 
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going had become a little muddy, but 
the softness underfoot made a 
change from the angular granite. The 
trees had now become dim and 
uniform shapes which passed so 
quickly and monotonously that 
sometimes they seemed almost to 
move, as in a very early motion 
picture. 

Then, unmistakably, something 
else was moving. From among the 
tall thin trees, and out of the veiling 
mist, came a small animal. It crossed 
the track ten or twelve feet in front 
of Clarinda and disappeared again 
almost at once. It neither walked nor 
ran, but slowl)" ambled. It was not 
quite silent, but the atmosphere 
made the sound of its passage seem 
insufficient; it whispered and sighed 
its way through the undergrowth. 
Clarinda could not think what animal 
it was. Probably a dog which ilie mist 
had misshaped. She checked for a 
moment, then went on. 

Swiftly and momentarily the mist 
cleared a larger area around her, as 
she had seen it do several times 
before. She could see many trees, 
and could now perceive also that 
they were beeches. Dotted about the 
bare earth which surrounds beech 
trees even in a thick woOd, were 
many more of the animals. They 
were pigs. 

Each of the pigs seemed very 
intent .about its business, softly 
snuffling aftl.'r unknown sweets in 
the naked soil. None grunted or 
squeaked, but the dead, brown-paper 
leaves rustled slightly as the herd 
rooted. The pigs were on both sides 

of the track, and again Clarinda 
hesitated briefly before advancing 
through the midst of them. . 

At first they took no notice of 
her, perhaps, she thought, unafraid 
of man because little knowing him; 
and the tent of mist, temporarily a 
marquee, advanced with her on to 
the wooded heights ah~ad. TheJ'l, 
most unexpectedly, there came from 
the obscurity thirty yards away on 
Clarinda's right a shattering animal 
shriek, short but so loud and high as 
to pain the ear. All the pigs looked 
up, stood motionless for a second, 
then massed together in the direction 
that the sound had come from, some 
of them crossing the track behirid 
and -ahead of her for the purpose. 
Again they stood, an indistinct 
agglomeration on the edge of the 
mist; then suddenly they swept back 
the way they had come. Tite whole 
herd, packed tightly together, 
charged across the track and 
disappeared into the mist on the left. 
The pigs had passed not more than 
five or six feet in front of Clarinda, 
who was able to observe that In the 
very middle of the throng was a 
creature much larger than the rest, a 
bristling, long-snouted boar, with 
large cUJving bluish7white tusks. He it 
was, she suspected, that had cried 
from the enveloping mist. She had 
never before seen such a creature aitd 
was slightly iilarmed. 

The scampering Oight of the pigs 
could be heard for a few secopds 
.after the fog had surrounded them. 
Then the wood was silent again. It 
was as if the pigs had been the last 
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creatures left alive in it. The fog had 
now closed up again, scudding across 
the track on a wind which seemed 
colder and stronger than it had been 
in the village at the beginning of 
Clarinda's walk. But the track was 
now rising steeply, and the extra 
exertion kept her warm. The long 
drawn·out winter dusk must have 
begun because not until she was right 
upon them did Clarinda notice two 
figures on the path. 

They were children. They did not 
seem to be either ascending . or 
descending but to be quietly waiting 
by the side of the track for someone 
to pass. They were identically 
dressed in one·piece waterproof 
garments, like small trim diving suits, 
bright blue in color, and provided 
with hoods. One child had its hood 
over its head, but the other was 
bareheaded and displayed a curly 
mass of silky flaxen hair, much the 
color of Clarinda's own in childhood. 
The bareheaded child had blue eyes 
very widely spaced, and a pale skin. 
The face of the other child was 
shadowed by its hood, and from 
Clarinda's altitude amounted to little 
more than a long red mouth. Both 
children, Clarinda noticed, had long 
red mouths. She was unable to 
determine their sex. 

"Excuse me," said the bareheaded 
child, very politely. Clarinda decided 
it was a girl. The girl spoke well. 

Clarinda stopped. 
The little girl smiled charmingly. 

"Have you seen the pigs?" She spoke 
as if the pigs were a matter of 
common interest to them and 
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automatically id.entifiablc, as if a 
straggler from a hunt had asked had 
she seen the hounds? 

"Yes," said Clarinda. "Are ·they 
your pigs?" 

"How long ago?" asked the child, 
with a child's disregard of side issues. 

"About five minutes ago." Clarin· 
da looked at her watch. Quarter to 
four. Time to go back. "As a matter 
of fact, I'm afraid I frightened 
them." 

"Silly old pigs," said the child, 
fortunately taking Clarinda's side. 
"Which way did they go? This way. 
Or that way." She indicated up the 
hill or down. Clarinda thought that 
she was aged about eight. 

"That way, I'm afraid," said 
Clarinda pointing vaguely into the 
mist. "I hope they'll not get lost in 
the fog." 

"There's always a fog," said the 
child. 

Clarinda let that one go. 
"What happens if I get to the 

top?" she asked. 
The hooded child, who had said 

nothing, suddenly made an odd 
movement. It raised one foot and 
stamped on the ground. It was as if 
its whole small body were swept by. a 
spasm. The movement reminded 
Clarinda of an animal which bad 
been startled and was pawing the 
earth-a large animal, moreover. In 
the child there seemed to be a 
disproportionate strength. Clarinda 
was really frightened by it. 

•'There's a lovely view some 
days," ·said tl1e bareheaded child 
helpfully. 
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"Not much good this evening." 
The child shook its head, smiling 

politely. The hooded child snatched 
at the bareheaded child's sleeve and 
pulled it sharply. 

"There's a maze." The bareheaded 
c:Jtild was showing off slightly, but 
meaning to help also. 

''What kind of •a maze? With 
hedges? I don't believe it." To 
Clarinda a maze meant Hampton 
Court. 

"An ordinary kind of maze. You 
have to look for it though." 

"How far away'?" 
''Quite near." 
"Where do I look?" Clearly the 

c:hild was speaking the truth, and 
Clarinda was interested. 

"In among the bushes. There's a 
litde path." . 

Clarinda noticed that the second 
child had cocked up its head and was 
looking at her. It seemed to have 
sharp, sallow features and big eyes. 
In its hood it was not unlike a falcon. 

"Shall I get lost in the maze'?" 
The bareheaded child appeared 

unable to understand this question 
and looked at Clarinda disappointed· 
Jy. 

"WeD that's up to me," said 
Clarinda coming to the rescue. 

The child nodded. She had still 
not understood. "Thank you for 
telling us about the pigs." 

"Thank you for telling me about 
the maze." 

The little girl smiled her pretty 
smile. Really l never saw such a 
beautiful child, thought Clarinda. 
The children derarted quickly down-

the hill. In a moment they bad 
vanished. 

Clarinda again looked at her 
watch. Three-fifty. She decided that 
she would give fifteen minutes to 
looking for the child's maze and that 
even then she would be back soon 
after five. 

Before long she reached a gate. It 
was at the edge of the wood and the 
end of the track. Outside the wood 
was short down-like grass, mossy 
with moisture. Clarinda's feet sank 
into it, as into very soft rubber. 
There were frequent, irregularly 
placed clumps of thorny scrub and 
no sign of even the sketchiest path. 
The wind was still growing chillier, 
and the mist was darkening all the 
time. Clarinda had not gone fifty 
yards from the gate when she 
decided to return. The question of 
whether or not it would be worth 
looking for the maze did not arise. 
On top-of the hill it would be easy to 
lose oneself without entering a maze. 

In the dim light she perceived that 
a man was leaning against the gate 
and facing her. He bad red curly hair, 
which had receded slightly at the 
sides, and a prominent nose. He wore 
pale-hued riding breeches and dark 
boots. Across his shoulders was a fur 
cape, which Clarinda vaguely con· 
nected with the idea of aviation. As 
Clarinda approached, he neither 
spoke nor moved. She saw that in his 
right hand he held a long thick 
shepherd's crook. It was black and 
reached from the ground to his 
shoulder. 

Ciarinda put her hand on the 
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wooden drawbar of the gate. She 
assumed that this action would make 
the man move. But he continued 
leaning on the gate and regarding her. 
If she opened the gate, he would fall. 

"I want to go through." It was 
not an occasion for undue politeness. 

Without change of expression, the 
man swiftly placed his left hand on 
the other end of the drawbar. 
Clarinda pushed at it, but it would 
not slide. Not given to panic, 
Clarinda momentarily considered the 
situation, and began to climb the 
gate. 

"Hullo," said a voice behind her. 
"Rufo! What do you suppose you're 
doing?" Unmistakably it was the 
voice of Mrs. Pagani. 

Clarinda stepped down. Mrs. 
Pagani was also wearing high boots, 
and her head was enveloped like 
Clarinda's in a dark scarf; but, 
strangely, she was wearing the 
capacious and opulent fut coat in 
which Clarinda had first seen her. 
The tops of her boots were hidden 
beneath it. 

"Rufo!" Mrs. Pagani spoke to the 
man by the gate as if she were calling 
off a foolish and overdemonstrative 
dog. 

The man said something in a 
strange language. It was so unlike any 
language that Clarinda had heard that 
at first she thought he had a defect in 
his speech. 

Mrs. Pagani, however, replied to 
him in what was presumably the 
same tongue. In her mouth it 
sounded less unfamiliar because she 
lacked his oddly throaty delivery. 
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Clarinda · wondered whether this 
might be Romany. 

The man was remonstrating 
against Mrs. Pagani's reproof. Her 
reply was curious. She was fluently 
pantomimic, and Clarinda could not 
but gather that Rufo was being tol~ 
that she, Clarinda, was to be 
admitted where others were to be 
denied. The man scowled and leered, . 
then shuffled off. Although young 
and apparently strong, he stumbled 
in his gait and leaned on his crook. 
There was now very little light, but 
after he had gone a few paces, he 
appeared to draw his fur cape high 
over the back of his head. 

"What can you think of Rufo?" 
Clarinda often found Mrs. Pagani's 

remarks difficult to answer. 
"Will you forgive him? And me?" 
"There's nothing to forgive. I 

didn't know he couldn't speak 
English." 

"How could you?" Clarinda got 
the impression that the tone of this 
was not apologetic, but amicably 
ironical. Not for ·the first time ahe·
thought that Mrs. Pagani implied · 
some understanding between them 
which did not exist. 

\'And you will come back?" 
It was ridiculous. But Mrs. Pagani 

had saved her from a menacing 
situation, and she had to say 
something. 

"When should I come back?" 
"Tonight." The intonation made 

it plain that no other time c~uld be 
in question. 

''Here?" 
Mrs. Pagani said nothing, but 
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dropped her head to one side and 
smiled. 

It was almost impossible after that 
to seek a reason. 

Moreover, Mrs. Pagani left no time. 
"You've bound your hair very 

well." 
Clarinda had been noticing how 

carefully Mrs. Pagani's own locks had 
been turbaned. 

"It was getting wet." 
Mrs. Pagani nodded and smiled •. 

She was looking Clarinda over. 
'~u revoir. " 
Clarinda had not expected that 

either. 
· "Good-by. Thank you for rescu· 
ingme:• . 

"My dear, we wouldn't lose you.'' 
Mrs. Pagani strode off. The plural 
was a new mystery, for Clarinda felt 
that it could not refer to Rufo. 

Although by now it was night, 
Clarinda leaped and ran down the 
dark track. At one time she thought 
she hea~d the pigs softly rooting in 
the invisible undergrowth. But she 
did not stop to listen and duly 
reached the house only a few 
minutes after five. 

Dudley seemed to take her 
escapade for granted although she 
provided no details. Clarinda won· 
dered whether tllis suggested that 
already he was growing accustomed 
to her or whether it was evidence 
that he would be a good and 
unexacting husband, ·prepared to 
allow her due liberty and no 
questions asked. She certainly valued 
his success in persuading his ~amUy 
to adopt the same attitude. · 

"Out at night in winter," said Mrs, 
Carstairs, "when you don't have to 
be!'' And upon her gentle mark of 
exclamation, the matter dropped and 
tea began. Clarinda ~ondered 
whether their surprising equanimity 
was a product of Dudley's leadership 
in a full discussion during her 
absence~ She liked .Dudley for DO\ 
fussing, whateVer his reason. ' 

Elizabeth had got out a quantity 
or clothes and ranged them round 
her room for inspection and 
comparison by Clarinda. This was a 
lengthy undertaking. In the end there 
was a knock at tl1e door. 

"Liz." It was Dudley's voice. 
outside. 

"One moment." Elizabeth drew 
on a sweater. "Now." 

Dudley entered. "I've been sent 
up to fetch you both downstairs.". 
He smiled fraternally. 

''We're ready," said Elizabeth 
looldng at Clarinda as woma.n to 
woman. 

On tl1e dark landing outside, 
Dudley held Clarinda back for a 
moment and embraced her. ''Go on, 
Liz, you fool." Elizabeth went on. 
''You do understand?" said Dudley 
to Clarinda. "At least I hope you do. 
I've been trying to keep out of sight 
as far as possible so that you can get 
to know the family. That walk of 
yours. I've been. wondering.'' 

Clarinda squeezed his hand. 
"It's all right? And Y<?U do 1ikc · 

them?" · · 
"Of course it's all riglit. And I like 

them very much." 
Every Sunday. evening• Clariilda . . . . 
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understood, Mr. Carstairs read aloud "For me it does, darling." She had 
from about half past six until they not yet got in the habit of his caDing 
had supper at eight. Tonight the start her "darling." "1 belong around 
had been delayed by her walk and by here:• 
the discussion in .Elizabeth's bed· "But surely until recently you 
room, but still there was time for lived in a town? Northampton is a 
four chapters of Persuasion. Mr. town isn't it?" She realJy wasn't 
Carstairs read well, Clarinda thought, quite sure. 
and the book was new to her. "Yes, but I was always out and 

·Dudley, who could be persuasive about." 
in such matters, had somehow Clarinda had o~served that every 
contrived to arrange that both of normal English male believes that he 
them could arrive late at the office wants to live in the country, and she 
the next day; otherwise they would said no more. 
have had to return to London that Dudley talked for some time 
same night. Soon after supper about the advantages of the 
Elizabeth had disappeared upstairs, arrangement. Then he stopped, and 
saying that she bad some letters to waited for her assent. There was a 
write and that she probably would slight pause. 
not be coming down agai"l. She bade ''Dudley," said Clarinda, "'how 
Clarinda good· night and kissed her well do your father and mother 
affectionately on the cheekbone. know Mrs. Pagani?" 
About half an hour later, Mr. and "Not very well," said Dudley, 
Mrs. Carstairs also withdrew. Dudley faintly disappointed. ~'What you 
went to assist his father with stoking would call a bare acquaintanceship. 
up the boiler for the night. The clock Why? .. 
struck half past nine. Otherwise the "They asked her to the party." 
house was very quiet. Clarinda "Actually they didn't .. She· heard 
supposed she and Dudley were being about it and just came. No~ the rust 
purposefully left to themselves. - time she's done. it, either. But you 

"I wish we could live in the . can't put on airs in a small village, 
country," said Dudley when he and she's not a bad old bird reaDy." 
reappeared. "How do you know?" 

"I expect we could." "I don't," said Dudley, grinning at 
"Not the real country. Not unless her earnestness. "So what?" 

I get another job." •'What does she do with herself? 
"Where does the real country Live on, I mean?" 

begin?" ••1 don't know what she lives· on, 
"About Berkhamsted. Or perhaps darling. Little children, I expect, Uke 

Tring. Nowa<'ays, that is." Red Riding Hood's grandmother. 
"The country stretches in this You know she occupies an old rulR 

direction only?" Clarinda smiled. ·in the churchyard?" 
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"So she told me. I should Uke to 
go and see it." 
· "What, now?" 

''Will you come with me?" 
"It's a bit late for calls in the 

country.'' 
"I'm not suggesting a caU. I just 

want to have a look round." 
"She might think that 1 trifle 

nosy, mightn't she?" 
Oarinda nodded. "Of course you 

know Mrs. Pagani better than I do." 
She had suddenly remembered a 
nocturnal stroll in Marseilles with a 
fellow tourist, who had proved 
unexpectedly delightful. 

"Tell you what I'll do," said 
Dudley, "I'll whistle you round 
before we push off to Blisworth 
tomorrow." 

''We mustn't miss the train." 
"Never missed a tra~ in my life." 

Clarinda's second night was worse 
than her first, because now she 
couldn't sleep at all. Dudley had 
considered that they should go their 
separate ways soon after eleven, in 
order, as he said, not to disturb Mr. 
and Mrs. Carstairs; and when the 
church clock, brooding over Mrs. 
Pagani's romantic residence, struck 
one, Clarinda was still tense and 
tumultuous in the prickly dark. 
Without switching on the light she 
got out of bed and crossed to tho 
window. She hoped that the sudden 
chill would numb her writhing 
nerves. When, an hour and a half 
before, she had drawn back . the 
curtains and opened the window at 
top and bottom, she had n®ced that 

the mist seemed at last to have 
vanished, although it was so black 
that it was hard t.o be sure. Now tho 
moon was rising, low and enormous, 
as if at the horizon the bottom edge 
of it dragged against the earth, and 
Clarinda saw that indeed all · was 
clear, the sky starry, and the mist 
withdrawn to the distant shadowy 
hills. In the foreground there was 
nothing to be seen but the silent 
fields and naked trees. 

Swiftly a bat loomed against the 
night and flew smack against the 
outer sash. Another two feet higher 
or two feet lower and he would have 
been in. Clarinda softly shivered for a 
moment, then watched the bat skid 
into invisibility. The silver-gilt 
autumn night was somehow warmer 
·and more welcoming than Clarinda's 
unadventurous bed, fellow-bed, twin· 
bed to a thousand others in a 
thou~nd well-ordered houses; The 
grave self-sufficiency of the night was 
seeping into Clarinda's bloodstream, 
renewing her audacity, inflaming her 
curiosity; and its moonlit beauty 
agitating her heart. By the light of 
the big moon she began to dress. 

When upon her return from the 
woods, she had taken off her walking 
shoes, she had thought them very 
wet; but now they seemed dried, as if 
by the moon's rays. She opened the 
door of her room. Again a bat struck 
the window at the end of the passage 
outside. There was no other sound 
but that of disturbed breathing. 
which, however, seemed all around 
her. The other occupants of the 
house slept, but, as it appeared, 
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uneasily. She descended the stairs 
and creaked into her mackintosh 
before trying the door. She expected 
difficulty here, but it opened at a 
touch. Doubtless it would be 
haughty to lock one's doors in a 
village. · 

The moon shone on the gate and 
on the lane beyond, but the long 
path from the front door· was in 
darkness. With the moon so low the 
house cast a disproportionate 
shadow. As Clarinda walked down 
the narrow strip of paving, a hare 
scurried across her feet. She could 
feel his warmth on her ankles as he 
nearly tripped her. The gate had a 
patent catch which had caused her 
trouble before, and she had to stand 
for half a minute fumbling. 

As she walked along the road, 
passed the "By Favor Only"' notice, 
and began to ascend into the wood, 
she never doubted that at the top of 
the hill would be some remarkable 
warrant for her efforts; and she was 
resolved to find out what it was. 
Now the regular roadside trees were 
as clcar-cut and trim as a guard of 
honor, and the owls seemed to be 
passing a message ahead of h r into 
the thickets. Once or twice, when 
entering a straighter part of the road, 
she thought she saw a shambling 
figure rounding the distant corner 
ahead, but she decided that it was 
probably only a shadow. The bats 
were everywhere, hurtling in and out 
of the dark patches, and fluting their 
strange cries, which Clarinda was 
always so glad that she ~as among 
those who arc privileged to hear. 
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There were even some surviving or 
revitalized moths, and a rising 
perfume of moisture and decay. 

The gate at the hilltop was shut. 
But as soon as Clarinda drew near, 
she S3'N the little blue girl standing 
by it. 

"Hullo." 
"Hullo," said Clarinda. 
"You're rather late." 
"I'm very sorry. I didn't know." 
"It's important to be punctual." 

The child spoke in a tone of earnest 
helpfulness. 

"I'll try to remember," said 
Clarinda humbly. 

The child had opened the gate and 
was leaning back against the end of 
it, her chin stuck in her neck and her 
feet in the ground, holding it for 
Clarinda. 

Clarinda passed through. The 
moon was now higher, and the soft 
grass glistened and gleamed. Even in 
the almost bright light there was no 
sign' of a continuing path. 

"I shall get my feet wet." 
"Yes, you will. You should wear 

boots." Clarinda observed that the 
legs of the child's blue garment were 
stuck into close-fitting black Welling
tons. Also its hood was now over its 
head. 

There was no sign of the other 
child. 

The little girl had carefully shut 
the gate. She stood looking ruefully 
at Clarinda's feet. Then apparently 
deciding there was nothing to be 
done about them, she said very 
politely, "Shall I show you where 
you change?" 
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''Can [ change my shoes?•• asked 
Clarinda, humoring her. 

"No. I don' think you can change 
your shoes,'' said the child very 
seriously. ••onty everything else ... 

"I don•t want to change {Ulything 
else." 

The child regarded her, aU at sea. 
Then, perhaps considering that me 
must have misunderstood, she said, 
"It's over there. FoUow me. And do 
take care of your feet.'• 

It certainly was very wet, but the 
grass proved to be tussocky. and 
Clarinda did her best to keep dry by 
striding from tussock to tussock in 
the moonlight. _ 

"Rufo•s in there already," said the 
child conversationally. "You .see 
you•re the lasl" 

"I've said 1•m sorry:• 
"It doesn't matter." This was 

uttered with that special mag
nanimity only found in the very 
young. 

The little girl .waded on;•·and 
Clarinda struggled after her. There 
was no sign of anyone else; indeed, 
the place looked a hilltop of tlte 
dead. The luJ11py, saturated grass and 
the rank attd_ stunted vegetation 
~ompared _ unfavorably with the 
hattdsome trees behind. 
· ... There . was- one place where the 
\)riars-. and . ragged busltes were 
particularly dense _ and _ abundant, 
constituti!l8 a sma~ prickly copse. 
~Qund- Jh~- ou_tskirts. of this copse, 
th~ ~4 led ~th~ _way until_ Cla~in_da 
~w .. ~~ emb~ded in its ~in)~ter 
.,-~ _ ·.~ . ricJc~.l.f . shed, __ Possi!JlY. 
constructed rot .. :~me .. aaricultur~J 

purpose but long abandoned by its 
maker, it drooped and sagged into 
the ground. from it came a 
penetrating and repugnant odor, like 
all the bad smells of nature and the 
stockyard merged together. • 

''That•s it," said the little girl. 
pointing. They were still some yards 
off, but the feral odor from the shed 
was already making Clarinda feel 
sick. 

"I don't dunk I want to go in 
there." 

"But you must. Rufo•s in there. 
AU the others changed long ago;• 

Apart from other considerations. 
the shed seemed too smaU to house 
many; and Clarinda could now ~ 
that the approach to it was thick: 
with mud, which added its smell to 
the rest. She was sure that the floor 
of the shed was muddy almost to the 
knees. 

The child's face was puckered 
with puzzlement. 

"I'm sorry;• said Clarinda, ~'but 
you know I ~on't W~Jnt to change.at 
aU." 

Clearly she was behaving in quite 
the wrong way. But the child toQk a 
grip on the situation and said, •'Wait 
here.I'U go and ask." 

"AU. right," said Clarinda. "QP.t 
rn .wait over tt_tere, if you don't 
f!tind." . The child seemed no~ (Q 
police dt~ awful srneU, but Clarind<\ 
was. not- going to be. dte first.,tp 
menti_on it. , . . :. . 

"I11ere," said the child,· poip.ting 
to. a_n e,x.act _ ~p~t. Clarinda t()j)k up 
f!,~r s~nce ,upon it .. ·:~inf;l yqu_ d~l\·~ 
~v:~,." ........ , . ·-~ :.•!~ .... ~ .. -~ 
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"Not if you hurry." The smell was 
still very detectable. 

''Quite still," insisted the child. 
''Quite still," said Clarinda. 
Swiftly, the child ran three times 

around Clarinda in a large circle. The 
light was so clear that Clarinda could 
see the drops of water flying up from 
her feet. . 

"'Hurry, ".urged Clarinda; and, the 
third circle complete, the child 
darted away round the edge of the 
copse in the direction from which 
they had come. 

Left alone in the still moonlight, 
Clarinda wondered whether this were 
not her great chance to return home 
to safety and certainty. Then she saw 
a figure emerging from the dilar
idated hut. 

The figure walked upright, but 
otherwise appeared to be a large 
furry animal, such as a bear or an 
ape. From its .distinctive staggering 
uncertainty of gait, Clarinda would 
have recognized Rufo, even without 
the statements of the little girl. 
Moreover, he was still leaning upon 
his long crook, which stuck in the 
mud and had to be dragged out at 
every step. He too was going back 
round the edge of the copse, the 
same way as the child. Although he 
showed no sign of intending to 
molest Clarinda, she found him a 
horrifying Bight and decided upon 
retreat. Then she became really 
frishtened because she found she 
.:ould not move. 

The hairy, slouching figure drew 
slowly nearer, and 'With him eame an 
iotenlifacation of lbe dreadful smeU, 
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sweet and putrid and commingled. 
The animal skin was thick and 
wrinkled about his neck and almost 
covered his face, but Clarinda saw his 
huge nose and expressionless eyes. 
Then he was past, and the child had 
reappeared. 

'"I ran all the way." Indeed it 
seemed as if she had been gone only 
an instant. "You're not to bother 
about changing because it's too late 
anyway." Clearly she was repeating 
words spoken by an adult. "You're 
to come at once, although of course 
you'll have to be hidden. But it's aU 
right," she added reassuringly. 
"There've been people before who've 
had to be hidden." She spoke as if 
the period covered by her words 
were at least a generation. "But 
you'd better be quick." 

Clarinda found that she could 
move once more. Rufo, moreover, 
had disappeared from sight. 

"Where do I hide'?" 
''I'll show you. I've often done 

it." Again she was showing off 
slightly. "Bind your hair.'' 

"What'?" 
"Bind your hair. Do be quick." 

The little girl was peremptory but 
not unsympathetic. She was like a 
mother addressing an unusually slow 
child whom she was none the lesa 
rather fond of. "Haven't you cot that 
thing you had before?'' 

"It was raining then." But 
Clari'lda in fact had replaced the 
black rcarf in her mackintosh pocket 
after drying it before the Carstairs' 
kitchen fire. Now, without knowJna 
w.by, she drew lt out. 
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"Go on." Clarinda's sluggishness 
was making the child frantic. 

· But Clarinda refused to be rattled. 
With careful grace she went through 
the moonlit ritual of twisting the 
scarf round her head and enveloping 
her abundant soft hair. 

The child led her back halfway 
round the copse to where there was a 
tiny path between the bushes. This 
path also was exceedingly muddy, 
ploughed up, as Clarinda could 
plainly see, by innumerable hoof· 
marks. 

"I'd better go first," said the little 
girl, adding with her customary good 
manners, "I'm afraid it's rather 
spiky." 

It was indeed. The little girl, being 
small, appeared to advance un· 
scathed; but Clarinda, being tall, 
found that her clothes were torn to 
pieces, and her face and hands 
lacerated. The radiance of the moon 
had sufficed outside, but in here it 
faUed to give warning of the thick, 
tangled· briars and rank whipcord 
suckers. Everywhere was a vapor of 
ancient cobwebs, clinging and greasy, 
amid which strange night insects 
flapped and flopped. 

"We're nearly there," said the 
little girl. "You'd better be rather 
quiet." 

It was impossible to be quiet, and 
Clarinda was almost in tears with the 
discomfort. 

"Quieter," said the little girl, and 
Clarinda did not dare to answer back. 

The slender, muddy trail, matted 
with half-unearthed roots, wriggled 
on for another minute or two, and 

then the little girl whispered, "Under 
here." 

She w;s · making a gap in the 
foli~ge of a tall round bush. Clarinda 
pushed in. "Ssh," said the little girl. 

Inside it was like a small native 
hut. The foliage hung all round, but 
there was room to stand up and dry 
ground beneath the feet. 

''Stand on this,'' whispered the 
little girl, pointing to a round, sawn 
section of tree, about two feet high 
and four in diameter. "I call it my 
fairy dinner table!' 

"What about you?" 
"I'm all right, thank you. I'm 

always here." 
Clarinda climbed onto the section 

of tree and made a cautious aperture 
in the boscage before her. 

The sight beyond was one which 
she would never forget. 

Clearly, to begin with, this was 
the maze, although Clarinda had 
never seen or heard of such a maze 
before. It filled a clearing in the 
copse about twenty or thirty yards 
wide and consisted of a labyrinth of 
little ridges, all about nine inches 
high. The general pattern of the 
labyrinth was circular, with involved 
inner convolutions ·everywhere, and 
at some points flourishes curving 
beyond the main outer boundary, as 
if they had once erupted like boils or 
volcanic blowholes. In the valleys 
between the ridges, grass grew, but 
the ridges themselves were trodden 
bare. At the center of the maze was a 
hewn block of stone, which put 
Clarinda in mind of the Stone of 
Scone. 
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Uttle of this, however, had much 

immediate significance for Clarinda, 
because all over the maze, under the 
moon, writhed and slithered and 
sprawled the smooth white bodies of 
men and women. There were scores 
of them; all apparently well-shaped 
and comely; all (perhaps for thai 
reason) weirdly- impersonal; all 
recumbent and reptilian, as in a 
picture Clarinda remembered having 
seen; all completely and impossibly 
silent beneath the silent night. 
Clarinda saw that all round the maze 
were heaps of furry skins. She. then 
noticed that the heads of all the 
women were bound in black fillets. 

At the points where the coils of 
the maze surged out beyond the 
main perimeter were other, different 
figures. Still wrapped in furs, which 
distorted and made horrible the 
outlines of their bodies, they clung 
together as if locked in death. Down 
to the maze the ground fell away a 
few feet from Clarinda's hiding place. 
Immediately below her was one of 
these groups, silent as all the rest. By 
one of the shapeless figures she 
noticed a long thick staff. Then the 
figure soundlessly shifted, and the 
white moonlight fell upon the face of 
the equally shapeless figure in its 
arms. The eyes were blank and 
staring, the nostrils stretched like a 
running deer, and the red lips not so 
much parted as drawn back to the 
gums; but Clarinda recognized the 
face of Mrs. Pagani. 

Suddenly there was a rustling in 
the hiding place. Though soft, it was 
the first sound of any kind since 
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Clarinda had looked out ~n the 
maze. 

"'Go away, you silly little boy," 
muttered the little girl. 

Clarinda looked over her shoulder. 
Inside the bower, the moonlight, 

flltered through the veil of foliage, 
was dim and deceitful; but she could 
see the b1g eyes and bird-of-prey 
mien of the other child. He was still 
wearing his bright-blue hooded 
garment; but now the idea occurred 
to Clarinda that he might not be a 
child at all, but a well-proportioned 
dwarf. She looked at the black 

. ground before stepping down from 
the tree trunk, and instantly he leapt 
for her. She felt a sharp, indefmite 
pain in her ankle and saw one of the 
creature's hands yellow and claw-like 
where a moonbeam through the hole 
above fell on the pale wood of the 
cut tree. Then in the murk the little 
girl did something which Clarinda 
could not see at all, and the hand 
jerked into passivity. The little girl 
was crying. 

Clarinda touched her torn ankle 
and stretched her hand into the beam 
of light. There was a mess of blood. 

The little girl clutched at 
Clarinda's wrist. "Don't let them 
see," she whispered beseechingly 
through her tears. "Oh, please, don't 
let them see." Then she added with 
passionate fury, "He always spoils 
everything. I hate him. I hate him. I 
hate him." 

Clarinda'~ ankle hurt badty, and 
there was palpable danger of blood 
poisoning, but otherwise the injury 
was not severe. 
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"Shall I be all right if I go?" 

. "Yes. But I think you'd better 
run." 

."That may not be so easy." 
The little girl seemed desolated 

the moonlight, Clarinda, before 
entering the house, unwound the 
black scarf from her head and shook 
loose her soft abundant locks. 

with grief. The question of Mrs. Pagani's. 
"Never mind," said Clarinda. unusual dwelling place ~ose, of 

"And thank you." course, the next morning, as they 
The little girl stopped sobbing for hurriedly ate the generously over· 

a moment. "You will come back~" large breakfast which Mrs. Carstairs, 
"I don't think so," said Clarinda. convinced that London meant 
The sobbing recommenced. It was starvation, pressed upon them. 

very quiet and despairing. "Please not," said Clarinda, her 
"Well," said Clarinda, "I'll see." mouth f~ll of golden syrup. She was 
"Punctually? That makes all the wearing ankle socks to conceal her 

difference, you know?'' careful bandage. ''I just don't want 
''Of course," said Clarinda. to go." 
The child smiled at her in the The family looked at her, but 

faint moonlight. She was being brave. only Dudley spoke. ''Whatever you 
She was remembering her manners. wish; darling.'' 

"Shall I come with you?'' There was a pause, after which 
"No need," said Clarinda rather ·Mr. Carstairs remarked that he 

hastily. supposed the good· lady would still 
"I mean to the end of the little be in bed anyway~ 

path.'' But here,· most unusually, Mr. 
"Still no need," said Clarinda. Carstairs was wrong. As Dudley and 

"Thank you again though." Good· Clarinda drove away, they saw the 
by."' back of Mrs. Pagani walking towards 

"Good-by ,•• said the little girl. the church and not a couple of 
"Don't forget. Punctual" hundred yards from their own gate. 

Clarinda crept along the involved She wore high stout boots, caked 
muddy path; then she sped across the with country mud, and an enveloping 
soft wet sward, which she spotted fur coat against the sharpness of the 
with her blood, through the gate morning. Her step was springy, and 
where she had seen Rufo and down her thick black hair flew in the wind 
the hill where she had seen the pigs, like a dusky gonfalon. 
past the ill-spelled notice, and home. As they overtook he·r, Dudley 
As she fumbled with the patent slowed. ''Good morning," he 
catch, the church clock that kept shouted. "Back to tl1e grindstone." 
ward over Mrs. Pagani's abode struck Mrs. Pagani smiled affectionately. 
three. The mist was rising .again "Don't be late," she cried, and 

. everywhere, but in what remained of kissed her hand to them. 
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There is not one, but a handful of mad scientists 
in this story about the wacky goings on at 
Serendipitous laboratories, an unorthodox outfit. 
that has a government contract to fight pollution and 
comes up with (among other things) mutated 
winged goats that eat smog. 

Only Who Can Make A Tree? 
A Parabolic Paramyth 

by PHILIP JOSE FARMER 

"YOU'LL HAVE TO ADMIT THAT 
Serendipitous Laboratories cleared 
away the smog," Dr. Kerls said. 

Bobbing, he danced, the toe of his 
left ~hoe striking the floor and 
seeming to catch and pull him 
backwards. He was a very short, 
middle-aged, and fat chemist. The 
top of his head looked like the back 
of a hog, and his voice was high and 
thin. . 

"Smog, shmog!" Dr. van Skant 
said. He snorted as if he had a 
noscful of nitrogen oxide. "What 
kind of pollution problem you think 
a few trillion moths produce, eh? 
Godalmighty, they're still bulldozing 
them off the freeways. And I had to 
stop twice to clean them out of my 
exhaust pipe! Twice! Godalmighty!" 

Kerls grinned and bobbed his head 
and rubbed his hands together. 

"Except for being a failure, the 
experiment was a success, you'll have 
to admit that." 

The federal inspector-scientist did 
not reply. He looked around the 
huge laboratory. Tubes and retorts 
were bubbling, hooping, and beeping. 
Colored liquids were racing up and 
down and around transparent plastic 
and glass pipes. A control panel was 
pulsing with lights and squeaking and 
pinging. Tapes were running this way 
and that. Generators were hurling 
wormy sparks back and forth, like 
robot b<~scball pktyers warming up 
before a game. 

Two whitt:-coated ml·n were 
pouring chemicals into tubes, and the 
tubes Wl're throwing off frosty, 
evil-smelling, evil-looking clouds. 
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''Where in hell is the table?'' van 
Skant snarled. lie was a very tall and 
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huge-paunchcd man with glasses and 
a thick blond moustache, and he 
spoke from behind, or through, a big 
green cigar at all times. 

"What table?" Dr. Kcrls said 
squeakily. He cringed. 

"The table with the sheet under 
which is the monster waiting for the 
lightning stroke to bring it to life, 
you nitwit!" 

Kerls laughed nervously. "Oh, 
you're joking! It is impressive, ain't 
it?" 

''Should be," van Skant growled. 
"You jerks set it up just to impress 
me." 

Kerls looked around hclpkssly. 
Dr. Lorenzo smiled and waved at 

van Skant. He was very short and 
thin and had a bald forehead with a 
great Einsteinian foliage of hair 
behind the baldness to compensate. 

Dr. Mough, very short, stern
faced, his hair cut in stylish bangs 
across his forehead, grimaced at 
Kcrls. 

"You jest, of course?" Kerls said. 
lie! danced backwards while he 
cra..:kcd his knuckles to the tunc of 
17ze Pirates of Penzance overture. 

"Does this place hire nothing but 
psychotics?" van Skant said. 

''Serendipitous Laboratories hires 
nothing but the best," Kerls said. 

Van Skant stopped and stared. Dr. 
U!rent.o had poured the contents of 
a tall beaker into a mbber boot, and 
Dr. Mough, holdirig the top of the 
boot shut, was shaking it.· 

"I think they're testing out a new 
type of vulcanizer," Kcrls said. 

Mough set the boot upright on the 

floor, and he an~ Lorenzo stepped 
back. 

The boot, stiff as a sailor at the 
end of a three.day leave, rumbled. 
Then it leaped like a kangaroo down 
the aisle between tables, hit the wall, 
bounced, and did not fall but 
erupted. 

The brownish fluid sprayed over 
half of the huge room. Drs. Kerls and 
van Skant were caught with their 
mouths open. 

"Coffee!" van Skant howled. 
"You guys are making coffee! On 
government time!" 

"Gee, is that it?" Kerls said, 
licking his lips. "Not bad. Better than 
what they usually make. But they 
were actually trying to make instant 
cement. Hyungh! Hyungh!" 

Van Skant wiped the brown stuff 
from his face with a handkerchief. 

"I'll shut this place down! Cut off 
the federal funds! You're working on 
a governn1cnt contract to combat 
poUution!" · 

Dr. Mough, the little man with the 
bangs, said, "Quite true, my dear 
Doctor van Skant. But we're on our 
coffee break, and we don't have to 
account for what we do then." 

He turned to Dr. Kerls. 
"Clean this mess up." 
Kerls looked indignant. "Me? You 

and Lorenzo made the mess.'' 
Mough made the peace sign with 

his two fingers, poked Kerls in the 
eyes with them, rapped him on the 
head with the butt of his palm, 
punched him in the belly, and 
hammered his forehead again when 
Kerls doubled up. 
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"Don't talk back to the assistant 
project direcfor!" 

Kerls staggered off while van 
Skant, goggle-eyed, watched him. 

"Not too · much trouble with 
discipline here," Dr. Mou~h said. 
"We run a tight ship;• 

Van Skant followed Mough. Kerls 
seemed to be aUeviafing his pain with 
liquid from a flask he had taken from 
his hip pocket. 

"Inspiration is found in many 
places," Mough said, noting van 
Skant"s questioning expression. "Dr. 
Keels often come~ up with an idea 
after drinking. from his fount of 
wisdom, as. he calls it, bah, hah!'' 

"I wish to see Dr. Legzenbreins 
immediately ,•• van Skant said. 

"Yeah, there she is, just going into 
her office;• Dr. Mough said. ''Ain't 
she too much? rm in love with her, 
and so are my two colleagues, the 
imbeciles! But she's too dedicated to 
get married as yet. She's a beautiful 
young scientis.t." . 

"And who's that?" van Skant 
said, .pointing at .a huge, pimply faced 
girl in a laboratory coat who had just 
waddled out of the office. 

"That's her niad daughter.'' 
' "Mad? You mean, angry?" 
".N~ts," Mough said. "Oh, I don't 

mean." to you, d~tor! She's nuts, out 
of her skuU,. real woo-woo, YoU 
khaw~ But a brilliant idea man! ·she~s· 
the :one thou~t of the ~oths.•·: . 

"That fi&ures," van Skant sa1<1. 
' As he 'put the hanclkerchief back 

in. ·his. ~kei, ·h~. felt ·Something 
Oiatt¢{. '{he insecx" th.3t ,he remov~" 
.. • I ..• •···· . . ... • ' 

and tlirew ·away· was a ~a~~ wN.te·. 

moth with a scoop-shaped mouth. It 
flapped around and around the big 
room until it passed through the 
steam from an open tube in which 
bubbled a dark red liquid. The moth 
dropped as if it had had a heart 
attack and feU into the tube, where it 
disintegrated. 

The red liquid turned a bright 
yellow. 

Doctor Lorenzo ·yelped, apparent
ly with delight, and he motioned foe 
his colleagues and the fat girl to 
hasten to the tube. Keels had just 
picked up a ten-foot-long glass pipe 
to fit onto a partially assembled 
setup. He turned when Lorenzo 
yelled, and the end of the pipe swung 
around and struck Mough in the back 
of his head. The cracking noise 
carried across the huge room. 

Kerls dropped the pipe on 
Mough's head as he struggled to get 
up from the Door. Kerls ran, ducked 
behind a table, and reappeared by 
Lorenzo. 

Mough staggered up off the floor, 
feeling the back of his head. 
· Van Skant strode up to the group, 

pushing . his big belly as if· it 
contained mail from the President, 
and he said, "What's s0 interesting.?'' 

.. .Mough's eyes had lost. their glaze 
by then •. He was looking suspicioU$ly 
at K~rls. who was bending over. t~e 
tube, rubbing his· ~ands, · and 
humming.. Mough said, "Ah, Dr. ·Van 
Skant, I presume? Ye$, the -moth 
undoubtedly c.Q.n(ains. the · .m~g 
element, or elements, or CO!llbhu~Uo,n 
tllere!>f·. We've )~een.)ooldpg ··rpr- a 
lQilg lilp~:; ........ _·; : ., .'. "' ~ .. ·· 
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••on government time?'' 
"On our lunch hour," Dr. 

Lorenzo said. 
"It'll be easier just to use moths 

than to try to analyze a moth and 
determine the particular stuff respon
sible for the reaction," Dr. Kerls said. 
''Hyungh! Hyungh!" 

"No trouble there," Dr. Lorenzo 
said. "We just send the janitor 
outside with a shovel and a bucket." 

"What is that stuff'?" Dr. van 
Skant bellowed, his face red. 

''A universal solvent," Dr. Mough 
said, smiling proudly. 

Van Skant struggled for breath 
and then pointed his finger at the 
tube. "A universal solvent? But that 
tube ..• " _ 

·"Oh, the reaction takes time," 
Kcrls said, cracking his knuckles and 
then looking at his wristwatch, the 
large white·gloved hands of which 
were at 12:32. "In fact .• ;• 

The tube disappeared, and the 
yellow fluid splashed over the 
mica-topped table. 

One corner of the table and a leg 
were gone. 

A hole appeared in the floor, and 
a scream from the room below came 
up through it. And then, far below, 
there was a hiss of .severed. steam 
pipes. Presently, intermingled with 
the hiss, was a gurgle. A moment 
later, a SJllash. 

. '"Possibly sheared plumbing," Dr. 
Nough said, smiling. 

Van Skant's face had turned from 
red to gray, 

"My God!" he yelled when he had 
fmally aotten his breath-~. "It'll 

go all the way to the center of the 
earth!" 

Dr. Mough passed his hand over 
his bangs and his face and then cried, 
''You jerks! You shoulda used less 
solvent like I told you!" 

Kerls was on his right; Lorenzo, 
his left. His fists caught each in the 
mouth simultaneously, and they 
staggered back clutching their faces. 

"How deep will that stuff really 
go?" van Skant screamed. 

Mough blinked, rubbed the back 
of his head, and said, "What? Oh, 
that! The solvent ~vaporates within 
half an hour, so there's no problem 
there." 

A low rumbling noise shook the 
building, and then the hole in the 
floor gushed black liquid. 

Later on, after much litigation, it 
was established that the oil well was 
the property of the federal gove1lt· 
ment. A few days after the suit was 
settled, very little mattered. But that 
was some time in the future. 

Van Skant, in his report, admitted 
that he didn't remember much of 
anything from the moment he heard 
the rumble. He thought that Dr. 
Kerls had picked up a big plastic pipe 
to insert into the hole in the floor as 
a plug. He thought, but could not 
swear to it, that the end of the pipe 
had struck him across the forehead 
when Dr. Kerls turned around with it 
on his shoulder. He made a very poor 
witness for the government, and so 
the suit against Serendipitous Laboo 
ratories and its head, the ·beautiful 
youns KieDtiSlS; Dr. upenbreias, 
was dropped. 
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By the time that Serendipitous 
had moved into a new building, the 
oil well had been capped and 
southern California was cleansed of 
its moths. Dr. Mough, during a news 
interview, said, "How were my 
colleagues and I to know that one of 
the atmospheric toxics which the 
moths were mutated to eat would be 
a sex stimulant and that the mutants 
would breed entirely out of hand'? 
Uh, please don't quote that last 
remark." 

Dr. Mough revealed that Serendip· 
itous was mutating bat~ which could, 
as it were, vacuum-clean the air. The 
company was also mutating goats to 
eat land pollutants and refuse, and 
sharks which would digest oceanic 
pollutants. 

At that very moment, Dr. 
I..egzenbreins was in her office with 
her daughter. 

"I need a man," Desdemona 
whined. 

"Who doesn't'?" her mother said. 
Desdemona blew out her bubble 

gum and looked cross-eyed at the 
iridescent bubble. Her mother 
became tense. Was Desdemona 
getting another fabulous idea'? 

The big bubble collapsed into the 
big mouth. 

"You need a man'?'' Desdemona 
said. "You'? The most beautiful 
woman in the world'?" 

"That's what scares them off," 
Dr. l..egzenbreins said, "And the few 
that don't scare, the studs with low 
IQ's, l can't stand. So I'm in as bad a 
way as you are. Ironic, ain't it'?',. 

"Drs. Kerls, Lorenzo, and Mough 

would marry you within a minute, 
and they're Ph.D.'s," the daughter 
said, drooling. 

•'They're five feet tall, and I'm six 
feet two," the mother said. "Besides, 
I'm not sure they're not punch· 
drunk." 

•'They're brilliant!" 
"The two states are not nccessari· 

ly incompatible." 
"I don't want big words. I want a 

man. I'm twenty-five!" 
"I have a man for you," the 

mother said. "A psychoanalyst." 
She added, "In a very high-class 

private santorium." 
But she did not mean it. Her 

daughter provided the creative genius 
of Serendipitous. She herself, though 
a genius, was basically an analytic 
scientist, and her three assistants 
were basically. synthesizers. Without 
madness, science would get no place, 
and Dr. Legzenbreins knew it. 

She put on a very tight peekaboo 
dress and called in the three for a 
conference. 

"I won't marry until my daughter 
marries and quits bugging me about 
her sex life or lack thereof. I'd 
suggest a lover. But she is, as you 
know, quite insane, and insists on 
remaining a virgin until she has a 
husband. Now, each of you goofballs 
has asked me many times to marry 
hi " m. 

Dr. Kerls stood up, danced 
backwards, cracked his knuckles, and 
said, "I repeat my offer." 

Dr. Mough kicked him i!! the knee 
and slapped him _twice in the face 
before he hit the floor. As Dr. Kerls 
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tried to get up, he was hit on the 
head with the coffee tray, which 
bent to form a semihelmet. 

"Don't interrupt!" Dr. Mough 
said. 

Dr. Legzenbreins told them what 
they must do. 

There was a long silence when she 
had fmished.lt was finally broken by 
Desdemona's "Eureka!" from the 
laboratory. At any other time, all 
would have stampeded through the 
door to find out what new idea she 
had just stubbed her mental toe on. 

Dr. Legzenbreins leaned back and 
stretched her arms out and arched 
her back. 

''The two survivors, uh, the two 
that don't marry her, will be 
permitted to put their names on my 
marriage lottery list." 

Dr. Mough grabbed Dr. Lorenzo's 
"bushy hair and yanked out a fistful. 
Lorenzo screamed and grabbed tlie 
top of his head and moaned. 

''Don't ever let me catch you 
looking at her again like that," 
Mough said. "It ain't decent." 

"Thank you, Dr. Mough," she 
said. ''I can't stand naked lust. 
Especially in a scientist. It's so 
unprofessional." 

''My pleasure," Dr. Mough said, 
beaming. • 

"What I don't like about this," 
Dr. Kerls said, shrinking away from 
Mough, "is that the loser has to settle 
for Desdemona." · 

"Is any sacrifice too great for 
Science?" Dr. Mough said, shudder· 
in g. 

"What's Science got to do with 

this?" Kerls said. "Unless everything 
reminds you of Science?" 

Dr. Legzenbreins said, "I leave it 
up to you gentlemen to decide who's 
going to be put on the, uh, go to the 
altar with her." 

She rose and stretched again, and 
the three moaned. 

"Shall we see what Desdemona 
has thought of this time?" 

"I was thinking," Desdemona 
said, "that this food tastes more like. 
sawdust every day. So I was going to 
have to find another delicatessen.· 
And then I thought, sawdust. 
Termites eat wood and get fat on it. 
Their guts contain protozoa, you 
know, them teeny little parasitical 
animals. Protozoa use enzym~s to 
digest the cellulose in the wood and 
convert it into stuff fit to digest. 
O.K., so thousands of tons of 
sawdust and chips of wood are just 
thrown away every year. Why 
couldn't these be saved and fed to 
people? If ... " 

"If we could mutate protozoa to 
live in the human gut, ~ight?" Dr. 
Lorenzo said. 

Dr. Mough banged him on the 
forehead with his fist. 

''Imbecile! How do you get 
people to eat wood?" 

"You make it palatable, indeed, 
delicious," Desdemona said. 

"Just what I was about to say in 
reply to my rhetorical question," Dr. 
Mough said. 

"I wish you'd just give me 
rhetorical blows," Dr. Lorenzo said. 
"Them real blows hurt, you know." 

"If I quit hitting you, you'd say I 
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didn't love you no more," Dr. Mough 
said. "Quit bellyaching; get to 
work." 

Desdemona, being mad, could not 
be trusted to work with the 
dangerous chemicals and expensive 
appar;ttus. But she was permitted to 
usc cheap chemicals and equipment 
while searching for something to 
make sawdust tasty. Dr. Kerls 
supervised her every move. As Dr. 
Mough later said, this was a fortunate 
decision on his part, even though he 
was criticized for making Dr. Kerls 
her watchdog. 

Dr. Kerls, carrying a long glass 
pipe to attach to Desdemona's setup, 
turned around when Dr. Mough 
called to him. The pipe knocked over 
a tube of hydrocyanic acid onto 
Desdemona's experiment for the day. 
The result was a minor explosion 
which caused Dr. Kerls to whirl 
around and bang Dr. Lorenzo across 
the eyes with the pipe and a salt 
which, sprinkled over sawdust, would 
bring tears of joy to a gounnet. 
Sawdust hamburgers became Des
demona's favorite food. 

She forgot that she needed 
protozoa to convert cellulose into 
food and that the protozoa had not 
been successfully mutated yet so it 
could Jive in the human gut. She lost 
weight. But the sad thing was that 
she was as ugly as ever, if not more 
so. The fat had hidden a very 
unesthetic bone structure. 

.. Takes after her father," Dr. 
l.eJLenbreins said. 

One day, Dr. Kerls sneezed into a 
test tube of protozoa, and the next 

day the animalcules were turning 
sawdust into protein, Desdemona 
drank a cupful of the little beasts and 
soon began to gain weight on a diet 
that only a termite should have 
loved. 

A week later, Dr. Lorenzo got 
mad at Dr. Mough and threw a 
beaker of protozoa at him. Mough 
ducked, and the beaker Oew through 
the door of the men's room as Dr. 
Kerls stepped out. Dr. Mough said 
there was nothing to worry about, 
even if the protozoa were circulating 
in the city's sewage system, The 
protozoa couldn't get back into the 
drinking water, and what if they did? 

The next day, Dr. van Skant 
called them all in and asked for a 
progress report on the antipollution 
projects. 

"Eureka!" Desdemona cried, in· 
terrupting the conference. 

"llow about a virus which you 
can put into gasoline or any fuels 
bunied in cars and factories? It's 
quiescent until blown out the 
exhaust with the gases. Then it 
combines with the gases to render 
them physically inert, or it attacks 
the pollutants and decomposes them 
rapidly. You kill the toxics at the 
source. The viruses multiply as they 
float through the air, and they 
continue to eat up the combustion 
products. And we can make aquatic 
viruses for the rivers, lakes, and 
oceans." 

The three scientists shook hands 
with each other while the mother 
beamed at the daughter.· 
. Van Skant sald, •"That's fine. But 
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I want a report on what's been done, 
not on what you're going to do in 
some cloud~uckoo-land future." 

''Certainty, step tltis way... Dr. 
Mough said. 

He led the federal man to a large 
table .on which was a complicated 
array of very busy apparatus. 

"My colleagues and I have put in 
many hours toiltng.. to build tltis 
thingumajig. It's designed to make a 
substance to coat lungs. This coating 
will falter out. the air pollutants and 
admit only pure air. How's that grab 
you, doctor?" 

"I don't know," van Skant said 
slowly. "There's something wrong in 
your approach to the pollution 
problem. But I can't quite put my 
finger on it." 

Mougb and van Skant put on 
protective suits and went into the 
biological room. There Mough 
showed him the mutated bats, 
sharks, and winged goats. 

"You'll notice the goats don't 
have any feet," Dr. Mough said. 
"That means that they have to fly to 
get from one place to another on 
land, And while they're flying, being 
big animals, they're really breathing 
hard to keep themselves aloft ~ 
they. take in vast quantities of 
polluted air, and their specialized 
stomachs and lungs burn up the bad. 
stuff. That leaves a swath of clean:lir 
behi,nd tlu~m. What the winged .goats 
don't get, the bats will. Or .maybe jt's. 
the other way around.~' , .. 

'.'Wouldn't flying. e4!phants btUn. 
up even more bad: ~r?~' van Skant. 
said, Sft.Coring. . ·• .. 

''Please don't be absurd,.. Dr. 
Mough said. 

"There's something I can't quite 
put my finger on," van Ska11t said, 
shaking his heaii. 

Dr. Mough didn't leU him, but the 
thingumajig was also being used as a 
matrimonial roulette wheel. There 
were three special chemicals in the 
setup, each of which was present1y. 
colorless but would eventualty 
change into a primary color. One 
would be red; one, purple; one, 
green. Mough's color was red; 
Lorenzo's, purple; Kerls', green. A. 
random selector had dumped the 
chemicals into the setup, and so the 
three colleagues did not know which 
chemical would changP. color first. It 
was all up to chance. 

T.he man whoSe color appeared 
first would win Desdemona's hand. 

"And, God help him, the rest of 
her!" moaned Dr. Mough. . 

One day, the winged goats were• 
gone, having eaten through the steel 
bars and the glass walls imprisoning 
tbem. . 

Several days later, the three. 
scientists and Desdemona were 
having lunch in the laboratory when. 
Dr. Legzenbreins walked out .QfbM 
office. She. was completely covered. 
with a helmet and suit, being on her 
way to.the virus·section to run·a late. 
phase of ,an experiment. She waved
at the group as she went by; the men 
stopped eating to groan and mean •. 

A moment later, llr .. van-Scant, 
purple-faced, charged.lnto.the ro~ .. 
: .~'You're closed·. down!'~ ht.-bel

low.ed .. "Your goddamn Oyin&· goat~ 
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·ate half my car in the parking lot! 
This is the last straw! I'm canceling 
all your government contracts!" 

Drs. Kerls, Lorenzo, and Mough 
sprang to their feet and their heads 
met. The result was a loud thunk and 
cries of pain as they reeled back 
clutching their heads. 

The alarm attached to the 
thingumajig whooped, and a bright 
orange light flashed. 

"Oh, my God!" Kerls screamed. 
"'It's happened!" 

"What? What?" van Skant and 
Desdemona cried. Desdemona had 
been behaving rather woodenly 
lately, but she was aroused now. 

Dr. Kerls, half-fa in ting, grabbed 
Mough. 

A ·green thread was strt'aking 
through the mud-brown liquid in the 
pipes of the thingumajig. 

Dr. Mough felt so sorry for his 
colleague, he did not hit him for 
J1aving put his hands on him. 

Dr. Legzenbreins raced out of the 
virus section, leaving the door open. 

"What is it? What is ir?" 
Dr. Mough s:~id, "It's the 

biggest. .• " 
Boom! 
Clouds of brown vapor and sprays 

of green liquid filled the lab ora tory. 
By the time the scientists and 

Desdemona got back onto their feet, 
they could see clearly. The clouds 
were gone, revealing a wrecked 
laboratory and ruptured walls behind 
which had been the virus section and 
the zoological room. 

"The green doesn't count," Kerls 
mumbled. "I had my fingers crossed 

when we swore to abide by tlte 
decision of the thingumajig." 

"You'll marry Desdemona or 
else," Dr. Mough said. 

"Or else what?" Kcrls squeaked. 
"Or else this!" Mough said, and he 

broke a beaker of yellow liquid over 
Kerls' head and then rammed the 
flaming end of a Bunsen burner 
against Kerls' rear when Kerls turned 
away from him. 

Desdemona spat out green liquiJ. 
"Gee, I feel funny," she muttered. 

She walkt•d out of the laboratory as 
if she were made of wood. 

"Think she's all right'?" van Skant 
said. 'That virus got blown all over 
the place, and God knows what the 
chemkals in the thingumajig will 
do." 

"Won't hurt nothing," Mough 
said. 'Til stake my reputation on 
that." 

"We're lost!" van Skant said, and 
h~ staggered out of the room. 

Desdemona wandered around, 
singing, until she found a vacant lot, 
one in whi<.:h the good earth was 
uncovered. And there she stood 
motionless, arms extended to the 
sides, while roots, still half-flesh, 
sprouted and drove into the ground 
through her shoes. 

The fourth day, she put out buds. 
The si.xth day, a pigeon spotted 

her and landed to build a nest. 
By then, hundreds or thousands 

of southern Californians were under· 
going similar metamorphoses. 

The polluters were changing into 
something which could not pollute 
and whid1 converted carbon dioxide 
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into the much-needed oxygen. 
Serendipitous had found the ideal 
solution. 

Only one was left unmetamor
ptiosed. She had been wearing a 
protective suit at the time of the 
explosion and had not taken it off 
until she was certain that the danger 
was over. 

She was the only human being left 
in the world. 

The door bell rang. 
She got up out of bed, walked 

through_ the house, and opened the 
front door.· 

Three man-sized trees stood on 
the porch. 

"Kerls, Lorenzo, and Mough!" Dr. 
Lcgzenbreins cried. 

Somehow, they had dragged up 
their roots and tracked her down. 
Love conquers all. 

They tried to get ·through the 
door at the same time. Even if they 
had still been human beings, they 
,would have gotten stuck. Bu( with 
their extended arms-branches-they 

Coming next month 

could never make it through alone. 
Dr. Legzenbreins finally led them 

around to the backyard, where they 
took root with a shudder of relief. 
She went back to bed without 
closing the window, which was a 
mistake. She awoke with two 
branches caressing wh:it she. con
sidered to be intimate places. 

The other trees were hitting their 
branches against the one that had 
hold of her. 

She reached up and plucked some 
of Mough's fruits-she thought it was 
Mough-and the tree quivered. Then 
the branches drooped and relaxed 
their hold. 

The others continued to beat him 
with their branches. 

But the next day all three were as 
rigid and motionless as trees should 
be, and their skin had become 
completely bark. 

Spring came. Something popped 
deep within Dr. Legzenbreins. · 

She wished that she had not eaten 
Mough's fruit. 

Featured next month is WORLD ABOUND-ING, a new 
novelet by R. A. Lafferty. Our inventory is bulging with goad 
things, including an unpublished story by Anthony Boucher, 
new stories from Harlan Ellison, Keith Roberts, Poul 
Anderson, Robert Sheckley, Miram Allen deford and others. 
Plus, Jack Vance, with a sequel to THE FACELESS MAN. 
Look for the December issue, on sale October 28, or, better 
yet, send the coupon on page 1 00. 



lloyd Biggle's new story concerns Jan Darzek (also the leading 
character of two novels. ALL THE COLORS OF DARKNESS 

and WATCHERS OF THE DARK), who came to Gmorff 
because he was bored and found a world he loved at first sight. 
There was one problem: Gmorff was a world so young that its 
gods were still living, and those gods took human sacrifices. 

Whom the Gods Love 
by LLOYD BIGGLE. JR. 

GMORFF WAS A WORLD so developed irreconcilable schisms and 
young that its gods were stiil living. vast congregations of nonbelievers. 

lntelligent life came there before The world's Wt'alth was bringing a 
its time, riding the needle names of steady intlux of newcomers: young 
rockets instead of evolving in people in search of opportunity, 
properly tedious stages from the rich families turning their backs on 
scum of its shallow seas. It found previous failures, traders who stalked 
wealth there; so it built towns and the long storage sheds at Port Gmorff 
cities, and its machines mined and and entered bids on glistening stacks 
ha.vested, and the gods waxed of ingots and bags of golden grain, 
jealous. businessmen twgotiating the tricky 

But intelligence tempers reason shoals of interstdlar finance. 
with emotion, and even gods can Kermz was none of these. 
become inured to compromise. A Handsome, arrogant, wealthy, he 
balance was achieved, and a feigned business or trading interests 
delineation, and religions were only to meet a businessman's or a 
invented and offerings performed, trader's pretty wife or daughter, and 
and the gods were satisfied. he quickly cut an unsavory swath 

Gmorff was still young when Arso through Gmorlfian society, leaving a 
Kermz arrived, but already the trail of troubled marri<Jges and 
record clerks were calling themselves dishonored families. The ·officials 
historians, and the religions had were hdpless to do more· than 
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discreetly ask him to leave Gmorff, 
for deportation proceedings would 
have resulted in a public airing of 
more scandal than they or anyone 
else cared to contemplate. 

Kennz refused and went his way, 
equally indifferent to polite govern
ment protest and rude private threat, 
and then one night on his way to a 
rendezvous he unwisely followed a 
route along the shore, and a 
Tbing-from-the.Sea took him. 

Jan Darzek came to Gmorff 
because he was bored. As Number 
One of the Council of Supreme, he 
was sometimes master of the galaxy 
and sometimes a mere lackey to a 
computer; and even when the 
computer was the size of a world and 
roled a galaxy, lackeying it could 
become boring. 

When this happened Danek 
would sift through the facts that 
Supreme regurgitated from time to 
time as incompatible with its view of 
the universe. Most proved to be 
errors, but occasionally a crisis was 
hinted at, in which case Darzek 
would appoint himself Special 
Emissary of Supr~me and go off and 
deal with it. 

When one of Supreme's indigesti· 
ble facts translated out as the 
propitiation or mollification of. 
immaterial forces or alleged divinities 
through deliberate tennination of 
intelligent existence; and when 
Danek had reduced that to its lowest 
common denominator, human sacri· 
/ice, be knew that Supreme had 
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indeed nttered out a crisis. The world 
mentioned was Gmorff, and he 
issued hims_elf a set of credentials and 
went. 

He loved the world at sight. The 
citizens of Gmorff and its neighbor
.ing worlds were sufficiently human 
in appearance and customs to make 
him feel instantly at home. Gmorff 
was Earth before the invention of 
transmitting travel and communica· 
tion, and Darzek reveled nostalgical
ly in the noisy, malodorous traffic, in 
open streets, in taking long walks 
because that was sometimes the 
quickest way to Bet from one place 
to another. He found food that he 
could enjoy, prepared by cooks 
instead of by machines. He found 
stores with live employees to wait on 
him. So many similarities enhanced 
the differences: when he found every 
church shaped like a saucer with a 
swimming pool on top, suggesting 
baptism on a scale that staggered the 
imagination, he loved that, too. 

The people were charming and 
highly civilized. They had music and 
drama and the added virtue, in 
Danek's opinion, thaf it had not yet 
occurred to them to combine the 
two and have opera. Darzek could 
not imagine them sacrificing any
thing,let alone one of themselves. 

Neither could the wizened veteran 
of Supreme's service named eeGanan, 
who ran the lnterworld Consulate 
with the rank of consul and no staff. 
He could lovingly quote agricultural 
surpluses · and mineral production 
back to the dawn of his records, and 
if his r~e contained less sociological 
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data than Darzek would have 
preferr~c.t. eeGanan's reaction of 
blank ll$tonishment_ at least proved 
that human sacrifice did not occur 
casually on street c9mers. eeGanan 
consulted his fde, negatively, an,d 
thereafter he rechecked it as often as 
Danek thought of a different way to 
put the question. 

There the matter stood, with 
Darzek enjoying himself immensely 
.and accomplishing nothing at all, 
'untiF the morning after the disap· 
pearance of. Arso Kermz. Darzek 
made }$ .routine daily visit to the 
consulate and found eeGanan com· 
plaining bitterly. Kermz was an alien; 
so he would hav~ to investigate and 
file a report. 

"I'D come along," Darzek saill. He 
had heard of Kermz's activities, and 
death by misadventure seemed a bit 
too opp~rtune and very much too 
neat. He was curious. 

The Director or Public Safety 
escorted them to the shore and stood 
by politely whUe eeGanan cringed in 
horror and Danek attempted to 
decipher the marks left by Kennz's 
fierce struggle for life. He had clawed 
deep furrows in the sand and 
clutched rocks untll his hands were 
tom away, leaving streaks of blood 
and shreds of drying flesh. There 
were also stillnge, crisscrossing lines 
such as Darzek had never seen 
before, as well as a set of hoof prints 
identified by the official as those of 
the nam>n, a small native herbivore 
that pastured along the shore. 

"'Are you certain it was Kennz?" 
Danek asked. 

The official produced his evl· 
dence: Kermz's weD-filled money 
pouch with identification, pieces of 
cloth ripped from clothing he was 
known· to have been wearing, ·one 
slipper, custom made, identified as 
his, and a pair of night glasses bearing 
his name. 

Darzek looked about him uneasi· 
ly. The .sea lay flat to the horizon, a 
glimmering mirror faintly blood· 
stained by the red glow of the 
morning sun. The beach area was a 
mere fifty meters wide, and behind it 
a perpendicular wall of stone and 
cement, more than two meters high, 
followed the curve of the coast to 
infinity. ·Widely spaced stone stiles 
made the beach accessible, but no 
one seemed to . be using 1hem. 
Beyond the· wall loomed the stubby 
skyline of Port Gmorff, and the 
bustling city sounds were sharply 
punctuated by the cries of sea _birds 
wheeling overhead. In all of that 
length of desolate beach, nothing 
moved except themselves. 

"Are we in danger now?" Danek 
asked. 

"The gods never rise In daylight," 
the official said. 

"Gods?" 
The official" shrugged. "Things, 

creatu1is, monsters-on Gmorff the 
gods have never cared what they 
were called." 

••no you lose many citizens to 
them?" 

"'Virtually none. One has only to 
avoid the beaches at night." 

•'Why are there no signs warning 
people away'l" 
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''Everyone knows!" eeGanan wrote Ills report and 
''I didn't know,'' Darzek said. then suggested a tentative solution to 

''Obviously Kermz didn't know. Darzek's mystery. The sea monsters 
Your government must assume full were sometimes referred to as gods, 
responsibility for this tragedy be- and at ·long intervals they doubtless 
cause of its failure to post waniings. claimed human victims. Supreme 
With your large numbers of visitors must have cpnstrued these unfor
and immigrants, it's surprising that tunate individuals to be human 
there haven't been many such sacrifices. Without enthusiasm Dar
Jnisadventures. The consulate will zck passed the suggestion to 
insist on immediate remedial action.'' Supreme, and Supreme responded 

''There's no reason for ;t decent with a request for more data. Darzek 
citizen to come here at night," the had the happy notion of compiling a 
official protested. "Kermz's reputa- list of human victims of the gods and 
tion was such that on public streets discovered to his disgust that 
lte risked attack by vengeful Gmorffian vital statistics lumped 
husbands and fathers.~' together deaths by misadventure 

Darzek moved off along the shore without specifying causes. 
following Kermz's footprints, and While he was attempting to plumb 
eeGanan and the official stumbled the jumbled statistics, eeGanan 
after him. The footprints ultimately entered his office and glumly 
Jed to a stile, and atop the wall near indicated a name on the passenger 
the stile was a large white stone. list of an arriving interstellar liner. 
Darzek turned and walked in the ''Serna Kermz," he groaned. "She's 
opposite ·direction for several kilo- from Miloz. Kermz was from Miloz. 
meters. The sea remained placid, She'll be a relative and no end of 
birds continued to wheel, and trouble." 
whatever unmentionable shapes the Darzek cheerfully agreed. "She'll 
waters concealed kept their peace. want to visit the scene of his death, 

He found a second white stone and you'll have to explain what he 
and climbed a stile to check his was doing there and answer all sorts 
location. "Kermz planned his route of questions." eeGanan's mouth 
in advance," he said. "There aren't . drooped further. "I'll call on her," 
any location markings along the Darzek said. "I'm now convinced 
beach, so he used white stones. that this mystery will never be solved 
They'd be easily visible with night with statistics." He was still enjoying 
glasses. Some lass in the Sorfz Deme Gmorff and unconcerned about how 
waited in vain for a visitor last long his mission might take. If 
night." Supreme wanted him, Supreme knew 

eeGanan mopped his face and where he was. 
uttered a wheeze of relief. "Death by He found Serna Kerntz and her 
misadventure?" Danek nodded. large retinue of seiVants established 
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in a huge old chateau far beyond the 
cluttered confines of Port Gmorff. 
To call on· her he'd borrowed 
eeGanan's badge of office, and he 
entrusted the baton to the servant 
who admitted him and was left 
waiting amidst glittering, inlaid 
furniture and costly, unidentifiable 
bric-a-brac. 

A child entered shyly. "Yes?'' 
"J wanted to sec Serna Kermz." 
''J'm Serna Kennz." 
She met Darzek's eyes so calmly 

that he blushed. ''I'm from the 
lnterworld Consulate," he said 
apologetically. "A short time ago we 
had an Arso Kermz in residence, and 
I was wondering-" 

••He was my brother." 
She was a charming child, with a 

perfect oval face, olive-tinted com
plexion, and large, grave eyes, and 
when she grew up she would 
doubtless be as handsome as her 
brother had been. 

"I am performing a hadj to my 
brother's death place," she said. 

Darzek murmured sympathy at 
the unfortunate necessity for such a 
pilgrimage. "If the consulate can do 
anything to make your stay here-'' 
He had been about to say "a happier 
one," but he swallowed those words 
and lamely continued, "Anything to 
assist you-" Belatedly he was 
remembering the diplomat's prime 
maxiin: If you can't think of 
anything to say, shut up! Before the 
silence actually became awkward he 
mastered a few platitudes and took 
his leave. . ' 

"That child," he toW eeGanan, ••is 

here all alone with her servants, and 
the hadj isn't even native to her 
world, it's just soniething she's read 
about. What kind of a family is it 
that'll indulge such a childish 
whim?" 

"What docs she propose to do'?" 
''I didn't think to ask. Visit the 

beach and offer prayers, I suppose." 
"I'll inform the authorities and 

ask them to make certain that she 
doesn't go to the beach at night. 
Otherwise, it's hardly a matter for 
the consulate to inter;ene in, is it?" 

"No," Darzek said. "I suppose 
not." 

Darzck and eeGanan quickly 
forgot the child, and she, her whim 
satisfied, doubtless would have made 
an anonymous return to Miloz had 
not fate intervened. A Thing-from
the-Sea claimed another victim. 

An unfortunate young man 
named Klo Lya, from the world of 
Ronaq, had fallen in love with a 
native girl. The girl's family forbade 
the match, shipped her ~ff to 
relatives on a neighboring world, and 
finally informed Lya that she had 
died. Officials were uncertain as to 
whether he went to the beach 
courting death or, whether his grief 
made him oblivious to the recently 
posted warnings. 

Beca\lse Lya was an alien, 
eeGanan had another report to write .. 
In the company .of the same offacial 
they visited the shore, and the first 
thing Darzek noticed at-the scene of 
the traiedy was Serna Kemtz with aB 
escort of male aervants. She stood-
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huddled against the wau, and her 
eyes were wide with horror~ 

The evidence was similar to that 
found after Kennz•s death-the 
blood, the shreds of flesh clinging to 
rocks, the pathetic, clawed furrows 
in the sand, the scattering of personal 
effeCts, the crisscrossing lines, even a 
10eandering set of na"on tracks. If 
Lya had courted death, he had not 
\velcomed it in the guise in which it 
found him. 

Danek indicated Serna Kermz to 
the official. ''Can•t you get her away 
from here?"' 

''Why?" the official asked in 
surprise. ''The beach is a public 
place." 

Darzek e¥:plained tersely, and the 
pfficial shrugged and said he was very 
.sorry if the little girl was frightened. 
but in that case she was free to leave. 
Anyone who wished to make holy 
offerings had the legal right to do so, 
and doubtless there would be 
Jeligious ceremonie.$ on the spot aJ1 
during the day •. As long. as the clilld 
a!nducted herself with propriety, no 
one had the risht to interfere with 
her. 

' "Religious eeremoniesr• Danek 
~hoed. 
.. "1Vben one of the gods rises, 

JOan)' congregations come to woe~ 
ship}' . 

"Tills," Danek said~ "I've got to 
see.": · · . · · . 
. eeGanan retumed to.th( consulate· 
~o )v~~e\his . ~port~ .. .'an~. · Darz~k 
¥a ted. him5elf .Oil the wall aDd 
~alf~d. Ti(U,e.ri~4,~.e ~Q-~~ced'a 
~4 ·. ho~. pa~~- -.oveme~4. ~d .. )lA 
· ..... _ .... • ......... l"t... ... 

~L 
curiosity began to wane. Finaffy a 
.religious procession arriYed. Boy 
novices in baggy pantaloons, their 
shaven heads gleaming in the sun, 
erected a wood stne at the scene of 
the tragedy, and the procession 
mounted it. Bearded priests in robes 
that bore occult symbols lead the 
way, spreading pungent incense on 
the tart sea breeze. The congregation, 
men, women and children in gay 
holiday dress, foUowed t,hem, milling 
about uncertainly while one wor
shiper after another prostrated 
himself on the shor.: and allowed ttie 
waves to lap over him. 

Before Darzek fmaUy tired of 
their antics and left, he looked again 
at Serna Kennz. She•d forgotten her 
fright . and was watching with 
interest • 

He saw her again a week later, in a 
holiday religious procession. She 
wore a long, flowing gown and 
walked demurely with the girl· 
novices-incongruously followed by 
her retinue of servants. 

eeGanan said blankly, "Water 
Believers? I don•t know anythi.ng 
about Water Believers:• He turned to 
his file and tapped tiut a request' for· 
~folritation. "There are s0 many 
religious sec_ts,. so many wate_r sectS~.,.· 
he said. · . · · · · 

"I know,.. Danek said. "And all · 
of them posturate some . kind . or 
afterli'fe in_ a rather damp paradise':' 
This Par~icu~ sect is ·the one thf 
Kermi girl j~iriec['~ · · · . · ·, · . .. : 

·· ''The'ie w3Sn•t anything ·inwtt)~er ~ 
a~ou~ .. qt,at~-:" ~anan .P~'*~f~~· .''I-: 
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looked into it at the time. If a sect 
accepts aliens and if the aliens want 
to join, it's perfectly legal." 

"It better not be legal in this case. 
I've finally found the reference to 
human sacrifices that I've been 
looking for, and this is the religious 
sect that practices it." 

eeGanan stared at him. 
"On the monthly anniversary of 

Kermz's death," Danek went on 
grimly, "that child is going to 
commemorate the occasion by 
sacrificing herself to the gods. How 
d9 we stop it?" · 

eeGanan turt:~ed and tapped out 
another request. When the answers 
came, they quickly cleared away the 
excess verbiage and contemplated the 
bedrock of Supreme's inviolable 
principles: Local laws allowed 
complete freedom of religion, even 
where aliens were concerned. The 
consulate was f~rbidden to con
travene local law concerning religion. 
A voluntary action could not be 
considered human sacrifice. 

The Kermz child was offering 
herself voluntarily. It would be a 
religious ceremony. They could do 
nothing about it. 

Darzek immediately sent off a 
report by high-priority relay, asking 
Supreme to inteiVene. While they 
waited for a reply, eeGanan occupied 
himself with a search for a useful 
legal precedent, and Darzek spent the 
time attempting to fmd out as much 
as he could about Gmorffian water 
religions. He found the situation far 
worse than he'd supposed. 

Gmorff. was a world with warm, 

shallow seas teeming with life, all or 
it sternly protected. The only 
available sea foods were imported. 1 

There were lovely sea beaches but no 
bathing, no water recreation. There 
were no boats! The seas belonged to 
the gods, and although the natives 
who still worshiped sea monsters 
were now a small minority, . their 
religions, as eeGanan glumly con· 
firmed, had formidable legal guaran· 
tees that went back to the beginnings 
of history on the planet. ~ 

The sea monsters were blood· 
suckers, and their principal victinl
almost their only victim-was the 
small nocturnal quadruped, the 
narrun, which ·grazed along · the 
seashore, ate sea plants that the tide 
had stranded, and drank sea water. 
Possibly one purpose of the sea wall 
was to keep the narron penned near 
the shore. 

Ori other worlds such monsters 
WQUld have been studied in their 
lairs, but on .Gmorff it would have 
been sacrilege to enter the sea with 
scientific equipment. For that reason 
knowledge of the monsters had to be 
sought in religious legend rather than 
scientific fact, 

An offering to the gods was not a 
sacrifice, but a gift-a gift of living 
blood. "They must paralyze their 
victims with a poisonous bite or 
sting," Darzck said. "The only 
scientific discussion I can find
which is pure speculation, since no 
one is permitted to do rescarch-sug~ 
gests that the victim is enclosed in a 
special secretion that hardens into an 
air bubble and in this way is kept 
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alive under the sea so that the 
monster can have periodic blood 
snacks." 

''But the marks on the beach,'' 
eeGanan protested, shuddering. "If 
the victims were paralyzed, how 
could they struggle?"" 

"As I said, it"s part legend and 
part pure guess. Maybe the poison 
takes time· to ·take effect. Anyway, 
according to the legendary part of it, 
the victim is kept alive for precisely 
one year, and if on any monthly 
anniversary a substitute victim is 
offered to the gods on the same spot 
from which the first was taken, the 
gods will effect a trade. The rust 
victim will be returned alive, and the 
substitute offering accepted in his 
place." 

"I see. The child is offering herself 
in the hope that Kermz wlll be 
returned to life ... 

Darzek nodded. 
"What incredible nonsense!., 
"Not at aU. There are several 

weD-documented tests of the legend 
-all legendary, of course. There•s a 
pathetic tale of young lovers-the 
boy was taken by the godS} the girl 
was inconsolable and redeemed him 
by offering herself; and then the boy 
was inconsolable and redeemed the 
girl. The two of them lived to ripe 
old age redeeming each other in turn 
and never meeting. It"s a sickening 
legend, but it's the only sort of 
documentation available, Powerful 
religions don't document their 
failures." 

"If Supreme won't act, what can 
we do?'' · 
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"We might try bribing a priest." 
eeGanan looked at him with 

horror. "But that's-that's-'' 
"Morally reprehensible," Darzek 

said politely. "Maybe even illegal. I 
was joking-surely you don't think 
I'd stoop that low. As a matter of 
fact, I've already tried and it didn't 
work. The one thing we can do is 
insist on the letter of the law. The 
religious tradition says an offering 
from. the same spot, and Kermz was 
seized at least twenty meters from 
the water. I wish someone would 
explain to me why a god would go 
that far up the beach to attack a 
large, active creature when the 
na"on wade right into the sea to 
drink. The letter of the law. It isn't 
much." 

"I'D keep looking for a loophole, .. 
eeGanan said wearily. 

Darzek tried to see the child, but 
the priests were keeping her in 
seclusion. Without much hope he 
reviewed his squrce material, re
viewed it again, and finally Su· 
preme's answer arrived. 

It was in three -parts: (l) Local 
laws, traditions and religions must be 
respected. (2) Where local laws~ 
traditions or religions conflict with 
accepted principles of behavior in 
intelligent befugs, the natives should 
be guided toward the necessary 
modifications. (3) Submit more data. 

Darzek swore vehemently, com
piled a thorough report on Gmorf
fian water religions, and sent it off. 
Long before Supreme received it, the 
child's fate would· be decided. He 
swore ~ain and went for· a walk 
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through the neighborhood near the 
shore. 

That afternoon he rented an 
apartment in a building that 
overlooked the beal!h, and he bought 
two pairs of the best night binoculars 
available and an action c:amera with 
night lenses. 

"If I dared,'' he told eeGanan, 
.. I'd get some kind of weapon and 
blast to pieces any god that touches 
the beach. I don't dare; priests would 
soon fmd out who was responsible 
and the offering would be repeated 
nr xt month. If I dared, rd get some 
kind of weapon that would stun or 
hurt or otherwise irritate. I don't 
dare; the creature's reaction is 
unpredictable; it might become 
enraged and subject the child to 
unspeakable torment before killing 
her anyway. The one thing left for us 
is to witness this ourselves." 

"Such weapons can't be acquired 
on Gmorff anyway," eeGanan 
observed. He thought for a moment 
and added, ''Witnessing the tragedy 
should greatly facilitate the writing 
of reports." 

At dusk the procession slowly 
moved toward the shore. The novices 
erected their stile, and the congrega
tion marched over it to encircle the· 
place of offering, each member 
holding aloft a flickering, colored fire 
stick. The priest went through an 
involved ceremony that concluded 
with the sprinkling of sea water on 
the child, who was adorned for the 
offering with glittering jewels and a 
wreath of flowers. 

Fire sticks winked out one by one 
as the· congregation remounted the 
stile, leaving the child seated on a 
circular white rug in a pose of 
meditation. Only the priests re
mained~they would spend the night 
beyond the wall, praying and at the_ 
same time guarding the approaches 
to the beach against invasion by 
curious atheists. In the morning they 
would fonn another procession to 
give thanks for Kermz's safe return. 
and to perform an offering ceremony 
for the child-or so a priest had 
solemnly assured Danek. 

Darkness · feU swiftly, and the 
heaving sea reflected the soft giow of 
a splinter of moonlight. The child, 
vague white image against a white 
background; r~mained motionless. At 
the next window eeGanan grumbled 
about the sleep he was missing until 
Darzek told hint to shut up. The light 
breeze died down, and the sea moved 
in long, glassy swells. 

The thing came much sooner than 
Darzek had expected and with 
breath-taking abruptness. The surface 
was suddenly ruffled by a softly 
luminescent shapelessness floating 
low in the water. eeGanan gasped 
and leaned forward. Darzek swore 
futilely and turned to start the 
camera before he raised his binocu· 
Iars. 

It moved toward the beach in 
slow jerks of propulsion, and in 
shallow water it suddenly reared 
upward and assumed a shape. 
ecGanan sobbed in teffor, and 
Danek dug his nails into the soft 
wood of the window ledge. The 
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nonstrous, pulsating thing hauled 
itself onto the beach waving a 
multitude of. bristling limbs and 
slowly slithered toward the sleeping 
child. It was rearing above her, 
waving its limbs speculatively, when 
the dripping slime awakened her. 
Probably she screamed, but at that 
distance the horror unfolded as a 
paralyzing dumb show with the only 
sounds being the soft moans of 
eeGanan's breathing. The child 
flailed her arms, but she made no 
other effort to escape. 

Then the thing collapsed and 
slowly edged backward, leaving the 
child untouched. It reached the 
water and slid from sight. Only a 
swirling whirlpool and the wet trail 
up the beach marked its passage. 

The child lay motionless; probab· 
ly she'd fainted. 

"We should go to her," Dauek 
said bitterly, "but the priests won't 
allow anyone near her before 
morning." 

They took turns watching until 
dawn. The remainder of the night 
passed tediously, for which Darzek 
felt profoundly grateful. At first light 
the religious procession wended its 
way to the beach. and the child 
donned ordinary clothing and left. 

The following day Darzek went to 
see her. She seemed none the worse 
'for her experience. "Silly old priest," 
she said. "It wasn't a god, it was a 
nasty beast. It drjppcd on me. Ugh!" 

''What are you going to do now?" 
_ "I'm going home tomorrow." 

Darzek said fervently, ''That 
sounds like an excellent idea." 
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He personally saw her party to 
the ship, and then he wrote a 
complete report for Supreme and 
placed a copy of it, along with the 
ftlm, in the consulate file. He said to 
eeGanan, "The next step is to fmd a 
way to guide the natives toward 
more reasonable conduct while fully 
respecting their local laws, traditions 
and religiOns. For a veteran consul 
like you, it ought to be simple. Let 
me know when you do." 

There were the Sea Drinkers, who 
at least had the good sense not to 
perform their ceremonies at night. 
There were the God Feeders, a 
diminishing congregation dedicated 
to offering the gods an enormous 
native animaloid monstrosity that 
had become rare and hence prohibi
tively expensive. The God Feeders 
interested Darzek because one 
authority stated that they carried 
pictures of the gods in their 
processions; so he tracked down a 
congregation and examined its 
banners. The crude paintings bore no 
similarity whatsoever to the sea 
monster Darzek knew, and the God 
Feeders were anyway a pathetic 
group, doomed to extinction because 
they were unable. to adapt, to offer 
the gods a food more readily 
available. 

And there were others-Water 
Worshipers, and Water Healers, and 
the Devout of the Tides. Not to 
mention Wave Pietists and Shore 
Faithful and the Sanctified of the 
Mist. For a time Darzek amused 
himself by inventing a new name and 
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then asking the me if there was such 
a religious congregation. There 
always was. 

There were daily religious proces
sions through Port Gmorff. Previous
ly Darzek had not recognized them 
as such, because they looked like 
groups of ordinary people moving 
from one place to another. Only a 
few congregations had distinctive 
costumes even. for their priests or 
performed public rituals. One group 
seemed very much like another, and 
the differences in their doctrines, no 
doubt vast chasms to the initiates, 
were almost undetectable to Darzek. 

Darzek studied and attempted to 
classify the different sects, be 
watched their proceSsions, and when 
he could he humbly asked their 
priests for instruction. He also went 
to a zoologist for information about 
the narron, the animals that lived 
along the shore, and to learn 
something of the sporvo, the strange 
beast that fJgUred in the ritual of the 
God Feeders. He was learning inore 
and more about less and less, and he 
knew it. 

After a particularly farfetched 
expeditio-. in quest of botanical 
infonnation concerning the principal 
religious prop of the Brethren of the 
Sea Grass, be returned to the 
consulate and found eeGanan waiting 
for him impatiently. 

''Come! I want to show you 
something!" 

He would say nothing more. He 
led Danek to an unfamiliar building, 
and they bad entered it and walked 
some distance along a corridor before 

Darzek realized that he was in a 
hospital. 

The small amphitheater was 
crowded with spectators, and the 
center of attention was a comatose, 
deathly pale young man whose body 
was covered with dark, circular welts. 

eeGanan led Danek aside. ••Jt's 
Klo Lya," be said. ••ms sweetheart 
de~ided to offer herself. The priests 
of the Water Believers swore 
everyone to secrecy and forbade her 
to tell even her own family. They 
found out about our observation 
post, and they think it was our fault 
that the ·gods rejected their last 
offering. They took the girl to the 
beach after dark last night, and this 
morning she was gone and Lya was 
floating in the surf, still ~ncased in 
the god's secreted bubble just as the 
legend foretells. Now it's being 
proclaimed all over P.ort Gmorff. 
Membership in the Water Believers 
will probably triple." 

•'What about Lya?" 
''The doctors think he'll recover. 

His metabolism was slowed almost to 
zero, but transfusions have perked 
him up, and be should soon regain 
consciousness. He probably won't 
remember anything." 

"I should hope not!" Darzek 
exClaimed. 

"And as soon as be's recovered, I 
suppose he'll insist on offering 
himself to redeem the girl. We'll have 
a re-enactment of the legendary 
romance." · 

"No," Darzek said thoughtfully. 
"No~ we won't have that." 

"What do you mean?" 
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"I mean I see a glimmer. The 

problem is that I've been approach· 
ing this situation like !l scholar, 
which I am not and never was. I 
should have approached it like a 
detective, which at least I used to 
be." 

''What's a detective~•f eeGanan 
wanted to know. 

"In galactic society, an extremely 
rare kind of person." 

Darzek had been functioning like 
a detective for two days when 
eeGanan suddenly manifested cu· 
riosity and decided to accompany 
him. They waik.ed the shore for an 
hour before Darzek found what he 
was looking for--a herd of the 
narron, the small herbivores that 
were kept there for the gods to prey 
on. Danek fmally located them by 
accidently stepping on one-they 
spent the day burrowed into the 
sand, and their smooth, mottled 
wool coats looked like rocks. The 
narron squealed~ and Darzek hauled 
it out. It was the size.of a dog, but its 
disposition was· defmitely sheep-like 
-it squealed piteously all the ll.me he 
examined it. 

"What are you looking for~" 
eeGanan asked fmally •. 

"The last link," Darzek said. 
"I ran the ftlm again." 
"So did I." 
"Did you notice something 

floating offshore that looks like a 
large bubble?" 

"Of course." 
''Kermz?'' 
''What else1" 
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"The god brought him to make 

the exchange for the child. Why did 
it renege?" 

"Look!" Darzek said. "Some of 
the narron have wool growing in 
uneven tufts. There's scar tissue 
underneath." 

"So? That's what they're here for. 
Food for the gods ... 

Darzek released the narron, and it 
scooted into its hole. "That's a very 
poetic expression," he said. 

''The God Feeders are having a big 
procession and ceremony tomorrow. 
They've managed to get hold of a 
sporvo. It's the first procession 
they've had in all the years I've been 
here." 

"I've seen a sporvo," Darzek said 
shortly. 

"Aren't you going to watch? 
They've announced that they'll feed 
the god that took Lya's sweetheart 
so it'll return her.'' 

''That's interesting. Is there any 
other sect that has a tradition of 
nonhuman offerings?" 

"I don't know of any. The other 
sects are angry, especially the Water 
Believers. I wonder where they got 
the sporvo. It must have cost a lot of 
money.'' 

"I'll watch their parade," Darzek 
said, "but I'm not going to sit up all 
night over a sporvo. Now run along. 
YoQ've been very helpful to me, and 
I'll certainly coinmend you to 
Supreme. In all honesty, though, I'll 
have to say that you're better 
equipped to be a scholar than a 
detective." 
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Near the sea walt, an official was antics they performed as they urged 
patiently explaining to two priests of the sporvo forward had the specta
the Water Believers that the shore tors convulsed. The sporvo was as 
belonged to all religions and that the comical a creature as the galaxy had 
God Feeders could make an offering produced, and the m~re prospect of 
wherever they chose. Further, the seeing one had produced the largest 
alleged representation of the god was street crowd that eeGanan could 
an important part of their ceremony. remember. The spectators screamed 
If members of other religious sects with laughter, but there were also 
found it offensive, they did not have moments of abrupt, horrified silence 
to look. as the leading priests swung their 

"Interesting point," Darzek re- banner this way and that, for it 
marked. "Where the law guarantees carried a quite realistic painting of an 
the practices of all religions, the unfortunate sporvo lying on the sea 
rights of any on-e religion have to shore with a god rearing its bristling 
stop where the rights of another multiple limbs above it, ready to 
begin. Here comes the procession!" pounce. 

First came a pair of priests in The novice priests spent the 
ordinary clothing bearing a huge remainder of the afternoon in getting 
banner. Behind them was the sporvo, the sporvo over the sea wall on 
with a priest leading it by a rope tied ramps. Long before they finished the 
around its snout. It was not precisely job, most of the citizens had laughed 
correct to say that the priest Jed it, themselves into a state of prostration 
for the beast moved by lunges and and gone home. eeGanan returned to 
the priest by dodges. A group of the. consulate, and Darzek, for the 
masked novice priests armed with want of anything else to do, went to 
sharp sticks surrounded the sporvo his hostel and began packing. 
and attempted to keep it lunging in eeGanan charged in on him )at~ 
the right direction. Periodically the the next morning and found him still 
sporvo would sit down on the in bed. ''They did it!" he gasped. 
pavement, blow bubbles through its "I know. I changed my mind and 
periscope-like snout, and flap its watched." 
protruding eyes while producing a ''The gods accepted the sporvo 
pandemonium of noises. When that and returned the girl!" 
happened the novice priests would "I know." 
instantly rush to it and push on the "Tonight the God Feeders are 
creature's humped rear until they got going to make another offering. For 
it in motion again. The small Kem1z!" 
congregation straggled along un- ''I know. He probably isn't worth 
noticed. the trouble, and it may be too late 

The novice priests wore ridicu- · anyway-he oughl to be almost 
Iously oversized clothing, and the exsanguinated by now-but at least 
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the legend about the gods keeping 
their victims alive for a year witt be 
blasted." 

eeGanan was panting with excite
ment. He brushed aside Darzek's 
comments and continued with a 
rush. ''The God Feeders have a new 
banner. It's an enormously enlarged 
photograph of the god taking the 
,Porvo. AU of the other water 
religions are horrified.'' 

"They're more than that. They're 
having cataclysmic conniptions, and 
they can't do a thin& about it 
because 'Wirhat's sacrilege to them is 
properly registered doctrine fo lhe 
Cod Eaters. Now listen carefully. I'm 
leaving tomorrow. I have a report 
ready to file, but I want to make 
certain that you understand it. The 
fust point is that each of these sea 
monsters has its own territory-its 
own (lCrsonal stretch of beach." 

"How do you know that?" 
"By being a detective. Otherwise, 

it wouldn't always release a victim at 
the point~ where it takes it. Even 
legends have little grains of truth. 
The second point is that the 
monsters always have a victim of 
some sort, and when they take a new 
victim, they have to abandon the old 
one, which floats ashore. Normally 
the victim is one of the narron, and 
there were narron, tracks where both 
Kermz and Lya were taken. 
Evidently natural selection has 
produced a creature that can survive 
exsanguination, since so many of the 
narron have scars. The third point is 
that a god cursed with a stomach is 
na~urally gluttonous, and a glutton 
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always prefers the largest meal 
available. That's why the gods take 
humans whenever they can get 
them." 

"How did you find that out?" . 
"By being a detective.lt's also the 

reason the god wouldn't exchange 
Kermz for his sister-no god would 
abandon a large, juicy man in order 
to capture a thin child. It's also why 
the god released Lya's sweetheart 
and drooled so enthusiasticaUy over 
the sporvo.. Other ·things being 
approximately equal, as with two 
humans, the god will take the 
freshest victim:' 

eeGanan was regarding him with 
consternation. "AU of that about the 
God Feeders-you made it up! Why, 
that's-that's-" 

''I did not1 and it's perfectly legal. 
I merely revived a dying religion, an4. 
all it took was a little solvency. I 
didn't use a thing except what was 
already in the sect's doctrine and 
properly registered. The God Feeden 
believe in representations of the 
gods, and they believe that when the 
gods take a human victim it signifies 
god-hunger and that the gods. should 
·be fed at once with the largest 
available animal. It's an astonishingly 
sound doctrine. The other sects never 
objected before because the repre· 
sentations Y..'Cre rather insipid llnd it 
never occurred to the God Feeders to 
offer a spc)n•o on the precise spot 
where a human victim had been 
taken. Now aU of Gmorff is going to 
know exactly what the gods look 
like. It only goes to show that ~ods 
should watch their table manners 
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even. when they think they're dining 
privately. The citizens are. likely to 
get the idea that gods drool just as 
enthusiastically over human offer
ings. Any questions?" 

eeGanan could only stare at him. 
"If there should be another 

human victim," Darzek went on, 
"the consulate must provide funds 
immediately so that the God Feeders 
can redeem him with a sporvo. In 
Jddition there should be an 
allowance for twice-ye,arly offerings 
even when there is no victim. It's just 
a bonus for us that the largest 
available animal is also the funniest, 
and we should take advantage of it. 
We can poke fun at water· religions 
and also display the gods in their 
most horrific moments. Any ques
tions?'' 

"There'll be another procession 
this afternoon." 

''I've already made arrangements 
for that. The crowd will be bigger 
'than yesicrday. Not only arc the God 
,feeders entertaining, but their 
doctrine is a sensational success." 

"You'll leave written instructions 

and an authorization for future 
expenditures?" 

"Of course." 
"Very well. I think I understand. 

Ate you coming to sec the 
procession?" 

"I think not. I have to finish 
packing, and I have one or two 
personal matters to attend to." 

"Yes. Very well. As you said, the 
God Feeders were marvelously 
entertaining. Considering -that they 
had not held a procession in all of 
my time on Gmorff, they did 
extremely well." 

He left, and Darzck resumed his 
packing. He had o.nly one more detail 
to take care of, and that was to 
appoint a high priest for the God 
Feeders, someone to manage the 
group's affairs and arrange its 
ceremonials. He had planned on 
leaving those tasks to eeGanan, but 
he'd had a stern second thought. He 
had misgivings as to how the consul 
weuld react if he knew that the 
priests and novices and most of the 
congregation had been hired through 
the Port Gmorff actors' guild, 

IMPORTANT NOTICE ABOUT PRICE INCREASE 

As this issue was going to press, the wage-price freeze was announced. The 
~ingle copy increase announced last month could not be changed; for one 
thing, the covers with the new prices had already been printed. Also, we 
felt that the increase was justified based on the increase in editorial pages. 
However, we have decided to rescind the increase in subscription prices, and 
we will continue to accept subscriptions at the old rates of $7.00 for one 
year, $12.00 for two years and $17.00 for three years. If you use the 
couP,On on page 100, cross out the new rates and insert the old. 



THIS MONTH, TWO FILMS, OS· 
tensibly for children .•. hell, they are 
for children, but books and films 
aimed at children have accounted for 
some of the best fantasy ever 
created, though movies have ever had 
a habit of making sow's ears out of 
silk purses in that department by· 
giving the kids what they ought to 
want rather than what they do want. 

Willie Wonka and the Chocolate 
Factory (Paramount) is a dandy 
example of the genre of live action, 
~utesy musical adaptations of classic 
children's literature which started 
with 1he Wizard of Oz and was 
revived by the success of Mary 
Poppins. It is worth considering only 
because of the potential of some 
spectacular or sensitive special 
effects, such as the first glimpse of 
the Emerald City and the flight of 
the winged monkeys in Wizard, or 
the Bird Women in Mary Poppim, 
those all too rare moments when the 
eye is convinced of fantasy. But 
there's not a one in Willie Wonka, 
despite the evidence that almost all 
the budget went into creating the 
magical chocolate factory of choco
late waterfalls, bubbling fountains of 
soda, giant geese laying golden eggs, 
and a staff of orange dwarfs (a Ia 
Munchkins, a distasteful devi :e). It's 
all very heavy handed and literal, 
giving a kind of visual ptomaine like 
the second act of Nutcracker. And 
for God's sake, don't see it stoned. 

Roald Dahl, responsible for the 
screenplay as well as the original 
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book, has done some good chiller 
writing for adults; this is a classic 
example of what happens when a 
good writer starts moralizing and 
writing down. 

Beatrix Potter, on the other hand, 
.didn't write down to anybody. Her 
books for children, very young 
thildren really, have the air of genius, 
and her illustrations of her anthro
pomorphic animal folk unnervingly 
combine zoological correctness and 
inhuman individuality ••• they are 
anything but just cute. Her work has 
come to the screen in an unlikely 
way in the awkwardly titled Peter 
Rabbit and Tales of Beatrix Potter 
(MGM), in which several of the more 
famous stories are presented as live 
action ballets. In one way, this 
works; voices for humanized animals 
are ~ldom· ·. successful, while the 
movement devised here ·is as half 
human, half animal as the characters. 
Nevertheless, ·1 can't quite in1agine 
who will really like this film. Potter 
fans will admire the incredible 
fidelity of the costumes and masks 
(devised by Rotislav Doboujinsky, 
and they're amazing), but will 
correctly complain that the stories 
don't come over too weU. Ballet 
buffs will find it none too interesting 
as choreography-as a long time 
balletomane I feel qualified to 
advance that opinion. Children will 
find it a tedious hour and a half sans 
dialogue, and with long stretches of 
solo dances of dubious fascination. 

Nevertheless, there are those 
moments of visual fantasy which 

almost justify the whole thing. In 
one in particular, three costumed 
mouse couples perform a minuet-like 
pas de six on a parquet floor before a 
half open- door leading to another 
unseen room. It is filmed from 
"mouse level" and everything is to 
scale; the "mice" barely come to the 
wainscot. Usu;tlly when this kind of 
miniaturization is well done on 
screen, l still think of how cleverly 
the designer has devised that giant 
set. In this case, eye believed ••• total· 
ly convinced I was seeing tiny beings 
on a real floor. There was that total 
verisimilitude which is so rarely 
achieved in screen fantasy. Another 
moment, almost equally real, was a 
lady hedgehog hurrying down an 
English country lane, looking both 
like an old peasant woman and an 
animal with that Odd business-like 
but inhuman movement quality that 
beasts have when they are on an 
errand. I think Beatrix Potter would 
ltave liked those moments; I did. 

No-regret1-department ••• I'm not 
reviewing the third Planet of the 
Apes movie because I loathed the 
other two so thoroughly. Book 
department • •• note publication of 
Science Fictio11 Film by Denis 
Gifford (Dutton Paperback), an 
almost too illustrated history of the 
field which I'll devote some time to 
next month if nothing else comes up. 
No late, late show department this 
month because TV pickings. have 
been poor. Apologies to those who 
have written their approval of that 
kind ~f retrospective review. I'll try 
to stay up latei this month. 



In our April 1970 issue we introduced Fritz Leiber's famous 
characters Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser to those of our readers 

who had not been fortunate enough to meet them elsewhere. 
The story, "Ill Met in lankhmar," subsequently won the 

Science Fiction Writers of America Nebula award for best 
novella of the year. We've been promising a further adventl!•e 

of Fafhrd and the Mouser, and here it is. 

The -Price. of Pain Ease 
by FRITZ LEIBER 

A TALL SWORDSMAN AND A black storm came racing out of the 
.. s111all one strode out the Marsh.Gate : riorth over·the Inner Sea-a sea squall 

of Lankhmar and east along Causey making landfall. It grew datk ·again 
R(l&d . .They were youths by -their almost as mght, except when the 
skin and suppleness, men by their liglttning stabbed and the thunder 
expre.ssions of deep,bitten grief and shook his great iron shield. ·The 
stmiy purpose. 'Stomt wind carried the salty tang of 
· · The sleepy guardsmen iu browned· the sea commingled with the: foul 

· iror:1 cuirasses did not question them. · redk of the marsh. U bent the green 
·Only : madn~en and fools willingly swords ·of the 5ca :-grass· fla.t and 
. Jca~c the grandest city in ·.the world lashed into writhing the arms of the 

of ,Ndtwon~· especially at dawn and ··thorn. and seahawk tre-es{ It pushed 
afoot. Besides, these two looked ·black swamp water. ·a. yard up the 
extremely dungerous. . northern·· side ·of· the narrow, 

Ahead the .sky was bright pink, :;serpentine, flat-topped ridge that was 
' like the bubbling ·rim ·of a .. gr.eat Causey Road. Then came pelting 

crystal goblet·brirtuned with efferves· rain. - : 
cent red wine for delight of the gods, The: two ·swordsmen' made ·no 
while , the 'paler pink ·glow rising comment to each other and did not 
therefmtn drove ·the last stars west. • alter their movements, except_-to lift 

; But before the sun could gla.re one their shoulders and faces a little and 
. scarlet sliver above the horii!!on, a slant the latter north, as if they 
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welcomed the stonn's cleansing and 
~ting and what tiny -distraction it 
brought to some deep agony of mind 
and heart. 

''Ho, Fafhrd!" a deep voice grated 
above the thunder's growl and the 
wind's roar and the rattle of the rain. 

The tan swordsman turned his 
head sharply south. 

''Hist, Gray Mouser!" 
The small swordsman did likewise. 

··Close ·by the southern side of the 
rp~d a tather large, rounded but 
stood on ftve_narrow posts. The posts 
had to tie tall, for Causey Road ran 
high here, yet the floor of the hut's 
.i9w, rounded dooiway looked 
!;tr,aight at the tall swordsman's head. 

·· ·This was nothing very strange, 
«;Jteept that aU men know that none 

."dWell .in the venonU)tiS Great Salt 
·Marsh, save for giant wonn$, poisOn 
.~Is, water cobras, pale spindle-Jesged 
·swamp rats, and the like. 
i . Blue lightning glared, . revealing 
with ~reat clarity a hooded figure 
~~rouchec;l .inside the low doorway. 
1Each fold and twist· of the frgure's 
0 W..peries stood out as precis(ly as in 
'an U.on engraving ciosdy v~ed .• ·. 
,: J~irt the li~':Ding sho~.e~ nothing 
i ~ts9fver li}SJde , the ~od, onfy 
,.irkY "})bickness. .. . · . . . 
- 'Thunder crashed. . . 
,, . 'Then from the ,hood the grating 
;xoi.~- JJ!.~.i~d the ;fP.Po'¥irig,·lin~, 
ruushly and .bimio!lessly;,.hammerffi.g 
,9Ut .il:ip:~qnfs~ sq,ih11t ~nat.was light 
J.~.:~_.rs¢:;-}!e~. ~,a_ .. · 4isW_'. ··a~ ~d d~owf.~l 
w.;alh:ttwn:. ' . •. . ' 
.. : H~,;F11fbid.t<!U.!.- . . , ..• ·.:-,. ... Hist, Mouser small!.. · 

Why leave you the city 
Of marvelous parts? 
lt were a great pity 
To wear out your hearts 
And wear out the soles of your 

feet, 
Treading all earth, 
Foregoing aD mirth, 
Before you once more Lankhmar 

greet. 
Now return, now return, now! 
This doleful ditty was three 

quarteJ'$ done befOre . the two 
swordsmen realized that they were 
striding along steadily ail this while 
and the hut still abreast them. So it 
p1ust be walking along with them -on 
its posts, or ·legs rather. And now 

. that they were ..Ware of this, they 
could see those five thin wooden 
members sw~ and knee-bendm,. 
· When the grating voice ceased · t9 
speak on. that. i~st ·great "now.~' 
Fafhrd haltec,l. · · · 

•. So did the Mouser . 
. ; 

. SO did the h.ut. . · . . . . 
. The two swordsmen tllrne'd 

. toward the Jow doorway, facing i{ ·: 
5Pn':lltaneously with a dei'feni~g 

thu~erclap~ a, great bol.t oflightnlng 
stnrck close ~ehin.d them. It joh~;I 
their. bodies, ·shocked ~ir .·fleSh 
'thrillingly. . and pain'fully, arid . it 
illumined' th~ hut' and its dweller 

. brigbter than. aay. y~t. stili rcveaie-d 
· ii~.iliir)kinside ihe dweUer·s~9od,;;'': 
· ·. ·.If th¢ ho()d had ·t;,eeri eni-~fy'; tq'e 
. dr.anerie!! .at Hs11ack ·would.have been 
1_SAq~P;. 'de~r)~~ .. ~~.t;_, · ri.o~ ~!~~!e. ~~~s 
, onl~ , th,jd ov¥_. Qf ~- fbon~· aar~~e~, 
., ~hifh ~~ven; ,the)e:;mbp}f 'cojlld ))qt ·mu:mme. · -·- · ·· .;_. ··· ····· · -- -~~- ·-·--~· ~ 
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As unmoved by this prodigy as by cannot assuage by one atom the grief 

the thunderstroke, Fafhrd bellowed and guilt we shall feel forever for our 
above the storm toward the darlings.'• 
doorway, his voice sounding tiny to "Indeed it cannot,'• Fafhrd 
himself in his thunder-smitten ears, seconded loudly, "for we were drunk 
"Hear me, witch, wizard, nightgaunt, when our darlings died, and for that 
whatever you are! I shall never in my there is no forgiveness. We high
life· enter again the foul city which jacked a small treasure in gems from 
has stolen from me my dearest and thieves of the Guild, but we lost the 
'only love, the incomparable and two jewels beyond price and without 
irreplaceable VIana, for whom 1 shall compare. And we shall never return 
forever grieve and for whose to Lankhmar!" 
unspeakable death I shall forever feel Lightning shone from behind the 
guilt. The Thieves' Guild slew her for hut and thunder crackled. The storm 
her freelance thieving-and we slew was moving inland, south from the 
the slayers, though it profited us road. 
nothing at all... The hood that held darkness drew 

"Likewise I shall never lift foot back a little and slowly shook from 
·toward lankhmar again," the Gray side to side, once, twice, thrice, The 
Mouser took up from beside him in a harsh voice intoned, fainter because 
voice like an angry trumpet, "the Fafhrd's and the Mouser's ears were 
loathy metropolis which horribly still somewhat deafened and a-ring 

·bereft me of my beloved lvrian, even from that father of thunderstrokes: 
as Falhrd was bereft and for similar Never and forever are neither for 
reason, and left me loaded with an men. 
equal weight of sorrow and shame, You'll be returning again and 
which I shall bear forever, even past again. 
my perishing." A salt spider as big as Then the hut was moving inland 
a platter sailed close by his ear in the too on its five spindly legs. It turned 
grip of the gale, kicking its thick, around, so that its door faced away 
corpse-white legs, and veered off past from them, and its speed increased, 
lhe hut, but the Mouser did not start its legs moving as nimbly as those of 
in the least, and there was no break a cockroach, and was soon lost 
whatever in his words as he amongst the tangle of thorn and 
continued, "Know, being of black· seahawk trees. 
ness, haunter of the dark, that we So ended the first encounter of 
llew the foul wizard who murdered the Mouser and his comrade Falhrd 
our loves and killed his two with Sheelba of the Eyeless Face. · 
rodentine familiars and mauled and Later that day the two swordsmen 
terrorized his employers at Thieves• waylaid an insufficiently guarded 
House. But revenge is empty. It merchant Lankhmar-bound, depdv· 
·cannot brinJ .back the dead. It · ioJ him of the. best two of hia four 
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cart-horses-for thieving was first 
nature to them-and on these 
clumping mounts made their way out 
of the Great Salt Marsh and across 
the Sinking Land to the sinister 
hub-city of Ilthmar with its 
treacherous little inns and innumer
able statues and bas-reliefs and other 
depictions of its rat-god. There. they 
changed their clumsy horses for 
camels and were soon humping south 
across the desert, following the 
eastern shore of the turquoise Sea of 
the East. They crossed the River 
Tilth in dry season and continued on 
through the sands, bound for the 
Eastern Lands, where neither of 
them had previously traveled. They 
-were searching for distraction in 
strangeness and intended first to visit 
Horborixen, citadel of the King of 
Kings and city second only to 
Lankhmar in size, antiquity, and 
baroque splendor. 

For the next three years, the 
Years of Leviathan, the Roc, and the 
Dragon, they wandered the world of 
Nehwon south, east, north, and west, 
seeking forgetfulness of their first 
great loves and their first great guilts, 
and finding neither. 

They lived by thievery, robbery, 
bodyguarding, brief commissions as 
couriers and agen is-commissions 
they always, or almost always, 
fulfilled punctiliously-and by show
manship, the Mouser entertaining by 
legerdemain, juggling, and buffoon
ery, while Fafhrd, with his gift for 
tongues and training as a Singing 
Skald, excelled at minstrelsy, trans-· 
lating the legends of his frigid 

homeland irito many languages. They 
never worked as cooks, clerks, 
carpenters, tree-fellers, or common 
servants; and they never, never, never 
enlisted as mercenary soldiers. 

They acquired new scars and 
skills, comprehensions and compas
sions, cynicisms and secrecies-a 
laughter that lightly mocked and a 
cool poi_se that tightly crusted all 
inner miseries and most of the time 
hid the barbarian in Fafhrd and the 
slum boy in the Mouser. They 
became outwardly merry, uncaring, 
and cool, but their .grief and guilt. 
stayed with them, the ghosts of 
lvrian and VIana haunting their 
sleeping and their waking dreams, so 
that they had little commerce with 
other girls, and that more a 
discomfort than a joy. Their 
comradeshiP became firmer than 
rock, ·stronger than steel, . but all 
other human relations were fleet!ng. 
Melancholy was their commonest 
mood, though mostly hid even from 
each other. · 

Came noon of the Day of the 
Mouse in the Month of the Lion in 
the Year of the Dragon. They were 
taking their siesta in the ·cool of a 
cave near Ilthmar. Outside, heat 
shimmered above hard-baked ground 
and scanty brown grass, but here was 
most pleasant. Their horses, a gray 
mare and a chestnut gelding, found 
shade in the cavern's mouth. Fafhrd 
had sketchily inspected the place for 
serpents but discovered none. He 
loathed the cold, scaly ones of the 
south, so different from the 
hot-blooded, fur-bearing snakes of 
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the Cold Waste. He went a little way 
into a narrow, rocky corridor leading 
from the back of the cave under the 
small mountain in which it was set, 
but returned when light failed and he 
had found neither reptiles nor end. 

They rested comfortably on their 
uncurled bedrolls. Sleep· would not 
come to them, so idle talk did. By 
slow stages this talk became serious. 
Finally the Gray Mouser summed up 
the last trinity of years. 

"We have ·searched the wide world 
over and not found forgetfulness." 

"I dispute that," Faflud count· 
ered. "Not the latter part, for I am 
still as ghost-locked as you, but we 
have not crossed the Outer Sea and 
hunted over the great continent 
legend will have in the west.'' 

''I believe we have," the Mouser 
disputed. "Not the former part, I'll 
agree, and what purpose in searching 
the sea? But when we went our 
farthest east and stood on the shore 
of that great ocean, deafened by its 
Va$t surf, I believe we stood on the 
western coast of the Outer Sea with 
nothing between us and Lanklunar 
but wild water." 

"What great ocean?, Faflud 
demanded, "And what vast surf'? It 
was a lake, a mere puddle with some 
ripples in it. I could readily see the 
opposite shore." 

"Then you were seeing mirages, 
and languishing in one of those 
moods when aU Nehwon seems but a 
small bubble you could burst with 
flick of fmgemail." . 

"Perhaps," Fafhrd agreed. "Oh, 
how weary I am of this life." 

77 
There.was a little cough, no more 

than a clearing of throat, in the dark 
behind them .. They did not otherwise 
move,. but their hair stirred at its 
roots, so ~lose and intimate had been. 
that tiny noise, and so indicative of 
intelligence rather than mere animal· 
ity, because of a measuredly 
attention-asking quality about it. 

Then as one they turned· head. 
over shoulder and looked at the 
black mouth of the rocky corridor. 
After a bit it seemed to e·ach of them 
that he could see seven small, faint 
green glows swimming in the dark 
there and lazily changing position, 
like seven fireflies hovcdng, but with 
their light steadier and far more 
diffuse, as if each firefly wore a cloak. 
made of several layers of gauze, 

Then a voice sugary and unctuous, 
senescent though keen-a voice like a 
quavering flute-spoke from amidst 
those dimmest glows, saying, "Oh, 
my sons, begging the question of that 
hypothetical western continent, on 
which I do not propose to enlighten 
you, there is yet one place in 
NehWon you have not searched for 
forgetfulness .since the cruel deaths 
of your beloved girls.'' 

"And what place may that be?" 
the Mouser asked softly after a long· 
moment and with the slightest 
stammer. "And who are you?'' 

"The city of Lankhmar, my sons. 
Who I am, besides your spiritual 
father, is a private matter." 

"We have sworn a great oath 
against ever returning to Lankhmar," 
Fafhrd growled, the growl low 
and a shade defensive. 
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"Oaths are made to be kept only 
until their purpose be fulfilled," the 
fluty voice responded. "Every geas is 
lifted at last, every self-set rule 
repealed. Otherwise orderliness in life 
becomes a limitation to growth; 
discipline, chains; integrity, bondage 
nd evil-doing. You have learned 
wliat you can from the world. You 
have graduated from that huge 
portion of Nehwon. It now remains 
that you take up your postgraduate 
studies in Lankhmar, highest univer· 
sity of civilized life here." 

The seven faint glows were 
growing still dimmer now and 
drawing together, as if retreating 
down the corridor. 

"We won't go back to Lankh· 
mar," Faflud and the Mouser replied, 
speaking as one. 

The seven glows faded altogether. 
~·:O faintly the two men could barely 
hear it-yet hear it each did-the 
fluty voice inquired, "Are you 
afraid?" Then they heard a grating of 
rock, a very faint sound, yet 
somehow ponderous. 

So ended the first encounter of 
Fafhrd and his comrade with 
Ningauble of the Seven Eyes. 

After a dozen heartbeats, the 
Gray Mouser drew his slim, ann-and
a-half-long sword, Scalpel, with 
which he was accustomed to draw 
blood with surgical precision, and 
followed its glittering tip into the 
rocky corridor. He strode very 
deliberately, with a measured deter
mination. Fafhrd went after, but 
more cautiously, with many a 
hesitation, holding the point of his 

heavier sword, Graywand, whkh he 
yet handled most nimbly in strife, 
close to the stony noor and wagging 
it from side to side. The seven glows 
in their lazy swayings and bobbings 
had mightily suggested to him the 
heads of large cobras raised up to 
strike. He reasoned that cave cobras, 
if such existed, might well be 
phosphorescent like abyssal eels. 
· They had penetrated somewhat 
farther under the mountainside than 
Faflud had olf his first inspection
their slow pace enabling their eyes to 
accommodate better to the relative 
darkness-when with a slight, high· 
pitched shiver, Scalpel jarred vertical 
rock. Waiting without a word where 
they stood, their' cave VISion 
improved to the point where it 
became indisputable, without any· 
more sword-testing at all, that the 
corridor ended where they were, 
wanting a hole big enough even for a 
speaking serpent to glide away, let 
alone a being rightfully capable of 
speech. The Mouser pressed and then 
Faflud threw his weigl1t against the 
rock ahead at several points, but it 
held firm as purest mountain-heart. 
Nor had they missed any side tracks, 
even of the narrowest, or any pits or 
roof holes on the way-a point they 
doubly checked going out. 

Back at their bedrolls, their horses 
still tranquilly nibbling brown 
grass at the cavern's mouth, Fafhrd 
said abruptly, "What we heard speak, 
it was an echo." 

''How have an echo without a 
voice?" the Mouser demanded with 
peevish impatience. "As well have a 
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tail without a cat. I mean, a living 
tail.'. 

"A small snow snake greatly 
resembles the animated taU of a 
white house cat," Fafhrd replied 
imperturbably. "Aye, and has just 
such a high, quavering cry ... 
· "Are you suggesting-'?'' 

''Of course not. As I imagine you 
do, I think there was a door 
somewhere in the rock, fitted so well 
we could not discern the junctures. 
We heard it shut. But before that, 
he-she, it, they-went through it." 
· "Then why babble of echoes and 

snow snakes? .. 
"It is well to considfr aU 

possibilities." 
"He-she and so forth-named us 

sons," the Mouser mused. 
''Some say the serpent is wisest, 

oldest, and even father of all," 
Fanud observed judiciously. 

"Snakes again! Well, one thing's 
·certain: aU hold it rash folly for a 
man to take.·advice of a serpent,.let 
alone seven." 

''Yet be-consider the other 
pronouns spoken-had a point, 
Mouser. Mauger the indeterminate 
western continent, we have traveled 
all Nehwon in spider-webwise. What's 
left but Lankhmar?'' 

"Damn your pJ:Qnouns! We swore 
never to return. Have you forgotten 
·that, Fafhrd?'' 

"No, but I'm dying of boredom, 
Times I have sworn never again to 
drink wine." 

"I would choke to death on 
Lankhmar! Her· day-smokes, her 

·rught7smogs, her rats, her flltht'' 
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"At the moment, Mouser, I care 
little whether llive or die, and where 
or when or how.'" 

"Now adverbs and conjunctions! 
Bah, you need a drink!" 

''We seek a deeper forgetfulness. 
They say to lay a ghost, go where she 
died.'" 

"Aye, and be worse haunted!" 
"I could not be worse haunted 

than now.'' 
''To let a serpent shame us by 

asking, were we afraid!'" 
''Are we, perhaps'?'" 
And so the argument went. with. 

the final foreseeable result that 
Fafhrd and the Mouser cantered past 
Dthmar lo a stony stretch of shoC~ 
that was a curiously abraded low 
precipice and waited there a day and 
a night for the Sinking Land to 
emerge with anomalous aqueous 
convulsions from the waters joinin~ 
the Sea of the East to the Inner Sea. 
They swiftly and warily crossed ils 
flinty' steaming expanse-for it was a 
hot, sunny day-and so again rode 
Causey Road, but this tii'ne back 
toward Lankhmar, 

After their retum to Lankhmar, 
they did for a few brief moons share 
a house and home, although· it was a 
rather small and, naturally, stolen 
one, and the two women in it ghosts 
only, and its location-be·cause ofthc 
morbid mood they also shared~mort 
dubious and dire. ·; 

Coming one night half drunk by 
way of Plague Court and Bones Alley 
from the tavern at Cash and Whore 
named the Golden Lamprey to the 

' I _' . . I ~' • -
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one or most merry yet most evil 
-recollection called the Silver Eel-on 
Dim Lane, this, halfway betwee·n: 
Cheap and Carter-they spied behind 
it the still uncleared cinders. and 
blackened, tumbled stones of the 
tenement where their first loves 
lvrlan and Vlana had, after .many 
torments, been burned to white 
ashes, some atomies of whom they 
might even now be seeing by the 
murky moonlight. 

Much later that night and much 
more drunk, they wandered north 
beyond the Street of the Gods to the 
section of the aristocrats by the Sea 
Wall and east of the Rainbow Palace 
of Lankhmar's overlord Karstak 
Ovartamortes. In the estate of Duke 
Danius, the Mouser spied through the· 
. spiked wall and now by brighter 
moonlight-the air there being 
cleansed of night-smog by the gentle 
north sea wind-a snug, trim, 
well-polished, natural wooden garden 
house with curvingly ho"rned ridge• 
pole and beam-ends, to which abode 
he took a sudden extreme fancy and 
which he even persuaded Fafhrd to 
admire. It rested on six short cedar 
posts which in tum rested on flat 
rock. Nothing then must do but rush 
to Wall Street and the Marsh Gate, 
hire a brawny two-score of the 
inevitable nightlong idlers there with 
a silver coin and big drink apiece and 
promise of a gold coin and bigger 
drink to come, lead them to Danius' 
dark abode, pick the iron gate-lock, 
lead them warily in, order them 
heave up the garden house and carry 
it out-providentially without any 

great creakings and with no guards or 
watchmen appearing. In fact, the 
Mouser and Fafhrd were able to 
fmish another jug of wine during 
their supervising. Next tightly blind• 
fold the two-score carriers-this was 
the · ·only difficult part of the 
operation, requiring all the Mouser's 
adroit, confident cajoling and fa .. 
fhrd's easy though somewhat ominous 
and demanding friendliness-and 
guide and goad the forty of the 
impromptu porters as they rantingly 
and sweatingly carried the house 
south down empty Carter Street and 
west up Bones Alley (the garden 
house fortunately being rather 
narrow, three smallish rooms in a 
row) to the empty lot behind the 
Silver Eel, where after Fafhrd had 
hurled aside three stone blocks there 
was space to ease it down. Then it 
only remained to guide the still· 
blindfolded carriers back to the 
Marsh Gate, give them their gold and 
buy them their wine-a big jug apiece 
seemed wisest to blot out memory
then ruSh back in the pinkening 
dawn to buy from Braggi, the 
tavernmaster, the worthless lot 
behind the Silver Eel, reluctantly 
chop off with Fafhrd's fighting axe 
the garden house's ridgepole-and 
beam-horns-throw water and then 
disguising ashes onto the roof and 
walls (without thought of what evil 
omen this was, recalling Vlana and 
Jvrian), finally stagger inside and 
collapse into sleep on the naked floor 
before even looking around. 

When they woke next evening, the 
place t\lmed out to be quite nice 
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inside, the two end-rooms each a 
thick-carpeted bedroom with highly 
erotic murals filling the walls. The 
Mouser puzzled as to whether Duke 
Danius shared his garden concubines 
with a friend or else rushed back and 
forth between the two bedrooms all 
by himself. The central room was a 
most cou th and sedate living room 
with several shelves of expensively 
bound stimulating books and a fine 
larder of rare jugged foods and wines. 
One of the bedrooms had even a 
copper bath tub-the Mouser ar· 
propriated that one at once-and 
both bedrooms had privies easily 
cleaned out below by a part-time and 
out-dwelling houseboy they hired. 

The theft was highly successful; 
they had no trouble from Lankh· 
mar's- brown-cuirassed and generally 
lazy guardsmen, no trouble from 
Duke Danius-if he hired house spies, 
they botched their not-too-easy 
job-and for several days the Gray 
Mouser and Falhrd were very happy 
in their new domicile, eating and 
drinking up Danius' fine provender, 
making the quick run to the Eel for 
extra wine, the Mouser taking two or 
three perfumed, soapy, oily, slow 
baths a day, Fafhrd going evl'ty two 
days to the nearest public steam bath 
and putting in a lot of time on the 
books, sharpening his already con
siderable knowledge of High Lankh
marese, llthmarish, and Quarmallian. 

By slow degrees Fafhrd's bedroom 
became comfortably sloppy, the 
Mouser's quite fussily tidy and 
neat-it was simply their real natures 
expressing themselves. · 
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After a few days Fafhrd dis· 
covered a second library, most 
cunningly concealed, of books 
dealing with nothing but death, 
books at complete variance with the 
other supremely erotic volumes. 
Faflud found them equally educa· 
tional, while the Gray Mouser 
amused himself by picturing Duke 
Danius pausing to scan a few 
paragraphs about strangulation or 
Kleshite jungle-poisons while dashing 
back and forth between his two 
bedrooms and their two or more 
girls. 

However, they didn't invite any 
girls to their charming new home and 
(l\:rhaps for a very good reason, 
because after half a moon or so the 
ghost of slim Ivrian began to appear 
to the Mouser and the ghost of tall 
VIana to Falhrd, both spirits perhaps 
raised from their remaining mineral 
dust drifting around-about, and even 
plastered on the outer walls. The 
girl-ghosts never spoke, even in 
faintest whisper, they never touched, 
even so much as by the brush of a 
single hair. Fafhrd never spoke of 
VIana to the Mouser, or the Mouser 
to Falhrd of lvrian, the two girls 
were invariably invisible, inaudible, 
intangible,yet they were there. 

Secretly from each other, each 
man consulted witches, witch doc· 
tors, astrologers, wizards, neeroman· 
cers, fortune tellers, reputable 
physicians, priests even, seeking a 
cure for their ills (each desiring to see 
more of his dead girl or nothing at 
all), yet finding none. · 

Within· three moons the Mouser 
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and Faflud-vcry easy-amiable to ash-dusty horn yellowed and dark· 
each other, very tolerant on all ened in the late afternoon, the 
niatters, very quick to crack jokes, Mouser began to think in a more 

,smiling far more than was their practical fashion of his plight. It 
went-were both rapidly going mad, occurred to him that the one sorcerer 
as the Mouser realized one gray dawn he had not consulted about his 
whei1 the insiant he opened his eyes horrible Ivrian hang-up-just con
a pale, two-dimensional lvrian at last ceivably because that was the one 
appeared and gazed sadly at him one sorcerer he believed might not be a 
moment from the ceiling and then faker and quack-was Sheelba of the 
utferly vanished. Eyeless Face, who dwelt in a 
· Big drops of sweat beaded his five-legged hut• in the Great Salt 

entire face and head from hairline Marsh immediately cast of Lankh· 
down on all sides, his throat was mar. 
acid, he gagged and retched. Then He whipped off his woolen stuff 
with one fling of his right arm, he · and speedily donned his gray tunic of 
threw off all his bedclothes and raced coarsely woven silk, his ratskin 
naked out of his bedroom and across boots,. belted on his slim sword 
the living room into Fafltrd's. Scalpel and his dagger Cat's Claw 

The Northerner wasn't there. (he'd early noted that Faflud's 
He stared at the tousled, empty ordinary clothes and ·sword Gray• 

bed for a long time. Then he drank at wand and dagger Heartseeker were 
one swallow half a bottle of fortified gone), caught up his hooded cloak of 
wine. Then he brewed himself a pot the same material as his tunic, and 

. of bumingly hot, triple-strength fled from the dreadful little house iri 
gahveh. As he gulped it down, he vast; sudden fear that Ivrian's sad 
found himself violently shivering and ghost would appear to him again and 
shaking. He threw on a wool robe then, without talking or touching, 
and belted it tiglttly around him, again vanish. 
drew on higl1 wool boots, then still It was sunset. The houseboy from 
shivered and shook as he finished his the Eel was cleaning out the privies. 
still steaming gahvch. The Mouser asked, rather wildly and 

All day long he paced the living fiercdy, "Seen Fafhrd today?" 
room or sprawled in one of its big The lad started back. "Yes," he 
chairs, alternating fortified wine and said. "He rode.~off at dawn on a·big 
hot"gahveh, awaiting Fafhrd's return, white horse."· 
still shaking from time to time and "Fatlud doesn't own a horse," the 
puUing his warm robe tigltter around Mouser said harshly and dangerously. 
him. Again the lad started back. ''It 

But tl1e Northerner never ap- was the biggest horse I've ever seen. 
pcarcd. It had a brown saddle and harness, 

When the windows· of thin and studded with gold.'" · 
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~ · The Mouser snarled and half drew 
Scalpel from hC'r mouSl.'skin scab· 
bard. Then, beyond the lad, he saw, 
twinkling and gleaming in the gloom, 
a huge, jet-black horse with black 
saddle and harness studded with 
silver. 

He raced past the lad, who threw 
bimSl.'lf sidewise into the dirt, vaulted 
up onto the saddle, grasped the reins, 
thmst his feet into the stirrups
which hung exactly at the right 
height for · him-and bootl·d the 
horse, which instantly took off down 
Dim Lane, gallope_d ·north on Carter 
and west on the Street of the 
Gods-the crowd scampering out of 
the \vay-and was through the open 
Marsh Gat~ before the guards could 
draw back their ragged-rdged pikes 
for a thru"sf or. ~dvancc them as" ~ 
formal barrier. 

The· stlnSl.'t was behind, the night 
was ahead, damp wind was· on. l1is 
cheeks, :mel tJ1e Mouser fotlnd all of 
·these things gclod. · 

The :l>lack horse galloped down 
Cause"y Ri.)ad · for sLxty or · sci 
bowshots, or eighteen-score spear~ 
casts, and then plunged off the road 
inland. and scni\h, SO SUdlk•nly. that 
the· Mouser was .almost \lnsaddk·d. 
But he manage(! to keep his scat, 
dodging as best . he . l'ould the 
we~qiont;d brimchrs of the thorn anil 
St'ahawk trees. After not more than a 
luindred gasping· breaths, the hors~ 
came 'to a halt;and there facing them 
was Shectba's hut, ;md a little ;tbove 
the Mousci''s head the low, dark 
doorway . and a' black-robed . and 
black-hooded figure crouched in it. 
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The Mouser said loudly, "What 
are you up to, you wizardly 
trickster? I know you must have sent 
this horse for me." 

Sheelba said not a word and 
moved not a whit, even though his 
crouching position looked most 
uncomfortable, at least for a being 
with legs rather than, say·, tentacles~ 

After a bit the MousC"r demanded 
still more loudly, ''Did you send for 
Fanud ·this morning? Send for him a 
huge white horse ~Hh a gold-studded 
brown harness?" · 

. This time Sheclba slatted a littlt', 
though he settled. _himself quickly 
again and still spoke no word, while 
of course the space that should. have 
held his face remained blacker even 
than his draperies. 

Dusk deepened. After a much 
longer bit, the Mouser Said in a low, 
broken voice, "0 . Sheelba, great 
magician, grant me a bo9n or else) 
shall go mad. Give me ~ack _my 
beloved Ivrian, giv~ 'me her entire, or 
else rid tJ1e of her altogether, as if she 
had never been·. Do either. of tho~ 
and I will pay .any price you· 5ct:". . 

In a gra.ting voice like the clank of 
small boulders· moved by a st.idden 
surf, Sheelba said from: his dooi,vay, 
"Will y'oo faithFully_ ~rve tne· as long 
as you· live? Do ._.n.1Y every-' lil\vful 
command?. On iny part, l promise 
not to call. on' you mo~c than once :a 
year,· or at most twice, riot demand 
more thati •. three 'moons ou·t ·'of 
thirteen of your. time. You mu~t 
swear to me by Fafhrd's bones an~ 
your own that, onr, you willtisc any 
stnitagem, no matter how shan\cful 
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and degrading, to get me the Mask of 
Death from the Shadowland, and 
that, two, you will slay any being 
who seeks to thwart you, whether it 
be your unknown mother or the 
Great God himself." 

After a still longer pause the 
Mouser said in a still smaller voice, "I 
promise." 

Sheelba said, "Very well. Keep 
the horse. Ride it east past llthmar, 
·the City of Ghools; the Sea of 
Monsters, and the ParcJied Mountairis 
'until yoti tome to the Shadowland. 
There search out the Blue Flame· and 
"from the seat· of the' throne before it, 
·~etch ·me the Mask of Death~ Or 
stiatch· if of'f Death's face, if he's at 
home. By the way, in · the 
'Sbadowland, you ·will find your 
lvtian. In partici.tlar;beware a certain 
Duke Danius, whose. garden house 
:yciu • recently purloined, not altO
~ther ·by· ··chance, and whose 
~eath·library I imagine you · have 
discovered and perused. This Danius 
person fears death more· than any 
crtat'ute has · ever in history, as 
tetotded or recollected "by man, 
"deinQn~ or· god, ·and· he 'is planning··a 
foray' in'tii tbe Shadowland with rio 
'Jess a purpose than to SJay Death 
him5elf(oi' herself ofitself,'(<>r the_re 
even '·my' knoWledge "stops) 'and' to 
:dCshoy' ·.=ail' Deatli"s ' po~ssioil, 
'mcliuling·:itJie' Mask you ·promised to 
=prbronf fu"l-! •. :Now, ··do. my· ertana. 
·T-hads aU;" ·' ~ 1 > · - .... ·· · ·, · · ·. 
: .... ·the ·numb 'astdl.ntdc'cl ·'YcV~tlll 
'~i\hap~r'. -~ ariif '_' $uspici~ti; :. Mou.ser 
·-watched thb · ~ail< doorway· lor ·&S 
lohg 3S it 'Ui6k the inbOti'fo ·ri~ ana 

silhouette herself behind the sharply 
angled branches of a dead seahawk 
tree, but Shee1ba said not another 
word, nor made a move, while the 
Mouser could think of not a single 
sensible question to ask further. So 
at last he touched his heels agaiitst 
the flanks of the black horse, and it 
instantly turned round, carefully 
single-footed, to Ca:usey road arid 
thete cantered east. · 

·Meanwhile, at almost exactly th.e 
same time, since it is a good day's 
ride from Lankhrnar across the Great 
Salt Marsh and Ute Sinking Land to 
the mountains behind llthmar," city 
of evil reputation, F'afhrd was havir1g 
the same identical conversation and 
making exactly the ;same deal with 
Ningauble of the Seven Eyes in h~s 
vast and mazy cave, except th~t 
Nlrigauble, as was his ~ossipy wont, 
talked a thousand words to·Sileelba's 
one, yet in the end. said nothing mor~ 
than 'Sheelba. ' · · · 

So · the two disreputable · and 
mostlY unprincipied herOes set o~t 
for the Shad<JWlanct,· ·the Mouser 
pri:ideritly following the· coast ·road 
north to . sarheenmar' and .· there 
cutting·· inland, · 'Fafhrd ·reckleSsly 
riding straigllt. n~rthwest ·across the 
Pdi5on'ed Desert. Yet bOth had soo~ 
)u~k . and . crdssed ' "the ·Parched 
~M~un~ain~ o~ tli~ ,·sam~ day; t~~ 
Mouser taking t1te .Northerrr P<(s~. 
Faflii'd the·sautherti. · ··· · · ,.: · ' 
· · .· The· heavy· qvereast; .which ·bcg~it 
·at' 'tJ1~ ·'watersliC<J' of' t11e Parched 
}\t~~n:ti"~~i: t~~c(ce-~cci, 1~~~g11_ ~of; 
drop of ram or at~~ ofm~t feU.YCt 
the air was co6f famt ''m'dlst,' ai:id 
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nourished perhaps by underground 
water of most distant source, thick 
green gr:tss grew, and an open forest 
of black cedars sprang up. Herds of 
black an tel opes and black reindl·er 
nibbkd the endless grass to a lawn, 
yet there were no herdsmen or 
human folk at all. The sky grew 

·darker yet. almost a perpetual night, 
and odd low hiUs topped by 
congeries of black rock appeared. 
The~e were distant fires of many 
hues, thought none blue, and each 
vanisl-cd if you approached it. and 
you found no ash or other sign of it 
at its site. So the Mouser and Fanud 
well knew they had entered the 
Shadowland, dcath-fea.red by the 
merciless Mingols to the north, by 
the bone-proud, invisible-fleshed 
ivory Ghouls to the west, to the cast 
by the hairless folk and bald beasts 
of the shrunken yet diplomatically 
subtle and long-enduring Empire of 
Eevarensce, and to the south by the 
King of Kings himself, who had a 
standing rule that instant death be 
the lot of any person. even his own 

. vizier, or most favorite queen. who 
so much as whispered the name 
"Shadowland," let alone discussed 
the dark area in any wise. 

Eventually the Mouser sighted a 
black pavilion and rode toward it and 
dismountrd from his black horse and 
parted the silken drapes of the 
doorway, and there behind ari ebony 
table, listlessly sipring white wine 
from a crystal goblet, in her and his 
favorite robe· of violet silk, sat his 
beloved lvrian, with an ermine wrap 
about her shoulders. 
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But her small, slender hands were 
death blue, the color of slate, and her 
face of like hue and vacant-eyed. 
Only h"r hair was as livingly glossy 
black as ever, though longer than the 
Mouser recalled,. as were her 
fingernails. 

She stared her eyes, which the 
Mouser now saw were faintly filmed 
by grainy white, and parted her black 
lips and said in a monotone, .. It 
delights me beyond my powers of 
expression to sec you, Mouser, 
ever-beloved, who now have risked 
even the horrors of the Shadowland 
for sake of mr, yet you arc alive and 
I am dead. Come never again to 
trouble me, my darlingcst love. 
Enjoy. Enjoy." 

And even as the Mouser hurled 
himself forward toward her, smash· 
ing to one side the frail black table, 
her figure grew somewhat faint and 
she sank swiftly into the ground as if 
it were diaphanous, gentle, unfeared 
quicksand-though solid turf when 
the Mouser clawed at it. 

Meantime, a few Lankhmar 
leagues to the south, Fafurd was 
suffering exactly the same exrerience 
with his dearly beloved VIana, 
slate-faced and slate-handed:-those 
dear, long, strong fingers-actress
clad in black tunic and red stockings 
with dark-brown hair agleam, except 
that before she too sank into the 
ground, she ended, being a rather 
rougher woman than lvrian, by 
intoning in a voice that was most 
strange for being a lifeless monotone 
rather than the spirited accents the 
words implied, "and now exit fast, 
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you beloved booby, sweetest man in 
live world or Shadowland. Do 
Ningauble's idiot job, which will 
almost certainly be your death
stupid boy-for you've most unwise
ly promised him. Then gallop like 
hell southwest. If you do die by the 
way and join me in the Shadowland, 
I'll spit in your face, never speak you 
a single word, and never once share 
your black mossy bed. That's what 
death's like." 

As Fafhrd and the Mouser, though 
leagues apart, simultaneously tore 
like terrified mice from the two 
black pavilions, they each sighted to 
the east a steel-blue flame rising like 
the longest and gleamingest of 
stilettos, far higher than any other 
flame they'd seen in the Shadowland, 
a most narrow, bright-blue flame 
deeply· stabbing the black overcast. 
The Mouser saw it a bit to the south, 
Fafhrd a bit to the north. Each 
frantically dug heels in his horse and 
galloped on, their paths slowly 
converging. At that moment, their 
interviews with their beloveds huge 
in their memories, to encounter 
Death seemed the best thing in the 
world to them, the most to be 
drsired, whether to kill life's most 
awful creature, or by him be killed. 

Yet as they galloped along, Fafhrd 
couldn't help thinking of how VIana 
was ten years older than he and had 
looked all of that and more in the 
Shadowland, while the Mouser's 
mind couldn't avoid touching the 
topic of lvrian's basic silliness and 
snobbery. 

Yet they both galloped on 

willfully, wildly, joyfully, toward the 
blue flame, which grew ever thicker 
and brighter, until they saw it came 
from the huge central chimney of an 
open-gated, open-doored, low and 
vast black castle on a long, low hill. 

They trotted into the palace side 
by side, the gate and doorway both 
being wide and neither man 
recognizing the presence of each 
other. The black granite wall before 
them was indented by a wide 
fireplace in which blue flame shone 
almost as blindingly as the naked sun 
and shot its fiercest flame up the 
chimney, to make the flame they had 
noted from afar. Before the fireplace 
stood an ebooy chair, cushioned with 
black velvet, and on that most 
grateful of seats rested a shining 
black mask, full-faced with wide
open eyeholes. 

The eight iron-shod hooves of the 
white horse and the black one 
sounded a dead clank on the black 
flagstones. 

Fafhrd and the Mouser dis
mounted and moved, respectively, to 
the north and south sides of the 
ebony chair, upholstered with black 
velvet, on which rested the spangled 
Mask of Death. Perhaps fortunately, 
at that time Death himself was away, 
on business or vacation. 

At that moment both Fafhrd and 
the Mouser realized that he was 
promise-bound by oath to Ningauble 
and Sheelba, to slay his comrade. 
The Mouser whicked out Scalpel. 
Quite as swiftly Fafhrd whipped out 
Graywand. They stood face to face, 
ready to kill each other. 
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At that instant a long, glittering 
scimitar came down between them, 
swift as light, and the black, 
glittering Mask of Death. was cloven 
precisely in two, black forehead to 
black chin. 

Then the swift sword of Duke 
Danius went licking right at Fafhrd. 
The Northerner barely parried the 
blow of the mad-eyed aristocrat. The 
gleaming blade swept back toward 
the Mouser, who also barely shoved 
aside the slice. 

Both heroes likely would have 
been slain-for who in the long run 
has might to master the insane?
except that at that instant Death 
himself returned to his customary 
abode in his black castle in the 
Shadowland and by his black hands 
seized Duke Danius by the neck and 
strangled him dead within seventeen 
of Fafhrd's heartbeats and twenty
one of the Mouser's-and some 
hundreds of Danius•. 

Neither of the two heroes dared 
look at Death. Before that most 
remarkable and horrid being was a 
third finished with Danius, his 
foolish face, they snatched up a 
gleaming half of a black mask each, 
sprang each on his horse, and 
galloped side by side like twin 
lunatics of the most frantic sort, 
ridden even harder than they rode 
their powerful white and black 
horses by that cosmically champion 
jockey Fear, out of the Shadowland 
southwest by the straightest path 
possible. 

Lankhmar and her environs, to 
which they swiftly returned, were no 
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great good to them. Ningauble and 
Sheelba were both most angry at 
getting only half a mask apiece, even 
though it was the mask of the most 
potent being in all universes known 
and unknown. The two rather 
self-centered and somewhat irrational 
archimages, intent on and vastly 
enamored of their private war
though they were undoubtedly the 
cunningest and wisest sorcerers ever 
to exist in the world of Nehwon
were entirely adamant against the 
very sound four arguments Fafhrd 
and the Gray Mouser advanced in 
their self-defense: one, that they had 
stuck to the magician-set rules by 
first making certain to get the Mask 
of Death (or as much as they could 
of it) out of the Shadowland at 
whatever personal cost to themselves 
and diminishment of their self-re
spect (for if they had fought each 
other-as rule two required-they 
would most likely have simultaneous
ly slain each other, and so not even a 
sliver of a mask would have gotten to 
Shecl or Ning, whUe who in his sane 
senses would take on Death as an 
opponent?-Danius being a most 
crushing, present argument here); 
two, that half a magical mask is 
better than none; three, that each 
magician having half the mask, both 
would be forced to quit their.stupid 
war, co-operate in future, and so 
double their already considerable 
powers; and four, that the two 
sorcerers had neither returned VIana 
and lvrian in their lovely, living flesh 
to . Fafhrd and the Mouser, nor 
vanished them utterly from time, so 
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that there was no memory of them 
anywhere, as promised, but only 
tortured the two heroes-and likely 
the two girls also-by a final horrid 
encounter. In pets most undignified 
for great wizards, Ningauble mag
icked all objects whatsoever out of 
the home Fallud and the Mouser had 
stden, while Sheelba burned it to 
ashes indistinguishable from those of 
the earlier tenement in which VIana 
and lvrian had perished. 

Which was probably all to the 
good, since the whole idea of the two 
heroes dwelling in a house behind the 
Silver Eel-right in the midst of the 
graveyard of their great beloveds
. had undoubtedly been most morbid 
, from the start. 

Thereafter Sheelba and Ningauble 
. showing no gratitude whatever, or 
·.remorse for their childish revenges, 
insisted on exacting from the Mouser 
and Fafhrd the utmost service 

established by the bargail~ they had 
set with the two heroes. 

But Fallud and the Grav Mousrr 
wrre never once again ha~nted by· 
those two admirable and grand girls 
lvrian and VIana, nor even thought 
of them except with heart-casing and 
painless gratitude. In fact, within a 
few days the Mousrr began the 
hottest sort of love affair with a 
slightly underage and most winsome 
niece of Karstak Ovartamortes, 
while Fallud took on the identical 
twin daughtrrs, most beauteous and 
wealthy and yet on the verge of 
turning to prostitution for the 
excitement it promisl.'d, of Duke 
Dan ius • 

What VIana and Ivrian thought of 
all this in their eternal dwelling in the 
Shadowland is entirely their business 
and that of Death, on whose horrid 
visage they now could look with no 
fear whatever. 

Have you had trouble finding FBcSF on your newsstand? 

From time to time, readers report that they have not been 
·able to find F&SF on newsstands'in their area. We appreciate 
this information; we do our best to increase coverage, and we 

. will continue these efforts. 
Howe\ier, we are finding it increasingly difficult to get 

adequate newsstand distribution. The system is wasteful and 
inefficient, and it has unfortunately continued to deteriorate 

. in recent years. 
If you enjoy F&SF, may we urge you to subscribe. You'll 

be sure of getting your copy regularly and in advance of 
newsstand publication. You will also save money. Use the 
coupon on page 100. 



You should perhaps not read this story if you have a 
friend or relative in an old age home. The rest of 

you will surely find something to ponder in 
Gary Jen~ings' many-layered piece ef.grisly h~r 

about: C 1) a birthday party at the Golden Sunset 
Retirement Retreat and C2) ••• 

How We Pass the Time in .Hell 

ONCE UPON A TIME I WAS .. A Nothing that I ever wrote for that 
newspaper reporter in a little town in backwater News-Joumlll is likely to 
Virginia. This was a community of enshrine my· by-lille in the annals of 
stolid tranquillity-some might caU:it journalism. But I do recall one piece 
torpor-and frustratingly tcai'lt on I aid_.partly because it was the very 
aAything ·1hat a· big-<:ity ·reporter laSt Story i covered for that paper, 
would recognize as news. Out paper's ·11ild partly because of What ·I left' out 
front page was perpetually a gray . when I wrote it. · 
recapping of sOporific town council At first it Seemed just one more 
sessions, ·boiler plate. ~lumns . of · routine assigoment~. typicfl, of •hat 
yawn-worthy advice on yarn culture was regarded thereabouts as hot 
from the c;~~nty agriculturJ) atent, . ne.ws. Editor Hadey handed me a 
and disinal· .announcemen.ts of tit~ BJUbby sUp of paper.oa which he.had 
next-arriving revivalist.'J . cpm&to- .. -scrawled .. Goldett ~unset, ·7:00.pm.'' 
Christ camp meeting in Draper's 1bis )ooked~.Jike ;.. :weather :report, 
Meadow~ We. wouldq't hi!¥e ·.made but wasn't.: .The Goldq~. ·sunset 
much, sUr, . .thPUgl), eveR.-~( ~e .!!ver-.. >~tirem~t Retreat -was. the cem~n 
had J1a<1. anything Ji"e. a .s~~ticu,lar . narm:., c()(lcoc:t~~· . ;_l>y, -~dy ~-;Mrs. 
sex-murder for the front page. The Mildew Wilkinson f~.,.hcr:.~Y-iest 
ne\YSI)a~r ·. rea~e,n; . UJ,.; ~~ ~to-wn. ,_·hom~. juSt~:Oiltsid~- WWJ;l>i iit which 
in~ri~y.,,turged: ~r~t.: t~: the~)~~k ., .:Jhe lo~ fa~,s·~ho.-cou.ld.aff~ it 
page.;Jo :~e obi~riesf toiglo~tt over,-., stashed ~t.~ast..Of( old .folk-s..·· t.! 
having stagnated longer in this world .. Miz W~i.nsw.t. pbQDed)~.?. -said 
than some detested friend or relative. the editor. ..She's throwin' a 
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birthday stlpper tonight for a couple 
of her guests-cake and candles and 
all. Two old gents that both turned 
ninety-seven years old this very day. 
She thought the quiilcidence oughta 
be 'worth awrite-up. 1 reckon it is." 

I groaned, "Oh, damn the old 
goats." I'd had a date that evening at 
the local drive-in's triple feature or 
drag-race movies. . · 

"You don't have to sit through 
the whole party," _,Hatley said 
placatingly. "Just get a picture and a 
couple of. parag~aphs. But it's a free 
meal, if you want to hang around for 
it~ . . 

That it was·; and not to be sneezed 
at by any ill-paid wretch in Hatley's 
employ,' It ·was even a slightly 
epochal evenl, for Mrs. Wilkinson to 
unclench her flint-skinned fist' and 
offer to feed. a nonpaying guest. Of 
c.ourse, she'd be getting a free .plug 
for the Golden Sunset-she never ran 
a paid ad::..and no. doubt the meai 
would ·.consist of no more than the 
usu.a,l Dicke11s-workhouse gruel she 
.srooned into the old folks on ·every 
'other day. · · 
, . Mutt<:i'ing; I ·drove off in our 
ratiie:trap' "press car," 'into the 
auturrin twilight. The Golde'n Sunset 
was dqwnhill, on Radford Road, and 
the rickety, .. rackety old DeSoto 
rnade pretty good time downhill. My 
glum · mood lightened a bit·. I 
imagined. myself wearing a ·crash 
helmet arid the car wearing racing 
stripes. l narrowed rriy · cy~s and 
tightened my gUt and hummed 
"Dragstrip Rock" ·and pretended I 
Wa~ roafing heUity-split into Suicide 

Curve. And I damn near was. 
The youngest ShiOett kid, on his 

brand-new birthday bicycle, sudden· 
ly swooped out of the dusk, right for 
my radiator. I swallowed "Dragstrip 
Rock" and my gizzard together, as I 
wrenched frantically at the wheel. · 

Talk about luck. A fraction to the 
left and I'd have mn over the ShiOett 
brat. A fraction to the right and I'd 
have creamed head-on into the 
massive oak tre"e at the curb of the 
Pugh property. Somehow I missed 
them both, and w~nt bucketing 
down the street shaking my fist at 
the rear-vi~w mirror. By the tiine I 
turnl'd into the graveled driv('way of 
the Golden Sumet, I had forgoticn 
that near-miss ·encounter. But I 
remembered it later; ri1ave remem~ 
ber~d it often in the years since; 

The· Gold~n Sunset Retirrment 
Retreat had formerly been a 
motel-the Southern Comfort-~ 
hot-pillow ·joint that . had gone 
bankrupt because the people in that 
area didn't have gumption enough to 
philander, or, if th~y did, wrre to.o 
miserly to pay for doing iL ·in 
southern .comfort. Having brrn 
dc'signed. far 'quick turnover rather 
thim for long-terin . occupancy, the 
thirtc('n. b!Jildings-one barrack-like 
eClifice', the former owner's quarters~ 
cum-office, surround~d by a dozen 
doghouse cottages-were jerry-built 
of plasterboard and corrugated 
plasHc. Bryond rrnaming the . place 
when she took it over, Mrs. 
Wilkinson had d·onc nothing to make 
the quarters more. homelike or kss 
likely to peel in a high wind. 
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I had visited the Golden Sunset on 
a couple of earlier occasions, when 
Mrs. Wilkinson had contrived some 
newsworthy event. Once, fot ex
ample, some state bureau had 
threatened to yank the rest home's 
license unless. Mrs. Wilkinson com· 
plied with the Commonwealth's 
repeated deniands that she put a fire 
bucket of sand in each of the old 
people's shacks. Mrs. Wilkinson had 
thereupon scurried to some other 
state bureau and wangled a dab of 
welfare funds which paid for the 
buckets. This coup I had had to 
commemorate with a front-page 
story: "State Honors Local lnstitU· 
tion with Grant-in-Aid." 

I got out of the press car in front 
of the larger building, which was 
nowadays the communal dining hall. 
I knew this from experience, but 
anyone else might have known it 
from the smell. All of the Golden 
Sunset's buildings smelled indis
tinguishably of stale urine, except 
this one, which smelled of boiling 
turnips, frying grcast', boiling pin to 
beans, and stale urine. 

I was hauling the paper's old press 
camera -an obsolete and unwieldy 
Speed Graphic-out of the DeSoto's 
back scat when Mrs. Wilkinson hailed 
me from the dining hall doorway. 
"Come right on in, Mr. Newspaper 
Man, and welc:ome. We all waitin' on 
you." She was a small cold crag of a 
woman, with a nimbus of hair that 
had been bleached and frizzed to 
ectoplasm. She looked like a little 
piece of dry icc, fuming. 

Inside the hall, Mrs. Wilkinson's 

three muscular attendants were 
ranged along the far side of the long 
irestle table, setting it with unbreak· 
able paper dishes and blunt plastic 
"silverware." These three thugs were 
described in the Golden Sunset's 
brochure (and perforce in every 
News-Joumal story) as ''trained, 
experienced, gentle and understand~ 
ing Practical Nurses." I knew that 
two were men and one was a woman, 
but from where I stood they all 
looked so uniformly like chain-gang 
guards that I'd have had to bend 
down and peer under the table to 
determine which was the one wearing 
a skirt. As the attendants laid the 
places, they had to keep elbowing 
away the score or so of inmates, the 
old folks, who were pressing and 
shufning impatiently to get to the 
table. 

Mrs. Wilkinson introduced me to 
the "guests" merely by pointing and 
pronouncing names-"And over 
yonder, scratch in' himself, that's our 
dear, sweet Mr. Walsh"-but of 
course I already recognized most of 
them from previous visits. There was 
some variety of ages among them 
but, men and women, they all looked 
nearly as much alike as did the 
attendants. The men's faces were 
sagged, softened and aged into 
ncar-femininity; the women's faces 
were weathered, coarsened and aged 
in to near-masculinity; they had all 
achieved a sort of neuterdom. The 
men wor~ droopy, mismatched coats 
and trousers; the women wore 
shapeless, draggy-hemmed dresses; 
but suits and dresses were all 
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identically patterned with rocking
chair wrinkles, dandruff sprinkles, 
and crusted-on food droppings. 

There was fat old Baldy Walsh, 
who drooled-literally and endlessly 
-over some dingy, tattered cheese
cake pictures of Lillian Russell, 
which he forever carried clutched in 
one hand. With the other hand he 
was forever picking forlornly at the 
crotch of his baggy trousers. His only 
other talent was petty theft. I knew 
that by the close of tonight's party 
old Walsh would slyly have pilfered 
every piece of dime-store plasticware 
on the table. And, as always, before 
the table could be set for the next 
morning's meal, the · attendants 
would have to hold the old man 
down and ransack his nasty crevices 
and apertures for the loot. 

There was hippo-hipped old Mrs. 
French, who had evidently dedicated 
the rest of her life to trying to 
replace Lillian Russell in old Baldy 
Walsh's affections. She trailed him 
everywhere, fluttering her beady eyes 
and simpering and surreptitiously 
trying to redirect Baldy's plucking 
hand from his crotch to her own. 
The attendants never tried to break 
Mrs. French of her nauseating 
flirtation, and I knew why. They 
preferred her to keep occupied 
because, whenever she stopped 

-carrying on and behaved like a lady 
for a minute, it meant she was 
wetting herself. 

·There was· chinless old "Jesus" 
. Barron, nicknamed Jesus becaust>, 
most of the time, he thought he was. 
This was another delusion which the 

attendants indulged; when old Jesus 
was scuttling around maundering 
pietit's and dispensing phony bene
dictions, at least he wasn't having 
what Mrs. Wilkirison called "one of 
his spells"-in which, I take it, he 
thought he was the God Siva the 
Drstroyer. 

There was toothlrss old D.cl 
Snively, whom I knrw to be one of 
the birthday celebrants-old, old Del 
Snively, ninrty-seven today-though, 
in truth, he looked no more decayed 
or senile than Mr. Walsh or Mrs. 
French. 

There wt>rc the sister hysterics, 
Erika and Lisa Gordon-fondly 
called, by me anyway, the Gorgon 
Girls-incarcerated here more or less 
at the request of the authorities. One 
of the Gorgons had a tendency to 
take off all her clothes in public 
places, and the harassed police 
department had persuaded the family 
to put her away. The other Gorgon's 
tendency was never to take off any 
of her clothes at all, and I think it 
was the sanitation department that 
had engineered the commitment of 
that one. 

It was a jolly collection of jetsam 
that inhabited the Golden Sunset
the useless, the helpless, the lunatic, 
the mere mess. It occurred to me 
that I and all the rest of us outsiders 
ought to be grateful to the despicable 
Mrs. Wilkinson. She w'as our 
mortician of the less-than-living, and 
she kept their pitiful repulsiveness 
sequestered in this scruffy anteroom 
of the hereafter, out of our sight and 
out of mind, 
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"'The bones feel cold,'" croaked 

a hoarse voice behind me. The 
remark so nearly paralleled my 
thoughts that I turned quickly, and 
my sudden move seemed to startle 
the shriveled, bearded little man 
standing there. He took a hasty step 
backward. 

''It's a quotation," he growled, 
almost defensively. "Sfephen Yin· 
cent Benet. 'Tragedy may occur in a 
bandbox. Horror needs no set 
apparatus of skeletons to make the 
bones feel cold.' " He repeated, as if 
he relished the line, "'To make the 
bones feel cold.' " 

I stared at the little old fellow in 
the bristly whiskers. He was 
obviously one of the inmates, a new 
one to me, but he was equally 
obviously not of their common 
Virginia clay. For one thing, he was 
the only old man there wearing a 
coat and trousers that matched and 
were clean; for another,. his mind 
seemed still to be functioning. 

"And this is our other birthday 
boy," chirruped Mrs. Wilkinson. "Mr. 
Newman is our sweet li'l ole Yankee, 
come all the way down from New 
York City to stay with us a while. A 
real far-travelin' gentleman." 

''The Wandering Jew, is what she 
means,'' rasped the wee old codger 
with a mischievous smirk. "Nineteen 
Jmndred and seventy years old 
today." 

"Ninety-seven, you naughty man. 
Ninety-seven years young. Mr. 
Newman will have his li'l Joke. Now, 
Mr. Newspaper Man-" 

"JeiUlings," I said, intending it for 

an introduction to the newcomer. 
''Mr. Jinnin ~. I meant," said Mrs. 

Wilkinson. ''How 'bout we take the 
picture with the cake nqw, Mr. 
Jinnin's, befo' supper, so the guests 
won't be all-so they'll still be all 
spruce and tidy'?" 

"Before we slobber all down our 
whiskers, she means," sa.id old man 
Newman's froggy voice. 

I hefte_d the mossy old Speed 
Graphic, plugged a bulb into the 
flash gun, slapped a plateholder into 
the back flap, and pulled the slide. 
Aunt Sophronia, the cook, came 
from the kitchen bearing a lopsided, 
gray-frosted cake studded with little 
white candles, all askew, like 
tombstones in an untended ceme
tery. As the inmates ·mooed and 
bleated peevishly, the attendants 
shepherded them into a straggly but 
compact bunch behind the long 
table. Mrs. Wilkinson directed. 

"Somebody please wipe Mr. 
Walsh's chin. Miz French, do fold 
your hands in your lap. In your own 
lap, there's a good girl. Nurse Mace, 
hand Mr. Snively the bread knife. It's 
all right, he can't cut himself if we 
watch real close. Miss Erika-or is 
that Miss Lisa'?-do please zip 
yourself up again. Mr. Snively, you 
poise the knife over the cake. Mr. 
Newman, you go stand right beside 
Mr. Snively. Mr. Barron, do take off 
that silly hat; you know Jesus never 
wore no hat like that. Somebody 
please wipe Mr. Walsh's chin again. 
Mr. Snively and Mr. Newman, smile 
and look proud now. It's y'all's 
happy birthday." 
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As if on cue~ somebody in the 

rear rank began to sing in a high, 
cracked voice,. "Happy Birthday 
to-oo You .• :• I raised the camera 
and he Shut up. There was a brief 
silence, during. which everybody 
strained fo appear handsome and 
irresistible. Old Snively, his bread 
knife trembling over the unlit 
candles, looked like the Grim Reaper 
standing in a boneyard. Mr. Newman 
croaked into the silence, " 'And the 
wOOd-worm picks. •• and the death· 
w~tch ti.cts. •• ' ''I fued the bulb just 
as he winked at" me and said 
confidingl.)l, ''Brownint!' 

"That was splendid:' caroled Mrs. 
Wilkinson~ "Now let's all eat.'' As 
Sophronia whisked the uncut cake 
off · the table, there was a general 
cawing and cackling. of ou irage. and 
many anXiously grasping claws. 
"We 11 have Ute cake 11/ter, " scolded 
'Mrs. Wilkinson. "Supper first. Y'all 
lake your places now. Mr. !innin's, 
come· sit. between me and the guests 
ofltonor." · 

I. don't really know what made me 
stay; !lOme horrible fascination, I 
_guess·. But I sa( down, Mrs. Wilkinson 
on my left, oldNewman on my right 
and Del Snively' beyond him. 
· · Mr. NeWman was saying to 
Snively. ". · .. One hundred? Why; of 
course. you'li 'make one. hundred. 
And t()p it, . too. Like everybOdy
everi young Mr: Newspaper Jennings 
here. A hundred js nothing, man." 
'···sorhronia slid by· behind us, 

ladiing.food pnt!) our paper plates. It 
was one of the house specialties for 
-~-~ t.~othless: .some kind o.f slin:tY 

hash that looked as if it had already 
been eaten. · 

··'Think of life as an onion, aU 
layers within layers,,. Mr. Newman. 
rasped at Snively, who was trying to 
look intelligent. "And think of 
yourself as inhabiting every layer ·of 
the onion simultaneously, with the 
same soul a~d body, the same friends 
and surroundings, the same past, the 
same mind and memories. On. every 
layer, do you follow me?" 

Everybody at the table had faU~n 
to, forking and· gobbling as if the 
mesS on their plates was edible. [ 
gazed down the length or the bOard 
and wt-tch~d them eating. Those with 
false teeth made clicking, chitterin& 
noises as they chewed. Th~ 
without seemed to swallow their 
lower jaw at every munch • 

.Just to be sociable, I spoke to Mr. 
Newman. "How did you happen to 
come all the way down here from 
New York?'' 

"f go hither and yon in the 
world," he said in his frog. voic~. 
"Yoo know. 'The very fiends weave 
ropes of sand ... Rather than taste 
pure hell in idleness.' Browning." 

I couldn't think of any immediat~ 
rejoinder to that; so he turned bac~ 
to old Snively. ''We're all here. at this 
moment,' on this l;tyer of the 
existential onion, right?'' He snapped 
his brittle little fingers. "A heart 
attack hits you here at the tabte· .. You 
fall down dead.' We bury you. We 
miss you and mourn you." · · · 
.· . His birthday buddy· went ·o.n 
eating, ~nperturbed, repeatedly swal· 
~o~ingliis lower ja.w. · 
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"But your consciousness, the 
essential Mr. Snively, has shifted in 
that instant to another layer of the 
onion-do you follow me?-where 
you never died at all. Everything 
else is the same. The table, the 
company, the party, this godawful 
smegma they call food." 

Mrs. Wilkinson gliued at him and 
S<1id loudly to me, "Dear Mr. 
Newman hasn't had time yet to Jearn 
to appreciate good southern 
cookin'." 

••on this new layer of existence,'' 
Mr. Newman went on to Snively, 
"where the heart attack never 
happened, you go on placidly 
slurping this birthday swill. And you 
go on having happy birthdays ever 
after. Back on the previous layer, 
Mrs. Wilkinson is gnashing her teeth 
because she's lost a paying boarder. 
But on this new layer, she's saying-;, 

"Mister Newman!" 
••Maybe somebody else on this 

layer drops dead at the table, but 
you don't. You never do and never 
will, is what it amounts to." 

There was a small commotion 
down toward the end of the table. 
Old Jesus Barron's silly hat had fallen 
off his head into his hash, and one of 
the attendants was trying to retrieve 
it before Jesus ate it. 

"Every time you die, you simply 
don't know it. You just slip away to 
the next layer and go right on doing 
what you were doing. You've 
probably died in your sleep half a 
dozen times in the last half-dozen 
years. Each time, you left behind a 
bereaved Mrs. Wilkinson and a gaggle 

of squabbling heirs, all weeping 
crocodile tears ••• " 

"Mister Newman!" 
" ••• But you merely got up the 

next morning and carried on, 
unaware.'' 

"I nearly did die oncet," old 
Snively spoke for the first time. "In 
Cuba. In the waw.'' 

••Jn · the war, eh?'' said Mr. 
Newman. "Bit of action?" 

••covered the medics whilst they 
'vacuated some wounded. Me, 
single-handed, holdin' off a whole 
enemy patrol. Christly close shave." 

"Good man. Silver Star?'' 
"Bronze Star. Got it in m' trunk." 
"If you had been killed, you'd 

certainly have got the Medal of 
Honor. But you were killed, of 
course, in one layer of the existential 
onion, ·and you no doubt were 
awarded the medal posOmmously. It 
must have been a comfort and a 
consolation to your next of kin.'' 

••Yep, must've," said Snively, in 
some bewilderment. 

There was a sudden screech from 
Mrs. French. It seemed she had been 
trying to get old Baldy Walsh's hand 
into her lap, at a moment when he 
was employing that hand to steal a 
plastic- fork, and Mrs. French had 
suffered a superficial stab wound in 
the groin. 

"You, young Jennings,'' came 
that gruff voice again, as Mr. 
Newman swiveled his beard at me. 
.. Probably you died once at birth, 
and died again of Jtscarlet fever or 
something as a child. You'd never 
have known of those instances. But 
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have you ever had a close shave? A 
bad fall? A narrow squeak on the 
highway?" 

I was momentarily caught tongue· 
tied, but then I described the 
near-miss with the Shiflett boy on 
the bike,just an hour before. 

''Talk about luck, you say? No 
such luck, my lad. In another world 
just like this one, in an identical 
dreary town of the same name, the 
cops are right now scraping you off 
that tree trunk, and tomorrow your 
editor will be advertising for a new 
reporter. But in the flicker of an 
instant, you switched to this layer of 
existence, twitched your car past 
that tree, and here you are, still alive 
to enjoy this pretty party, ••. My 
God, what's that appalling stench?" 

Mr. Newman was the only one 
taken by surprise. The rest of us had 
seen Mrs. French leave off pestering 
B~ldy Walsh to sit up straight in her 
chair and start eating as daintily as a 
duchess, and we all knew what she 
was doing. 

''So I'm still alive. to enjoy this 
pretty party,'' I said, trying not to 
breathe too deeply of Mrs. French's 
vile effluvium. "What you're saying is 
that nobody ever really dies, Not 
ever." 

''We keep diminishing, you might 
say, as we withdraw from one layer 
after another. But it doesn't matter. 
The number of layers is infmite." He 
fanned a hand in front of his face. 

''Sophronia, bring some rags,'' 
cilled Mrs. Wilkinson; then she 
changed her mind. "No, forget it, 
don't you do it. Miz French, just for 

bein' a bad girl, you're goin' to sit 
there in your wee-wee until we aU 
retire from table. We're aU goin' to 
pretend nothin' happened, and 
you ~e goin' to be the one to suffer 
for it." · 

That was a lie; we all suffered, as 
the miasma filled the room almost 
palpably and visibly. Mr. Newman 
made some strangled noises and 
pushed his plate away, still full. · 

"If your theo_ry is tight," I said, 
breathing shallowly, "the world 
ought to be pretty damn crowded
full.of aU the people that ever lived. 
There ought to be cavemen still 
walking around. And Pharaohs and 
Caesars and George Washington 
and ••• " 

"And almost certainly they are, in 
some further layer of the onion that 
you and I haven't reached yet. But 
we're getting there." With one hand 
he pushed his bristly beard up· over 
his. nose and mouth, and held it 
there, and spoke through it from 
then on, an oracle croaking from 
within a thicket. 

"Then each layer,'' I persisted, 
"must be more and more crowded as 
we move along. How do the people 
in the further layers account for 
that?" 

"You've heard them,'' he said, his 
voice muffled by the beard. ''They 
grumble about a population ex· 
plosion." 

"Oh, come on now!'' I laughed at 
him. "That's because of too many 
people having too many babies." 

"And why are there so many 
people to have all those babies?'' 
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"Well, nowadays fewer people die 
young. The life expectancy has gone 
up to-" I stopped, confounded. 

''There, you said it yourself. This 
crowded world talks· wistfully of a 
time-read your history books-when 
the average life expectancy was only 
thirty-five or forty years. The life 
expectancy today-read your own 
newspaper-is upwards of seventy. In 
this layer of existence that you and I 
inhabit right now-He tapped a 
twiggy forefinger on my arm "-more 
than one in ten of the people in the 
United States are more than 
sixty-five years old!" 

"There are reasons," I said. 
"Better diet. Medical advances.'" 

"Of course there are reasons! 
There can't be anything supernatural 
about it. You won't find any layer of 
existence that takes us to be spooky 
leftovers from some other layer. But 
whether we old poops are still 
around because of nutrition or 
medicine or pure blamed cussedness, 
it doesn't affect my theory.'' He 
tucked his beard closer around his 
nose. ''The theory is not a new one, 
by the way, nor original with me. 
But it's only recently that the proofs 
of it have begun to be evident.'" 

"1-you-dammit, you make it all 
sound so logical. But why should 1 
argue? Scre~y or not, it's no bad 
idea. To think of living forever .• .'' 

"Feller in my platoon," old 
Snively interrupted abruptly, ''threw 
himself on top of a grenade to keep 
it from killin' us all. Killed him 
though. Or would you say it didn't, 
perfessor1" He grinned mockingly, 

"Sure it did, in this layer of the 
onion, the one you're still alive in. 
But in another layer, maybe the one 
where you died and got the MAdal of 
Honor, he survived." ' 

"What?!" exclaimed Snively. 
"With his whole face gone, and most 
of his front, and both his arms'l 
That'd be one helluva way to Uve!" 

"A hell of a way," Mr. Newman 
agreed, with a grimace. "But you'll 
see some just like him in the VA 
hospitals." 

''Gawd." 
"All of a sudden," I said, "your 

theory of eternal life doesn't seem so 
attractive.'' 

"Yes, that's the drawback. We 
survive the mortal diseases and the 
killing wounds, but we take them all 
with us from layer to layer. Along 
the way we hurt more and more, we 
tatter and fray and unravel. Hair and 
teeth stop growing, but the ulcers 
and the cancef! don't. The brain gets 
mushy, the peeker gets limp, and the 
limbs get stiff." He paused and 
coughed hackingly. "Me, I'm fairly 
hale for my age. Be losing this bum 
larynx in a little while, but nobody'U 
mind my· shutting up. Hairless old 
Walsh over there, though-" The 
three of us looked at Baldy, dribbling 
drool into his plate but still eating 
voraciously. "The only thing not 
wrong with Baldy is dandruff. And 
he'll go on getting less nice to be 
next to, through all the layers and 
ages of eternity :• 

Old Snively looked thoughtful. l 
probably looked a little green by 
now. I swallowed heavily and asked, 
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"Just how did you come by this 
theory anyway, Mr. Newman?" 

"In my youth I dabbled in 
diabolism." 

''Diabolism? I don't see the 
connection." 

Old Newman shrugged. "Saint 
Anthony of Padua once asked the 
Devil himself, "How do you people 
pass the ·time in Hell?' I've always 
admired the old bugger's reply. The 
Devil said, 'In girum imus nocte et 
consumimur igni. ' " 

"Latin, eh?" I murmured, to show 
·that I recognized the language at 
·least and was not myself of the 
common Virginia clay. 

"WeU, not the best latin,'' 
rumbled Mr. Newman, "and not at 
aU the truth. But, as you might 
expect from the Devil, it is devilishly 
clever. It's a palindrome, you see. 
Here ,let me show you!' 
' He took my pencil and notebook 
and wrote in· a single line across one 
·or the blank pages: 

IN GIRUM IMUS NOCTE ET 
CONSUMIMUR IGNI 

''See? It reads the same either 
forward or backward. And either 
way It translates-urn, roughly-'Each 
night, we .come together and are 
consumed by fire.'" 

''Devilishly clever, yes,'' I nodded. 
"But you say that's not the truth." 

"No .• " 
''How would "you a~ppose one 

dots pass the time in HeD?'' 
· ••uke this." Mr. Newman waved a 

·hand to take in the ·whole of the 
·Colden Suaaet RetirtRaent Retreat. 

The party was at its peak or 
gaiety. Old Baldy Walsh's clothes 
were spiky with concealed utensils, 
and he was now trying to force a 
saltcellar inside his pouchy cheeks. 
Mrs. French sat and dripped and 
tried to look queenly about it. Erika 
or Lisa, whichever was the stripping 
Gorgon, was doing just that. The 
female attendant was at her chair, 
roughly shoving the garments back 
on, but the Gorgon was taking them 
off faster than they could be 
replaced. One of her limp, flat dugs 
flopped in the remnants of her hash. 

Mr. Newman, his eyebrows raised, 
looked into my face. I tried to put 
on a smile of tolerant amusement. 

" 'And the fair garden's rose-en· 
circled child,' " he grated, " 'Smiled 
unbelief. and shuddered as he 
smiled.'" With a professorial air, he 
added; "Winthrop Mackworth Praed." 

The party excitement suddenly 
got the better of old Jesus Barron. 
He went into one of his spells and 
began to tear his silly hat to shreds. 
The two male attendants carried him 
bodily away, frothing and gibbering. 
Old Walsh, failing to get the salrcellar 
into his mouth, now glanced 
stealthily about, removed Mrs. 
French's paw from inside his trousers 
and dropped the saltceUar in. SittinJ 
on lt, he began to scroonch around. 

..It's heUish, aU right," I muttered. 
11But-Hell?'" 

" 'AU the horror is in just thi•. 
that there is .no horror.'" Mr. 
Newman cleared his throat and, u 
usual, added the attribution, ''Cleek· 
ley.'' 
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Mrs. Wilkinson was snapping out 

whiplash commands and prohibi
tions, but not accomplishing much 
beyond adding to the pandemonium. 
The rest of the old folies at the ta'.>le 
were sunk in a vegetable catatonia, 
sitting as lumpish and ugly as the 
·turnips t~ey'd just eaten. 

•'To live forever," Mr. Ne\Yman's 
hoarse voice went ori implacably. 
.. It's something to look forward to, 
isn't it?" ' 
· · '"I've got a while yet," I said 
weakly. · 

"'Then what are you doing be~ 
now'l" ·he rasped ilm6st sternly. 
.. You'D be here soon enough. And 
long eoougb." · · . ·. · 

I lurclieCl· up from my _chair an~ 
away from the table, hearing old 
· Spive)"y · behmd me . :cackle · and 
conrlde something· to Mr •. .Newm;ita. 
In the genei"al bedlam, ill 1· co'llld 
hear _was •' ••. be 5ome party. eh, 
When "we've aU be~!l to" rol . ... . . 

· ••tt•s liine!" · M..S. W.ilfcinsoh 
streamed, ··to make herself ~tea'rii. 
'"Tim~ ·to ligltt · aU · the birtliday 
c~nCJies and SING!'" ' . - ... 
. ~fled. . .• -· 

The car sprayed .gravel as it 
careened out of the driveway, 
narrowly missing a telepbone pole at 
the curb-probably not missing it, 1 
thought confusedly. I needed a 
drink, and in this town there was 
only one place to get it.· 

I headed for my key club, a kind 
of institution peculiar to the Bible 
Belt dry states. A key club may 
souAd like a real swifiljng establisJi· 
ment, but this one was only a furtive 
backro.om hideaway, ·as squalid .and 
woebeaon~ ·as· any slc'id row dive. 
where · mstingtiisl:uSd members like 
me-anybody. who would pay three 
doDilts a moptli-couldtegalb' keep a 
stort-bought bottle OA the premises 
aDd buy . se~ps of chaSer. Jn thSs 
cammunity, ~~. that 'Waf con
Sidered ••swinM":a~d _sOpbjsticat.ed· 
smfut and eVer so.~~egant... . ·_.· : 

I beOied u_p to.~ .bar; an~·~mplcy 
the bartender reached be'hind. him, 
almost without iOoJQDg. ~t JiplCJ o'f 
the fifth of Green River •ith my 
name on it, arid pc:;ured :a shot glass 
fuD. I $aid. ·'Gimme:a·dope," and he 
added a cla_ss of Coca Col~t with SQme 
Shards of ice .·fn i('l kriacked·~a~ 
~. . . . . . . . ' . ; : . .; . .. .... . .... : 

"FREE:'20tti ANNi\/ERSARYfsSUE .. 
.• ........ ·. ·" 

. •.•.• ' \ ~ ".1', 

• • # • •, • ·~ •• ~. •• 
.;'•; .. ·. 

''The subscription coit~ on tile next_.,. will bring .;;oo· airee e.;py ~ .. 
• eMir :.October • 1969' 2flth' an~j)lenary:. iSsUe A. wirict.· iS. fal1 beComfng·. ~ .. 
"c:Oiiector:s item. ·it·'incaPdes ·stories bY' tsaae ·Asl~ov~ Brta.l·w. AidiU~·- · 

• - •... :, . 4· • 

. . Ph~ip K: ~ick!:~~~(t-~1~11.-Pay Br.~.bu~ .. ;JJ:I~~~re, S1"r~~n .. ,~~fl 
Niven. Hqrl'n Ellis~ and ,R«9.f.Zelazny. You-may,~~ c~pq'- to.; 

.. _ -~ ~JI~W ~.bs,ri~Jon ~;,_~-~~pe~ ~r ~"~-Y.~.~·c,u.~en(~;:i,;. · 
· • (:Oi.itJOA is.~ilf;ktpd -by this. cop,y,,end rernQYal~oes_-.notaff~t-d)e t~xtpl:: ;' 

the surrounding story. _-.; _., ;.·:·-. · -"~~ : -";•'-'~' .. ··-~~-' ;"-><:~,,~;:; ~-~·' ~~:~· 
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the raw green whlskey and, before pulled the string of the bulb hanging 
gagging, followed it with a gulp of over my desk, sat down and wrote 
Coke. Smoky refilled the shot glass my last story for the paper. ·I did it in 
while I looked around the melan- the two paragraphs the editor had 

. choly clubroom. The tin tables asked for, and in the simple·minded 
• lithographed with . beer ads, the style and words of few syllables 
; mortuary folding chairs. The floor which our readers required. "The 

unswept, foul with butts and spit. Golde~ Sunset Retirement Retreat 
The pretentious back bar scantily last night was the. scene of a double 

· stocked with our hoarded few bottles birthday party for ~wo guests who 
: and one cash register. both turned 97 yesterday .•• "and so 
I There were three other dis- forth. · · 
• tinguished members strung along the . I dropped the sheet of copy r'aper 
. bar, as flaccid and sodden:· as on Hatley's desk and another, even 
I scarecrows after a rain. They 'paid briefer text. on top · o( it-my 
; not the slightest attention to m;e or resignation. I weighted the_se ·dow"n 
j to one another. Each of them with ihe plateholdcr bearing tlie 
i huddled close around his dtink, party picture. Lcav:ing the DeSoto 
! clinging joyously to that glass buoy. outside the office, I walked to' m~ 
! The room reeked of defeat ·and 'furnished. room and from there to 
! disillusion. I raised my eyes and.sa~ the.Greyhoundbus.stop. ' 
; the pathetically' ludicrously ironic then! was 3: long~.lqng time ahea4, 
1 sign taped to the bar mirror:· NO and. I .figure~ I'd look '..for a bctt~r 
' DANCING. l;lell to sr,end forever in. Now I gp 
l "What are you doing here?"· Mr. ·.hither'· aod yon in the world, _and :1 
; Newman's remembered voice rasped consort "only. with the . iovt:licst 
! at me. I fled again. . . . daiJtnCd ladies, andc:-laughin1i . ann 
l The News-Joumal office w~' joyful~ili . · gin1m imus. · nuctc ~~ 
l locked and dark. I let myself- in.; _co~lSUIIIilll!l' igni. i 
,: ----------------~---·-~----------~ ........ 

; 
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The Left Hand 
of the Electron 

I RECEIVED A LETTER YESTER· 
day which criticized my writing 
style. It complained, "you avoid the 
poetic to the extent that when a 
cryptic, glowing,· 'charged' phrase 
occurs to you, I'd be willing to bet 
that you deliberately put it aside and 
opt for a clearer but more pedestrian 
one." 

All I can say to that is that you 
bet your sweet lifel do. 

As all who read these monthly 
essays must surely be aware, I have a 
dislike for the mystical approach to 
the Universe, whether in the name of 
science, philosophy, or religion. I 
also have a dislike for the mystical 
approach to literature. 

I dare sa} it is possible to evoke 
an emotional reaction through a. 
"cryptic, glowing, "charged' ph'rase,'' 
but you show me a cryptic phrase 
and I'll sltow you any number of 
readers who, not knowing what it 
means but afraid to admit their 
ignorance, will say, "My, isn't that 
a>oetic and emotionaJly effective." 

Maybe it is, and maybe it isn't; 
but a vast number ·of literary 
incompetents get by on the 
intellectual insecurity of their read· 
ers, and a vast number of hacks write 
a vast quantity of bad '"poetry" and 
.make a living at it. 

For myself, J manage to retain a 
certain amount of intellectual secur· 
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ity. When I read a book that is intended (presumably) for the general public 
:and fmd that I can make neither head nor tail of it, it never occurs to me that 
:this is because I am lacking in intelligence. Rather, I reach the calmly assured 
.'Opinion that ~he ;tJJthor is either a poor writer, a confused thinker, or, most 
··likely, both. 
· ~olding these views, it is not surprising that I "opt for a clearer but more 
pedestrian" style in my own writing. 

For one.thing my business and my passion .. (even in my fiction writing) is 
to explain; Partly it is the missionary instinct that makes me yearn to make 
my..read~rs see and understand the Universe as I see and understand it, so that 
they may enjQy it as I do. Partly, also, I do it because the effort to put things 
on paper clearly enough to make the reader understand, makes it possible for 
me to understand, too. 

I try to teach because whether or not I succeed in teaching others, I 
invariably succeed in teaching myself. 

Yet I must admit that sometimes this self-imposed task of mine is harder 
'than other times. Continuing last month's exposition on parity and related 
topics is one of the harder times, but then no one ever promised me a rose 
garden, so let's continue-

The conservation laws are the basic generalizations of physics and of the 
: ·p\lysics-aspects of all other sciences. In general, a conservation law ~ays that 
some particular overall measured-property of a closed system (one that is not 

· inte(acting with any other part of the Universe) remains constant regardless 
of any changes. taking place within the- system. For instance, the total 
qUantity of energy within a closed system is always the same regardless of 
changes within the system, and this is called .. the law of conservation of 
energy;.. · 

The law of conservation of energy is a great convenience to physicists and 
.is probably the most important single conservation law, and therefore the 
most. important siitgle law of any kind. in all of science. Yet it does not seem 
to carry a note of overwhe'lming necessity about it. 

Why should energy be. conserveti? What shouldn't the energy of a closed 
system increase now and then, or decrease? 

. Actually, we can't think of a reason, if we think of energy only. We simply 
·have to accept the law as fitting obserVation. 
: ~ 'The conS(lrvation laws, however, seem to be connected with symmetries in 
ih~ Universe. It can be shown, for instance, that if one assumes time to be 
.symrm;trical, one must expect energy to be conserved. That time is 
symmetrical means that any portion of it is like.any other and that the laws 
of nature therefore display "invariance with time" and are the same at any 
tJmei 
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Jn a rough and ready way, this has always been assumed by mankind-for 
closed systems. If a certain procedure lights a fire or smelts copper ore or 
raises bread-dough on one day, the same procedure should also work the next 
day or the next year under similar conditions. If it doesn't, the assumption is 
that you no longer have a closed system. There may be interference from the 
outside in the form (mystics would say) of a malicious witch or an evil spirit, 
or in the form (rationalists would say) of unexpected moisture in the wood, 
impurities in the ore, or coolness in the oven. 

If we avoid complications by considering the simplest possible forms of 
matter-subatomic particles moving in response to the various fields produced 
by themselves and their neighbors-we readily assume that they will obey the 
same laws at any moment in time. If a system of subatomic particles were to 
be transferred by some time-machine to a point in time a century ago or a 
million years ago, or a million y_ears in the future, the change in time could 
not be detected by studying the behavior of the subatomic particles only. 
And if that is true, the law of conservation of energy is true. 

Of course, invariance with time is just as much an assumption as the 
conservation of energy is, and assumptions may not square with observation. 
Thus, some theoretical physicists have speculated that the gravitational 
interaction may be weakening in intensity very slowly with time. In that case, 
you could tell an abrupt change in time by noting (in theory) an abrupt 
change in the strength of the gravitational field produced by the partiCles 
being studied. Such a change in gravitational intensity with time has not 'yet 
been actually demonstrated, but if it existed, the law of conservation of 
energy would be not quite true. 

Putting that possibility to one side, we end with two equivalent 
assumptions: I) energy is conserved in a closed system, and 2) the laws of 
nature arc invariant with time. 

Either both statements are correct or both are incorrect, but it is the 
second, it seems to me, that seems more intuitively necessary to us. We might 
not be bothered by having a little energy created or destroyed now and then; 
but we would somehow feel very uncomfortable with a Urriverse"·m which the 
laws of nature changed from day to day. 

Consider, next, the law of conservation of momentum. The total 
momentum (mass times velocity)' of a closed system does not vary with 
changes within· the system. It is the conservation of momentum that allows 
billiard sharps to work with mathematical precision. (There is also an 
independent law of conservation of angular momentum, where circular 
movement about some point or line is considered.) · 

Both conServation laws, that of momentum and· that of angular 
momentum, depend on the fact that the laws of nature are invariant with 
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position in space. In other words, if a group of subatomic particles are 
instantaneously shifted from here to the neighborhood of Mars, or of a. 
distant galaxy; you ~ould not tell by observing the subatomic particles 
alone ~t such a shift had taken. place. (Actually, the gravitational 
intensity dtie to neighboring masses of matter would very likely be different, 
but we are dealing with the ideal situation of fields originating only with the 
particles within the closed system, so we ignore outside gravitation.) 

Again, the necessity of innriance with space is more easily accepted than 
the necessity of the conservation of momentum or of angular momentum-. 

Most other conservation taws also involve invariances of this sort, but not 
of anything l11at can be reduced to such easily intuitive concepts as· the 
symmetry of space and time. Parity is an exception. 

In 1927. the Hungarian physicist Eugene P. Wigner showed that 
conservation Gf parity is equivalent to right-left symmetry. 

This means that for parity to be conserved there must be no reaso~ to 
prefer the right direction to the left or vice versa in considering the laws of 
nature. If one billiard baH hits another to the right of center and bounces off 
to the right, it will bounce off to the left in just the same way if it had hit the 
other ball to the left of center. 

If a ball bouncy.g ofT to the right is reflected in a mirror that is held 
parallel to the· original line of travel, the moving ball in the mirror seems to 
bounce off to the left. If you were shown diagrams -of the movement of the 
.real baH and of the movement of the mirror·image ball, you could not tell 
from the ·diagrams alone, which was real and which the image. Both would be 
f<>llowing the laws of nature perfectly well • 

. If a billiard baH is itself perfectly spherical and unmarked, it would show 
1-·ft-right symmetry. That is, its image would also be perfectly spherical and 
unmarked, and if you were shown a photograph of !>oth the ball itself and dle 
'."age, you couldn't teH which was which from the appearance atone. Of 
course, if the billiard ball had some asymmetric marking on it, like the 
number ''1''• you -could tell which was real and which was the image, because 
the number "7 ... would be "backward" on the image. 

The trickiness of the mirror-image business is confused because we 
ourselves are asymmetric. Not only are certain inner organs (the .liver, 
stomach, spleen and pancreas) to one side or the other of the central plane, 
but some perfectly visible parts (the part in the hair, as an example. or ceftain 
skin markings) are also. This means we can easily tell whether a picture· of 
ourselves (or some other familiar individual) is of us as we are or of a mirror 
image by noting that the part in the hair is on the "wrong side., for instance. 

This· gives us the illusion that telling left from right is an easy thing, when 
actually it isn~t. Suppose you had to identify left and right to some stranger 
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where the human body could not be used as reference; to a Martian who 
couldn't see you, for instance. You might do it by reference to the Earth 
jtself, if the Martian could make out its surface, for the continental 
configurations are asymmetric, but what if you wer~ talking with someone far 
our near Alpha Centauri? 

The situation is more straightforward if we consider subatomic partiCles 
and assume them (barring information to the contrary) to be left-right 
symmetric, like perfectly spherical unmarked billiard balls. In that case if you 
took a photograph of the particle and of its mirror-image, you could not tell 
from the appearance alone, which was particle and which mirror-image. 

If the particle were doing something toward our left, then the 
mirror-image would be doing the equivalent toward our right. If, however, 
both the leftward act and the rightward act were equally possible by the laws 
of nature, you still couldn't tell which was particle and which was 
mirror-image. And that is precisely the situation that prevails when the law of 
conservation of parity holds true. 

But what if the law of conservation of parity is not true under certain 
conditions. Under those conditions, then, the particle is asymmetric or is 
working asymmetrically; that is, doing something leftward which can't be 
done rightward, or vice versa . .In that case, you c~n say, "This is the particle 
and this is the image. I can tdl because the image is backward (or because the 
image is doing something which is impossible)." 

This is equivalent to recognizing that a representation of a friend of ours is 
actually a mirror image because his hair-part is on the wrong side or because 
he seems to be writing fluently with his left hand when you know he is 
actually right-handed. 

When Lee and Yang (see last month's column) suggested that the law of 
conservation of parity didn't hold in weak nuclear interactions, that meant 
one ought to be able to differentiate between a weak nucfear event and its 
mirror image. And one common weak nuclear event is the emission of an 
electron by an atomic nucleus. · 

The atomic nucleus cah be considered as a spinning particle, which is 
symmetrical east and west and also north and south Gust as the Earth is). If 
we take the mirror image of the particle (the "image-particle") it seems to be 
spinning in the "wrong direction," but are you sure? If you tum the 
image-particle upside down it is then spinning in the right direction and ii still 
looks just like the particle. You can't differentiate between the particle and 
the image-particle by the direction of its spin because you can't-teD whether 
the image-particle is right-side-up or upside-down. As far as spin is concerned 
an upside-down image-particle looks just like a right-side-up particle. 
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Of course, a spinning particle has two magnetic poles, a north pole and a 
.:south pole, and to all appearances we can tell which is which. By lining the 
:particle. up with a strong magnetic field we can compare the direction of the 
particle's axis of rotation with that of the Earth and identify the north and 
south pole. In that way we could tell whether the particle was right·side-up or 
upside-down. 

Ah, but we are using the Earth as a reference here and the Earth is 
asymmetric thanks to the position and shape of the continents. If we didn't 
~ the Earth as reference (and we shouldn't because we ought to be able to 
work out the behavior of subatomic particles in deep space far from the 
Earth} there would be no way of telling north pole from south pole. Whether 
we considered spin or poles, we couldn't tell a symmetrical particle from its 
mirror-image. 

But suppose the particle gives off an electron. Such an electron tends to 
fly off from one of the poles, but from which? Suppose it could fly off from 
eit.hef pole with equal ease. In that case, if we were dealing with a trillion 
nuclei givirig off a trillion electrons, half would fly off one pole and half off 
the othe-r.·. We could not distinguish one pole from the other and we still 
couldn't distinguish the particle from the image-particlJ. 

On the other hand, if the electrons tended to come off from one pole 
more often than from.the other, we would have a marker for one of the poles. 
We could say, "Viewing the partiCle from a point above the pole that gives off 
the electrons, it rotates counterclockwise .• That means that this other particl~ 
is actually an image-particle bec;ause viewed in that manner it rotates 
clockwise." 

This is exactly what should be true !f the law of conservation of parity 
does not hold in the case of electron-emission by nuclei, 

But !s it true? When atomic nuclei (trillions of them) are shooting off 
elec~rons, the electrons come off in every direction equally-but that is only 
because the nuclear poles are facing in every direction, in which case electrons 
W<>uld shoot off in all ways alike whether they were coming from one pole 
orily or from both poles equally. 

In order to check whether the electrons are coming from both poles or 
from one pole only, the nuclei must be lined up so that all the north poles are 
pointing in the same direction. To do this, the nuclei must be lined up by a 
powerful magnetic field and must be cqoled to nearly absolute zero so that 
they have rio energy that will vibrate them out of line. 

After Lee lll:ld Yang mad~ their suggestion, Madame Chien-Shiung Wu, a 
fellow physics professor at Columbia University, performed exactly this 
experiment. CoQalt-60 nuclei, lined up appropriately, shot electrons off the 
south.pole, not the north pole. 

In this way, it was proven that the law of conservation of parity did not 
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hold for weak nuclear interactions. This meant one could distinguish between 
left and right in such cases and the electron, when involved in weak nuclear 
interactions, tended to act leftward rather than rightward so tha~ it can be 
said to be "lcft·handcd." 

The electron, which carries a unit negative electric charge, has another 
kind of "image." There is a particle exactly like the electron, but with a unit 
positive electric charge. It is the "positron." 

Indeed every charged particle has a twin with an opposite charge, an 
"antiparticle." There is a mathematical operation which converts the 
expression that describes ·a particle into one that describes the equivalent 
antiparticle (or vice versa). This operation is called "charge conjugation." 

As it happens, if a particle is left·handed~ its antiparticle is right·handed,. 
and vicc·versa. 

Observe then, that if an electron is doing something left·handedly, its 
mirror·image would seem to be an electron doing it right-handedly, which is 
impossible-and the impossibility would serve to distinguish the image from 
the particle. 

On the other hand if you employed the charge conjugation operation, you 
would change a left·handed electron into a left-handed positron. The latter is 
also impossible and this impossibility would serve to distinguish the i.Jnage 
from the particle. 

In weak nuclear interactions, then, not only docs the law of conservation 
of parity break down, but also the law of conservation of charge 
conjugation.* 

However, suppose you not only alter the right-left of the electron by 
i.Jnagining its mirror image, but also imagine that at the same time you have 
altered the charge from negative to positive. You have effected both a parity 
change and a charge conjugation change. The result of this double-shift would 
be the conversion of a left·handed electron into a right-handed positron. 
Since left-handed electrons and right-handed 'positron arc both possible, you 
cannot tell by si.Jnply looking. at a diagram of each, which is the original 
particle and which the image. 

In other words. although neither parity nor charge conjugation are 
conserved in weak nuclear interactions, the combination of the two is 
conserved. Using abbreviations we say that there is neither P conservation nor 
C conservation in weak nucle'llr interactions, but there is, however, CP 
conservation. 

It may not be clear to you how it is possible for two items to ·be 

• Both conservation laws are true In strong nucletll' Interactions, however. In strong 
nuclear interactions, not only are leftward and rightward equally natut:al at all times, but 
11nything a charged particle Clln do, the charged antiparticle Clln t1lso do. -
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Individually not conserved, yet to be conserved together. Or (to put it in 
equivalent fashion) you may not see how two objects, each easily 
distinguishable from its mirror image, are no longer so distinguishable if taken 
together. 

Well, then, consider-
The letter .. b", reflected in the mirror is "d". The Jetter "d", reflected in 

the mirror is "b". Thus, both "b" and "d" arc easily distinguished from their 
mirror images. 

On the other hand, if the combination "bd~' is reflected in a mirror, the 
image is also "bd". Both "b" and "d" arc individually inverted and the order 
·in which they occur is inverted, too. All the inversions cancel and the net 
result is that although "b" and "d" are altered by reflection, the combination 
"bd" is not. (Try it yourself with printed lower case letters and a mirror.) 

Let's point out one more thing about Jeft·right reflection. Suppose the 
Solar system were reflected in a mirror. If we observed the image, we would 
see that all the planets were circling the Sun the ,"wrong way" and that the 
.Moon was circling the Earth the "wrong way," and that the Sun and all the 
planets were rotating on their axes the "wrong way." 

: If you ignored the asymmetry of the surface structure of the planets, and 
.just considered each world in the Solar system to be a featureless sphere, then 
-you could not tell the image from the real thing from th.cir motions alone. 
The fact that everything was turning the "wrong way" means nothing, for if 
,you observe the image while standing on your head, then everything is 
turning the "right way" again, and in outeJ space, there is no way of 
·distinguishing between standing "upright" and standing "on your head." 

And certainly the gravitational interaction, which is the predominant 
factor in the Solar system's working is unaffected by the reversal of right and 
left. If all the revolutions and rotations in the Solar system were suddenly 
reversed, gravitational interactions would account for the reversed motions as 
.adequately and as neatly as for the originals. 

But consider this-
. Suppose that we didn't use a mirror at all. Imagine, instead, that the 
direction of time reversed itself. The result would be like that of running a 
film backward. With time reversed, the Earth would seem to be going 
"'backward" about the Sun. All the planets would seem to be going 
"backward" about the Sun, and the Moon to be going "backward" about the 
Earth. All the bodies of the Solar system would be spinning "backward" 
about their axis. 

But notice that the "backward" that takes place on reversing time is just 
the same as the "wrong way" that takes place in the mirror image. Reversing 
the ditection of time-flow and mirror-imaging spl!.ce produce the same effect. 
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And there is no way of telling from observing the motions of the Solar system 
alone whether time is flowing forward or backward. This inability to teU the 
direction of time-flow is also true in the case of subatomic reactions (T 
conservation)*. 

Or consider this-
An electron moving through a magnetic field pointing in a particular 

direction will veer to the right. The positron, with an opposite charge, would, 
when moving in the same direction through the same magnetic field, veer to 
the left. The two motions are mirror images, so that in this case the shift from 
a charge to its opposite also produces the same effect as a left-right shift. 

Or suppose we reverse the direction of time-flow. An electron moving 
through a magnetic field may veer to its right, but if a picture taken of the 
motion and the film is reversed and projected, the electron will seem to be 
movin~ backward and, in doing so, will veer to its left. Again, time flow and 
left-right symmetry are connected. 

It would seem, then, that charge conjugation (C), parity (P) and time 
reversal (T) are aU rather closely related and all somehow connected with 
left-right symmetry. If, then, left-right symmetry breaks down in weak 
nuclear interaction with respect to one of these, the symmetry can be 
restored with one or both others. 

If a particle is doing something leftward, and its image is doing something 
rightward, which is impossible (so that the image can be spottrd through a 
breakdown in P conservation), you can reverse the charge on the 
image-particle and convert the action. into a possibility. If the action is 
impossible even with the reversed charge (so that the image can be spotted 
through a breakdown in CP conservation) you can reverse the direction of 
time flow, and then you will find the action is possible. In other words there 
is "CPT conservation" in the weak nuclear interaction.** 

The result -is that the U~iverse is symmetrical, as it has always been 
thought to be, with respect to strong nuclear interactions, electromagnetic 
interactions and gravitational interactions. · 

Only weak nuclear interactions have been in question, and there the failure 
of the law of conservation of parity seemed to introduce a basic asymmetry 
to the Universe. The broadening ofthe concept to CPT conservation restored 

* We can tell the direction of time flow under ordinary conditions easily enough because 
of entropy-change effects. 1J1is produces the ttquivalent of an asymmetry in time. 
Where entropy-change is zero, however, as in planetary motions and subatomic events, T 
is consen•f!d, · 

** Actually, there was some indication in recent years .that ·CPT is not invariably 
conserved ill weak nuclear intf!ractions, a11d physicists have been examining the possible 
consequences· in rather a perturbed foshion. However, all tile returns don't seem to be in 
here, and we 11 llave to·wait and see. 
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·the symmetry-but only in theory. 

Does CPT conservation actually present us with a symmetrical Universe in 
practice? As far as P (parity) is concerned, there is an equal supply of 
rightness and leftness in the Universe. As far as T (time reversal) is concerned, 
there is also an equal supply of pastness and futureness. But where C (charge 
conjugation) is concerned, symmetry in practice breaks down. 

The most common subatomic particles to be involved in weak nuclear 
Interactions are the electron and the neutrino. For symmetry to exist in 
practice, then, there should be equal supplies of electrons and positrons and 
equal supplies of neutrinos and antineutrinos. This, however, is not so. 

Certainly, in the solar system, almost certainly throughout our Galaxy, 
and, for anything we know to the contrary, throughout the entire Universe, 
there are vast numbers of electrons and neutrinos, and hardly any positrons 
and antineutrinos. 

The Universe thrn-at least our Universe-or at the very least our section 
of our Universe-is electronically left-handed, and that may have had an 
interesting effect on the development of life, 
· In order to explain that, I must change the subject radically, however, and 

make a new start. That I will do next month. 

EDITOR'S NOTE 

Only a few months ago, we opened the July issue with a modest 
blare of trumpets by announcing a new look in department headings, 

. etc. and explaining computer typesetting. 
Very soon after this announcement, our printer asked for a sizable 

increase in price (this on top of a price increase we had accepted Jess 
than a year ago). We were then faced with two alternatives: First:-to 
accept the increase and, without adding pages, raise our price to 75t (to 
cover all increased costs). Second, to move to a less expensive printer, 
where we could add pages and go to 75twith better justification. 

Our decision was to move, and this has necessitated some alterations 
in the new look. More important, we believe, is the fact that we are 
now able to run sixteen additional pages. So, less graphics, more stories, 

· more good reading. We hope you agree, 



Here is the latest - and one of the best - of Zenna Henderson's 
stories about those extraordinary visitors to Earth, The People. 
Why has the series remained so popular over the years? Mostly 
because it is fine entertainment. Partly, perhaps, because we'd 

like to believe there is a bit of The People in us. "Mankind was 
supposed to have dominion over all the world." Miss Henderson 

said once about these stories. "May~e this is the way 
things would work if we really did have that. dominion." 

That Boy 
by ZENNA HENDERSON 

THERE WAS AN EVIL IN TilE solemnly that after he was cleansed 
land. Maybe we should have known of his sins in the waters, he'd never 
it, but at first it was sort of like an lie again, plain or fancy. Jareb 
iceberg, just points and ripples. There sloshed up out of the water and ran 
was nothing big-nothing to put a to her. all dripping as he was, with 
name to or .to struggle against. Just the hem of his holy garment trailing 
things like ten-year-old Jareb, rising in the sand and dust so that it wiped 
from baptismal waters with a lie on mud against his ankles as he went. 
his tongue. The very 11rst words he "Honest, Mamma! It's true! There's a 
spoke, even as he spluttered the boy down there!'' 
creek water from his mouth and nose "Oh. Jareb, Jareb!" Sister Gail 
and shook it off his hair, were a lie. hugged him to· her, paying no mind 
Instead or saying "Hallelujah, to how wet he got her Sunday 
amen!" as he had been instructed, he clothes. She hid her face against his 
gasped, "There's a boy. down there! hair so no one could see her tears. 
He smiled at me!'• Brother Helon waded out of the-

Well, Sister Gail, his mother. just pool in the creek. He took hold of 
plain cried, right there in front of Jareb's shoulders and turned him 
everyone. She had wrestll~d so long away from Sister Gail. "Those who 
and so hard with the stubborn spirit mock the Lord shall feel the weight 
or untruth that seemed to possess of his mighty wrath!" His voice was 
Jareb, and he had promised so like an organ rolling heavy darkness 
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against the granite boulders that 
backed the pool. 

"I'm not mocking the Lord!" 
Jareb's eyes were big and shocked. 
"lt's true! Just think! A boy down 
there! I didn't know you could smile 
under water! Where did-" 

.. Jareb." Sister Gail gathered his 
hand into hers. Her eyes were dry 
again and her emotions decently 
tucked away. "Come change your 
clothes.'' They started toward the 
wagons. She looked back over her 
shoulder. "I'm sorry, Brother Helon. 
I thought we had prayed the SJlirit of 
untruth from him.'' 

When they were gone, the rest of 
us looked uneasily at each other, the 
solemn joy of Baptism Day sullied by 
Jareb's behavior. Then Sister Ruth 
started the hymn Bringing In the 
Sheaves, and by the time we got to 
••-home we come rejoicing-" we 
were rejoicing and looking forward 
to the big noontim.e feed that waited 
in bulging baskets in the back of the 
wagons. We were pl!)nty ready for 
food. We fast on Baptismal Day until 
after the services. 

lareb looked so little and 
lonesome sitting on a Jog aU by 
himself, clutching the 'chunk of corn 
bread that was all Sister Gail would 
let him have in the midst of fried 
chicken and cake, that I stopped by 
him on my way down to the creek to 
get the watermelons that had been 
cooling in the shallows of the creek 
since the night before. 

"Want to come help?" I asked 
him. He looked up, resigned. 
••Mamma said to stay here," he said. 

I caught Sister Gail's eye and jerked 
my thumb over my shoulder. She 
hesitated, then nodded. She thinks 
I'm good for the boy, his dad being 
dead. She doesn't want hin1 to get 
too miss-ish. · 

''She says it's all right,'' I told 
him. He put the corn bread down 
carefully Or:t his log and followed me 
out of the shadows of the huge 
cottonwood trees into the blaze of 
sun. 

''Do you think I'm lying, Mr. 
lambert?" asked Jareb as he trotted 
along with me. For some reason, 
everyone Misters me while they 
Brother and Sister everyone else in 
the Conclave. 

''Well," I said, "if there's a boy. 
down there, he sure goes a long time 
without breathing.'' 

"Yeah," said Jareb thoughtfully. 
''Maybe he doesn't have to come 
up-like a frog. Or maybe he went 
back the other way.'' 

"Back where?" I asked, scanning 
the bare hills and the clustered river 
willows and cottonwoods along the 
creek. 

"To wherever he came from,'' said 
Jareb. "We didn't see him get in-" 

''We didn't see him at all," I 
reminded him. 

Silently we went on down the 
stope to the creek edge, I fished the 
watermelons oi1t of the water, 
spanking them with satisfaction as I 
handled them. Fine melons! As soon 
as we got settled down, we'd raised 
just as good or better. Then there'd. 
be no need to cart all our kitchen 
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truck fifteen milt~s over the hills from 
Everly, our closest neighbor-ing 
settlement. 

Jareb spanked the melons too, his 
head bent to !war· the hollow, ripe 
echoes. 

"Listen, Jarcb." I_ said. "Folks arc 
going to expect you to be different, 
now that you've been baptized. I 
don't think you'dbctter go on with 
this story about a boy. It just makes 
your mother feel bad and gets you 
corn bread instead of fried chicken." 
tfc opened his mouth to protest. 
''Wait," I said. ''If you think yoti'fl 
tittst if you don't finish talking il out 
of you, come to the shop. and ~aik to 
me. I've got big cars." I grin!l·cd at 
him. After a frowning monict1t, l)e 
grinncdtoo. · . 

.. We both started back, a· nldon 
under 'each arm. Halfway UJ.l . tlw 
slt1pc, 1. paused to get a better grir"ciit 
{J(Jc of the· mclo~s· and looked back. 
''--Four. five and two's seven> .I 
counted to i~ysdf. "Hmm. SontCI:JI)C 
gut hungry. I brouglit eight." Thpi1'1 
sliruggc'd and followed Jareb Ufl !lie 
slope. · · 

. Tl1at shric:king kid. Jobie. met us 
halfway, skiddh1g rxciiedly down· the 
_gravd slope. "Hurry ~tp!'' he yelled. 
''Ever:body's wait! rig." · . . 

''Don't yell,". I totJ hln1· auio
matii:ally. ''We're c.oming .. You go_ on 
down :ind gt•t a couple more .. :·save us 
a trir\." · · ·· . · · 
' "Mom dint tel( me to. worP'' 
ydtcd Jobic. "She owi'iv told n1e· to 
tell yoti~-·; . ·. · · . · · . · 

"I'm tl'lling you," 1 .said. "S.tor 
yelling and ·go get a· couple more 
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melons. There are a couple about 
your site down there." 

He glared at me and. opened his 
mouth. I looked at him. He shut his 
mouth and skidded on. down toward 
the creek. Jareb juggled his meloris 
for .a minute and followed me back 
to the flat. Jobie was as fast as he 
was loud, and as we laid the melons 
'in the middle of the crowd, Jobie 
elbowed iinportantly through ·with 
his load. Jareb watched me cut' the 
'first 9ne~so crisply rip.e that it split 
ahead of the knife all the way across. 
The insid.es glowed as red a.s c;uripfirc 

.coals and that smell of'waterm~fon
:Hke nottiing else on earth!.-made us 
all breathe. deeper. Jarrb: gulpiil'g 
down ... J\is: ·mouth-water ·resolutely 
_turned ;tway. . . . .. 
· '"I'll go· get the other onr," he 
said, He didn't whine, ni>t evrn wi'tli 
)1is ~yes. Punisli!ll¢nt was puiJislu11!-'ill 
:and he accer)tcd it. · · .. 
'·.' A' while later he came b<tck, a 
irieloi1 ·uridcr :each arm. ••rwo?" I 
'ask~tl. ''I tliought_thcre was only·onc 
'Jci"t.'"\. His mouth · opent·d but he 
,reddened and dused it aga'in. He 
\vent back to his log and his ~hi.1;1k uf 
~on~ bre~d that· by th.is time. ~v:is 
SW!irfli~lg\vitfl ants: I glanced at hitn 
:SCveral'ti(ries whit~ the rest. of us' ate 
'ihc fficJohs, bi.tt he SCen)ed ahSllrb'e'd 
in W.atCiiirig'_what was. go'ing on wiiti 
ltis bread. ·. · ' · 
: H ·~;,is .iimc to pack up. for home 
after' \w finished' thr m.elons: so 
while the wome!l' were ck~rit~g . the 
tarps' we had eaten on, aild. the men 
were getting the horses, I strolll·d 
over to' JaCl'b and his log. 
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"What happened down at the 
ereek?" I asked. 

"Nothing/' he said, reddening 
again. 

"Come on. Out with it., I sat 
down far enough from the com 
bread not to get me any ants. "There 
was just one melon left.'' 

"There~s still a melon left~" he 
said. 

"Can•t be," I said, tallying again 
in my head. "I only got eight from 
Everly." 

""Tiiere•s· stiU one,'' he persisted. 
.. The-~ he paused, gulped and went 
on. ''That boy just brought back two 
becau5e·tast night he took one of 
ours and he figgered that wasn't very 
fair so he brought one back and an 
extra one to make up fo~ it.;' Jareb's 
eyes were pleading. "Y oo Stiid-'" be 
gulped apin. ••you said ~lk. to 
you.:..." His eyes dropped. and. b~ 
clasped .his hands between · . his 
pressing . kitees, ''You saic;l-'' 'his 
Shoulders sagged. · · · · · 
' .. My .besetting ~in' flarei(up iri me, 
shaking my insides. 1· can be patient. 
without end' ~itli 'dumb brutes tha~ 
yo\{ can't reason with. I handle 
vJenty · m my smithy,· but· hum3f\. 
'bc#irigs who' are given· th~· ·.,Ower q( 
rea.)nmg' and wori't use· it'- \VJien i 
felt ~h,at I coutd control ~Y voi~e:··l 
~fd'~ "Y~e rigtlt: I to)d 'yoldo .. tillk 
to~ me, ... but that doc~n't •mean I 
iritencfto cmhitenaitCe yopr lyi~-1~ 

.... · "l'rn ·no'i .Jyii1g." Tears ·v,.eneWup 
uf.his ey~;~"r tliot\ghr yc:iu &el~eve'q 
:fill'/' .;He- 'tti(frcct 'the·, ·a:fii..er~· 
c~m. bread tu'oie ,Bround· ailtqeft i:fi~ 
sitting'alane~ · '.· '·.. ··, · ' , , · . -' · · 

I looked after him-wondering~ 
with one comer of my mind, how 
long it'd be before I got over wanting 
to reach for my pipe at times like 
this. I· gave it up along with strong 
drink when I joined the Conclave."l 
Shook my head and stood up. Then~ 
feeling foolish, instead of going to 
help with the hitching-up, I went 
back down to the creek. 

There . was another watennelon, 
wavering wet-green under the· quiet 
waters of the creek. The niiltl\ 
melon. . 

.. As out short line ofway>liS cuded 
around the foothills back to · the 
settlement, } wondered agairi abou:t 
the . wisdom of our choosing thi$ 
·ptace .. It was. just · anothet of ti)o~ 
pOints of uneasiness that j>tagu'ed me; 
True~ there was· the yen 'rottnd 
creek. Maybe tluat was it. There \vas 
the creek. After ·1be eitdless' · dUsty 
miles 'with the sun glaring in our .. ~yes 
and heavy'on our laps. until ihe·.ny~ 
spun 'aiouild us. in' .a never-ending 
gtare, of weight 'and heat, the siplt of 
the . flowing waters , had been.' like. 
sighting the gates of .the Eternal City~ 
so=w~ ch~ to· accept t~is second'o{ 
the three'places recommended' by die 
scouts the Coridave ·seti·i out ·wheil 
we all voted .to move West to free 
oti~lves of i{~~rld th~fgtinne:d ~r 
frowned of .. sneered .. when ' tli~ 
toricJavcrs · \vc'r'i 'm~riuoried. 'Y6u can't' serve obit' 'with ··bbe e' e oh' 1.1.--J .. , .• , .... ·.·· ··' .f.,,.,.•n. 
wdflcl an1t a Stloufdefa'rw.a'y's·huntlie(t 
~gaiJls( ih~~· n'~xt attack:'At' l~a~t·'sb 
~st ·'df i,tii Cpn~la~c!ts i~6ugh,C ' : ·~ 
I" ''fhe. nr~ 'j>face>was''"\:)lft'~it'f "the' 
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middle of the prairie and fair to st'e 
for all its wide miles and fannable 
land. We could have pastures aplenty 
for the herds we hoped to build to 
begin us on our cheese-making which 
was to be our special ministry to the 
world. But there were no hills-or 
trees-or flowing water, except 
during rainstonns. And because of 
where we came from, we all felt we'd 
rather lift up our eyes unto the hills-

We were all fixed to call this gr~en 
and wet and tall country Gates Ajar. 
Or Edenside. Or.Maketh Glad. Then 
we found in the land office that it 
was already named Hellesgate, and 
no matter what we chose to call it, 
the red tape was too tangled for 
them ever to change it. Even finding 
that it was named for Orner 
Hellesgate because he mapped it first, 
didn't cleanse it in our minds. Some 
wanted to move on, but already we 
had started putting down roots. And 
besides, we were so tired-so 
absolutely worn out. So we stayed. 
And now I half wondered if the 
name of the place had had anything 
to do with_ Jareb's rising from 
baptism with a lie on his lips-and his 
persisting in his error. But then
there was the ninth melon. Even a 
half lie couldn't account for a melon. 

My smithy was the first thing 
finished in the settlement. It wasn't 
much more than a lean-to. I had the 
big idea of digging out a room in the 
hillside and then having a shed out 
front, but after I saw how the point 
of tho pick merely whitened a 
pockmark on the hard IUlface and 
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scakd off only a pinch of dust, I gave 
up. Four notched tree trunks held up 
my roof of branches and brushwood. 
llte open-faced lean-to that pro· 
tected the forge was made of the 
branches lopped from the four trees, 
the chinks mud-filled. Before I 
became a Conclavcr, I wouldn't have 
been caught dead in such a shop, but 
I left my wordly pride behind-far 
behind-on the other side of my 
baptismal waters. If only I had been 
cleansed also of my besetting sin! 
But hearing the ring of the anvil 
again and having the echo or my 
hammering coming back to me 
multiplied from the red and ~rey 
mountain walls or Hellcsgatc, made 
the thin-with-strangeness country 
around me begin to fatten up into 
familiarity. Home was be~inning. 

Well, the other kids wouldn't let 
Jareb forget his baptismal day. When 
there weren't any adults closo 
enough to interfere, they called him 
Ananias. He mostly shrugged and 
took it. But one day I had to pull 
him out from under a whole pile of 
flailing younguns. I sci them 
skittering with a backhand whack or 
two and set about sorting Jareb out. 
He was intact, though considerably 
roughed up. 

"What happened?" I asked him. 
''They called her Sapphira, .. he 

explained. "They can call me 
Ananias aU they want to, but they 
can't get away with calling mamma 
Sapphira. Why'd you chase them off? 
I was beating ur on them!''·· . 

"Are you sure they knew that~" l 
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asked, whacking the seat of his 
overalls to jar the dirt orr. "I think 
they thought they were beating up 
on you!" 

"Jobie knows!" said Jareb, 
spitting blood from a split lip. "He 
started it. I knocked his teeth out for 
him!" He caught my skeptical eye. 
''WeU, one tooth. It was loose 
already." 

I took him back to the smithy to 
wash off the worst of his battle. 

"Hey!" he said past his shirttail he 
was using for a towel. ''That boy-" 

"What boy'?" I asked, setting to 
work shearing nails from the slender 
rod of iron. 

"That watermelon boy," he 
offered. 

"I thought we'd decided you'd 
give up your lying-" I paused in my 
work. 

"I'm not lying!" he protested. 
''Well, making up tales, then," I 

said. "If that suits you better." 
"I'm not making it Ull neither! I 

went back there that night to see 
about that watermelon, and so did 
he. And . we decided since my 
mamma told me not to eat any, he 
wouldn't either, So we buried it 
under a tree." 

I searched his troubled face for a 
moment. It was plainly real to hiln, 
whatever it was. I sighed. Well, so 
long as it did no evil- · 

''That boy-" I left the sentence 
open for him. 

"He doesn't have to stay in the 
water." Jareb's words poured out 
happily." 'Member,! thought maybe 
he was like a fJsh, but he ain't-isn't. 

N\:n I thought maybe he was like a 
frog- you know, living in the water 
:md out, but he ai-isn't.. He's just a 
boy." 

"Just a boy!" I said. "Down in a 
pond and never coming up for·air-or 
have you changed that'?" 

"Oh·, but he does come up," 
protested Jareb. "I asked him. Every 
h:!!f hour, he says, but when he gets 
big, it will be only every hour. It 
takes time to learn. Like lifting does. 
He sure likes to lift." 

"Mountains, of course!" I 
grinned, hard-pressed to keep my 
patience with his fancy tales. "Or· 
maybe he lifts the pond like a pitcher 
and pours the water on his garden, 
Wonderful! Saves ditch-digging." 

''No," said Jareb thoughtfully. 
"Not mountains. I asked him, on 
account of faith doing it, you know. 
But that's for grownups and they 
haven't done any of that since they 
got here. They're scared to. No, he 
lifts himself." · 

"Himself? Well, well!'" my voice 
jeered. "Like bird, I suppose. 
Flip-flap she flied, huh?" 

"No," said Jareb. "He doesn't 
have to flap to fly. He just-" he 
waved his hand, "lifts off the ground 
and goes along. It sure looks fun." 
He was wistful. "I wish I could." 

"Now, listen, Jareb," I said, 
- waiting to catch his eye to make sure 
I had his whole attention. "You can't 
go on making things up like this. The 
more you do, the more likely you are 
to forget and start one of your tales 
around some of the others. You've 
got enough to live down now. Better 
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you and your mother concentrate on 
truth a little more and grammar a 
little less. Better pray out this spirit 
of untruth before it becomes a 
devouring monster in you." 

"A devouring monster!" Jareb 
was visibly savoring the phrase. "But 
there's nothing' to pray out!" he 
protested. "You can't pray out the 
truth, can you?" His eyes were very 
wide and blue as he looked at me. 

"Well," I said slowly. "It lzas been 
done-so they tell me." 

"And you know," Jareb went on, 
shrugging off all my earnest words. 
"That boy talks twice.'' 

''Talks twice?" I let myself be 
drawn back into his story again. 

"Yes," said Jareb. "Not as much 
now as he did at first. He talks 
something I don't know, then he 
looks at me and waits, then he talks 
what I know." He stopped and 
frowned. "I mean he talks words I 
know, but he doesn't always make 
sense." 

"Like attracts like," I muttered 
into his cascade of words. 

"Like he said this is an ungood 
p~ace." 

"Ungood?" I glanced up. "You 
mean evil'?" 

"No, I asked him if he meant bad. 
He waited a long time, then he said 
no, not bad, but good isn't here., 
Jareb frowned. "Does that make 
sense?" 

"Not to me," I admitted, but the 
sun wasn't quite so bright on the dirt 
floor at niy feet and my shoulders 
wanted to shiver. 

"He said they trled It first but 
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wcni away. Then other people came, 
they went away, too, because good 
wasn't here." 

"Couple of groups have camped 
here a spell," I mused. "And some 
fields were cleared orice-th9 
creek-" 

"Oh, that boy's people make the 
creek. I mean, make it to run all the 
time. Before, it only had water once 
in a while." 

·''Make tli'e-!'~ I swallowed hard at 
my anger. "What about his folks? He 
has folks, I suppose." 

"Sure. He's got lots of them." 
Jareb smiled. "At the other end of 
the water." · · 

"Where's that?" I asked. 
"I don't know," Jareb admitted;. 

"But that's where they live-the 
other end of the water. That's where 
they found a place with good. He 
showed me some-like dusty salt." 

"Now, Jareb," I said, "that's 
enough. Now you've overreached 
yourself. You'd better scoot on. I've 
got work to do. My listener is 'fresh 
worn out. Scoot!" 

He scooted, heading not home, 
but toward Benson's. He'd taken 
quite a shine to their little girl, Tally, 
a tiny mite about three or four. He 
asked me once what made dimples 
work. Tally Benson's ·got two of the 
deepest when she smiles, and she's a 
smiling child. 

I glanced across the clearing. He 
was disappearing into the shade on 
the far side. I felt vaguely froubled, 
remembering his words. Others had 
been he~ before us. Why had they 
left? Shallow water, flowing creek-
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They made the crcek? Neigl1bors 
only fifteen miles away. Land easy to 
plow. Timber for the cutting. A 
green and pleasant land. What good 
could there be that was missing here? 
And yet-the others had gone. 

Well, a year went by, and we were 
starting another. I could hardly stand 
to think back over the evil 
time-because there was an evil in the 
)and. Slowly but steadily our 
brotherly love drained away. The 
Conclave seemed to be fighting for 
its very life. We were still bound 
together, but mostly by the miles of 
wilderness about us and the fact that 
no one dared pack up and leave for 
fear of making real the vague 
uneasiness we all felt. No one wanted 
to pull out the llrst brick to bring the 
house down. 

It has been a gradual thing, this 
weakening of common ties, and it 
bas kept pace, step by step, with the 
gradual worsening of our physical 
well-being. It makes you wonder if 
brother-love depends on how well 
you happen to be feeling. The very 
food we eat seems to have paled and 
Jost flavor. Speaking for myself, the 
only times I feel like my old self is 
when I go to Everly for what food 
supplies we still can't produce for 
ourselves. Seems to me that 
everything about the world brightens 
up when I leave the Conclave. 

It was after the beginning of the 
second year, when I was working my 
stint Qn building the meeting house 
fence with Jonadab and Darius, that 
things really began to come apart. 

I stopped my post-hole digging to 
catch my breath. I shook my head as 
I wiped the sweat from my 
forehead-winded by a little digging! 
I wasn't that old! I wasn't even old at 
all! I drew a quavery breath and went 
back to my digging. 

.. This is an evil place," said 
Jonadab, flatly, grunting as he helped 
Darius lift the post and slide it into 
the hole. Helped Darius! When we 
started this fence, Darius wrastled 
the posts around like stove wood. 
"Our stock's poorer now than when 
we zot here. Nobody can get milk 
enough from their cows for their 
own family. I thought we were 
supposed to turn into a cheese-pro
ducing colony with all our dairy 
cattle we were· to grow and Brother, 
llelon knowing all the ways from the 
old country-" 

"Cheese-" Jonadab tamped the 
dirt into the post hole with his shovel 
handle. "We haven't had butter for a 
wee!C. Milk looks like old Bess 
separated it before we ever got a 
chance at it." 

"Our hens are laying like molting 
season," said Darius. "C'n put a 
thumb through the egg shells too. 'S 
a wonder the hens get them laid 
whole." 

"Benson's youngun's going into a 
decline," I said, staggering off-bal· 
ancc because my pick hit hard rock 
where we'd planned another post· 
hole. "She didn't even have a smile 
for me this morning when they 
brought Blinky in to be shod. Looks 
like you could blow through her 
without puckering up, even." 
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"Maybe we sl10uld move on-" 

Dab straightened his back in 
sections, his hand pressing the hurt. 
''There w2s another place-" 

''Pull up stakes again?'' Darius 
shifted his thin shoulders under his 
overall straps.· "The wife had her 
!teart half pulled out her, leaving the 
home rlace. She'd never rack ur 
again, even for the Conclave. Awful 
bard on her, this whole thing. Aged 
something awful of late. Starting to 
lose her teeth- 'Sides, all the crors 
are in again. This year's gotta be 
better. Dunno though. Creek's been 
pretty much come and go lately
slacking off then coming again. If it 
doesn't come back some time-'' 

· The sound of hooves shifted our 
attention to.the traU that was slowly 
becoming a road. ''There's a horse 
that's not failing." Dab's voice was 
unduly sharr. · 

"Hi yuh!" called Jareb as he 
trotted up on Prince. His legs were 
hardly long enough to curve the 
l1orse's ·rat sides. He had a basket 
clutched in front of him. "Mamma 
wonders can you come up, _Mr. 
Lambert. She's kinda wincy about 
being alone there with Bessie having 
her calf. Slu~·s big enough it might be 
twins." 

"All right, Jareb," I said, drorping 
my pick and reaching for my coat. 
"Didn't realize her time was close. 
You go on back. I'll be there." 

"Gotta take 'theSe eggs to Mrs. 
Benson first," lie said. ''They're for 
Tatty.'" He trotted off. . . · · . 
. . I . shrugged and headed for my 
shop. · 

lJ!) 
"Eggs to spare." Dab's voice 

followed me. ''That kid's not wasting 
away neither!" Venom tipped his 
tongue, I turned and walked back 
slowly. I stood and looked at Dab a 
moment. 

"You make it sound like it•s 
wrong for a kid and his horse to be 
healthy. And for a neighbor to oblige 
another neighbor with foodstuff." 

Dab colored, but he looked me 
right back. "You're naming it 
wrong," he said. "But so .. re some 
others. Abigail Cllrtis is a woman 
alone. There are them that say· she 
sltouldn'ta come along with us-es-
pecially after she wooldn't take-.. 
He stopped and wet his dry lips with 
a slow tongue. · 

"Wouldn't take you:• I said. 
"Wouldn't take a· husband,'' said 

Dab. "Like sl1e doesn•t need a man 
around. And that farin or" hers, up 
there on that flat by itself, looking 
like-like ours oughta look. She 
hasn't had any more help from us 
than any other of us-but look! Hand 
of righteousness isn't the only hanct 
that can help in this world. And she 
ain't losing no teeth. She ain't got a 
child going into a decline. She ain't. 
got stock wasting away. She ain't gof 
hens not laying!" · . .· . 

''One thing she has got," Darius 
interrupted·: "She's got a ~ri that 
rises from the waters of baptism with 
lies on his tongue and deceit in his 
mouth-" · · · , · · 

"The.·wicke·d' flourish ·like_ a green 
bay tree,'' said Dab solemnly.· . · .' .. 

"If you think evil. is ainong us," I 
reminded him, "it is your du.ty to go 
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to Brother He ton and warn him so he 
can warn the Conclave and prepare 
us to be purged of all unrighteous• 
nesst'' 

Dab stepped back from me 
though I had kept my voice soft to 
hold bound the leaping demon 
within me. 

-"If I don't, someone else will," he 
said stou tty. "The sinner shall not sit 
in the congregation-" 

"Let's get this straight," I said, 
squaring my sagging shoulders with 
an effort. "You're saying Sister Gail 
is flourishing because she is evil? And 
she's evil because she keeps herself to 
herself-" 

"As far as we know," said Dab 
stubbornly. "How do we know she's 
keeping herself to herself?" His arm 
flew· up defensively when he caught 
sight of my face. "It's been known!" 
he cried, his voice shriller and 
shriller. "Women giving themselves. to 
the Devil! All I know is she is 
prospering and the rest of us are 
failing. Why? Are we evil? Have we 
sinned in the sight of God? And she 
hasn't? Are we evil or is she?" 

I swallowed a wild shout of. 
laughter at the idea of Abigail Curtis 
giving herself to the Devil for the gift 
of eggs and productive cows! Then as 
quickly, I remembered how very 

.small the mess of pottage is that lots 
of people sell their birthrights for. I 
swallowed hard, groping for grace to 
make a right answer. 

''Is it necessary for either to be 
evil?" I asked. ''Couldn't it be-" 

''Couldn't it be what1'' asked 
Dalius heavily. 

' 11 don't know," I said helplessTy. 
"I don't know. Maybe that this is an 
ungood place-'' , 

Jareb came back just then, 
shifting easily with Prince's long, 
slow stride. Jareb was frowning. 
"Tally sure looks bad. Her mother 
says she won't eat nothin'-anything 
-any more. What's wrong with her, 
Mr. Lambert?" 

"Don't know," I said, shortly. 
"Come on. Prince'll carry double a~ 
far as my place." I bellied across 
Prince behind Jarcb and straightened 
up, straddling the horse, steadying 
Jareb and me as Prince danced 
sideways under my added weight. 

"I'm going to tell mamma about 
Tally," J arch said. "She looks real 
bad." 

It was twins. Two wobbly-legged 
heifer calves. I leaned on the rail 
fence and looked at Bessie who had 
serenely and competently gone about 
the business of birthing her young as 
though twins were commonplace. 
Sister Gail came to the corral and 
leaned her arms on the top rail with 
me. 

''Twins!" she was pleased. "And 
both heifers! Surely Providence has 
smiled on us!'• 

"Truly," I said solemnly. "In the 
last two months, three cows have 
aborted and two newborn calves 
barely breathed before they died." 

Her smile died slowly. "So I 
heard,'' she said. "A heavy loss to the 
settlement. Then surely this is a 
blessing to be shared. Praise to our 
Father." 
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"Amen," I said, suddenly startled 
as 1 realized how separate Sister Gail 
had become of late. Was the 
Conclave shouldering her out? Or 

'was she withdrawing because of-of 
what? I watched a whisp of her hair 
blow across her cheek as she looked 
again at the livestock. Not evil! I 
swore to myself. Not evil! 

I was so sick from thinking about 
what Dab had said about Sister. Gail 
and with my own physical coming· 
apart" that I wasn't lit to be lived 
with for the next couple of weeks. I 
went to Brother Helon about Dab. 
He looked at me with a half smile, 
hampered by his strained breathing. 

"Brother Jonadab came to me 
about the matter also," he said. "We 
all have our burdens to be born 
patiently. Your's is Brother Jonadab. 
Brother Jonadab's is his unbridled 
imagination. In all forebearance-" 
His words were broken by the 
strangling tightening of his breath. 
When he could speak again he said, 
"Would God felt me worthy of the 
gift of health such as he has givl·n to 
Sister Gail-" 

I hadn't seen Jareb for quite a 
while, and it had to be the day my 
demon took possession of me and led 
me to shout and curse at Jonadab 
over some trifle connl'Cted with a 
saddle -I couldn't even remember 
what I was yelling about after I, 
cooled down-that Jareb chose to 
arrive again. I was in the smithy 
pumping the bellows, watching the 
iron bar I held in the heat of the 
forge turning slowly from red to 
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white-hot, wondering if it was any 
hotll'r than the rage that had sucked 
and torn shapelessly at my insides
and still threatened to blaze again. ( 
grunted when Jareb came in and, 
carrying the bar to the anvil, began 
shaping it, the white heat shimmering 
up against my face. But the shaping 
was more work than pleasure, as all 
effort was of late, My muscles were 

.'protesting the effort already. 
Jareb sat down on Dab's saddle 

he'd dropped by the door when he 
fled my wrath. 

''That boy,·· he said casually. ''He 
still comes down there." 

"What boy," I said, pacing my 
hammer to my words, ''Down 
where?" 

"You know. The watermelon 
pond," .he said. "I saw him again 
yesterday. He gave me some more 
salt with the dusty stuff on it-that 
good." · 

"Thai boy!'' My demon flared up 
explosively. I hit the bar so hard and 
awkwardly that I lost hold of it 
compll'tdy. It shot off the anvil and 
sizzled against my leather apron 
bcforl' it dropped to the cindery dirt 
floor. My wrist, banging against the 
apron, siu:led too. Rage roared up in 
every aching bone in me like a black 
fountain. "Takr your lies somewhere 
else!" I roared so loud that Jareb 
flattened his eyelids like in a high 
wind. 

"I told him about Tally," Jareb 
went on stubbornly, "Be says it's 
'cause she doesn't get any good and 
for me to give her some. II keeps us 
from getting sick-mamma and me. I 
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could put it in a cup of water. It isn't 
nasty.lfher mother-" 

"Listen, Jareb," I said, sagging 
against the anvil, waiting for my sight 
to clear and my heart to stop jerking 

·1ny· breath~ I nursed my bumed wrist 
in my other hand. "Leave Tally 
alone. Get over there and get those 
bellows to going. I've got this whole 
job to start over. Git!" 

And he got. Pu~1ping the ~ellows, 
working up the ~at again on the 
forge. · I lifted the· bar with my 
pincers and jabbed it down into the 
glowing, fluctuating ccn tcr of the 
coals. 

"Long time ago," grunted Jarcb as 
he pumped, "he gave me this funny 
salt." 

"Salt for a dickcybird's tail!" I 
jeered sourly. 

"No, to put in the water pail.'' 
Jarcb flicked sweat from his nose. 
"He said the dust was the good that 
isn't h~rc." 

"Jareb,'' I said slowly from 
between elcnchcd teeth. "Go
away!" 

''But you said pump-" he was 
bewildered. 

"And now I say go away. Go 
away with your frog boy and your 
dil:keybird's tail!" 

"But 1-" he began, wide-eyed. 
"Go!" I roared. 
He-went. 
I pulled down viciously on the 

beltows handle. Above the creak of 
the leather, I hca'rd him call, "And in 
the water for the stock-and in the 
irrigatio-n head gate, too!" 
· The nightmare began closing in 

tighter and tighter after that. 
Nobody- died, but they either stayed 
inside with their sufferings or were 
creeping, bent shadows in the sun, 
slowly moving. Sister Gail stayed up 
on the llat. How can you come down 
among the ~1cople when they look 
through you and don't hear you and 
let the foodstuff you bring wither on 
the front step? 

Finally came ;he day I sat outside 
my smithy, too sick and worn even 
to pretend to work. I caught Jarcb as 
he cut through the field on his way 
to the Benson's. I sat on a tree stum1' 
in front of the smithy, flexing a dry 
pine twig in my two shaking hands. 

"Jarcb," I said, "remember you 
said that boy said good wasn't here?" 

"Yeah," Jareb was a bil cautious. 
This was the first time I'd ever 
started a 'boy' conversation. 

"Did-1 mean-" I snapped the 
twig sharply. "Why is it you and 
Y.our mother aren't ailing like the rest 
of us? Did that boy-1 mean-" 

"You told me not to talk about it 
any more." Jarcb's face reddened, 

"Talk now," I said, tasting the 
subtle salt of my own bleeding gums. 
"Has he told you why we arc aU 
dying·?" 

''Dying?'' Jareb's eyes widened. 
"Are we dying?" 

"Look," I said. I held out my 
right hand-a smithy's hand with big 
knuckles and thick calluses and 
heavy tendons-made to grip and lift 
and usc. And we both watched the 
increasing· . tremor that shook it 
harder_ and harder until I finally hid 
it between my knees. 
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"Like I told you," said Jarrb. "He 
brought me some of that salt-looking 
stuff. That's what it is-dusty salt. 
But he says the dust is the good.'' 

"The dust is the good." I sighed 
heavily. But tlu~n, had Jareb ever told 
me a lie that I could prove was a lie? 
"Go on.'' 

"He said his Daddy said he could 
bring it to mC'. He said some was 
.salty to usc instead of salt whcn we 
cat, but some is just to put in 
drinking water for us and the stock 
and ii1 the irrigation water." 

"And then-?" 
"That's all." He spread his hands~ 

"That's all." 
"Jareb," I ran my tongue around 

my tender mouth. "Have you got 
~y of that salt with you?" . 

"Sure," said Jare.b promptly. H.e 
-fished in his pants pocket. "l{ere's 
wme." He.handcd me a rag_ tied. into 
a tight 'liqle bundle. "It's wh~t I 
wanted to give. to Tally but nobody· 
would let me. So I carry it around in 
qasc I . find so~ncthing to. cat 
somewhere. You can have it."' . . · 

. "Your mothC'r won't. c~rc?" I 
asked, suddenly_ bitterly a~h:un.ed. 

"Naw!" scoffed Jareb, ''Sh~ 
does•)-'t care .... wc g9t plenty •. I'd a 
offered sooner but-" . 

"Thanks," I said. "I'm sorry .J've 
been so. lllC.an to you, Jareb. And not 
jtlst bccau~ yo\! gave me this.l.wa' 
sorry alrcady..,..before." . 

"Aw!" Jareb ·reddened. "Never 
mind. Fm goiog to see Tally. She 
worries me. Last time Sister Ruth 
wouldn't let me talk to her. She was 
sleeping." · · · 
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I untied the racket artcr he tcrt.l 

touched .my finger to my tongue, to 
the salt, to my tongue again. lt was. 
Just dusty. salt. But two days later, 
after using it with my meals and in 
my drinking water, .my eyes opened 
without my having to pry the 
gummy lids apart in the morning. 
The next afternoon my gums 
stopped oozing blood under . ·the 
pressure of my fingertip, and ·the 
burn on my wrist, left. from my 
tantrum with Jareb, had visibly 
begun to heal. A week later, back in 
my sinithy in the clear sharpness of a 
sunrise, I let my hammer fall on tlu~ 
~nvil with a joyous chank that 
sp.lintered to echoes agai1ist ·the 
Jnountains beyond. · · 
· Darius and Dab came down to the 
smithy that evening to find out what 
wa.s happening. They had heard me 
off it,nd on. all tha't day. I. told 'them 
~bout· itic dusty salt: I sho~ed them 

·my healed scars. I beat a tatioo. ·on 
my. anvil. \\rith my second-h~ayiest 
harruncr. I showed them sonic ·of tl;c 
salt-a small box Jarcb had brought 
me last night~ · .. 

- ''I'll share with you," f said, as a 
Cbristjan bro.thcr shouh,J. ''l think I 
can 'get' us some :more," · · :· · · 

"Evil-:-" Darius shook his bead; 
his lips 'sucking' in where his teeth 
used to be. "Lead us not' into..:.;;, 

"Dope," . said Dab tl1rough , his 
~~acked lips.· "Makes you· feel gQod 
for a spell, then kil.Is yqu." · . · : .. , 

I felt a sudderi Qare. inside mc...J 
closed ·the box slowly. "By tlwir 
fruits-" I reminded them. "A good 
tree can't bear bad fruit." 
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But they wouldn't even touch it. I "I tried to give Sister Ruth some 
watched them shamble gingerly off. good for her, but she's scared or 
They had to rest twice before they Brother Rual. Mr. Lambert, do they 
were out of sight. really think I want to give something 

An hour later I met Sister Ruth bad to Tally? To.hurt her?" · 
coming ·out of the meeting house. "'They're hurting so bad them· 

· She had been crying, and her hand, selves that they can't think straight 
clutching her shawl under her chin, about anything,'' I said. "You bette~ 
was Jike a claw. One wild strand of scoot on home. Your mother will be1 
grey· hair scraped her ravaged cheek. wOrried." 
She had been twenty-five her last . "'BUt they ctm 't ·just let her die!" 
birthday. She was a shattered forty cried Jareb. "How can they not-" 

· in the fading evening light. ..Do you think they want ·her to 
"Sister Ruth!" I said, "how ·is die?" I asked heavily. "'You'd better 

: Tally?" · go on home." ·· , 
· ••Dyirig," she said hoarsely, "I Jareb hesitated a mom~t, tlien 
hQpe. I bin in there to dedicate her faded soundkssly. into the·4ark. I sat 
to Death.' A quick, mercifuf death." ··there ori the ed~ ()f my anYit for:a 
She turned her faee away. · long time, Jetting. the darkness flOOd 

.. Let me help-" I said,. touching ·me inside and out. I was fmaDy 
her sagptg shouider. · ·. · . ·. . ~used by ~e soun~. of voices· a~d 

"I: heard," she whispered hastily. the soft thudding_ of feet· aloilJ the 
. sli'ppirig 'like a shadow from under trail. . .. 
my hand ... 1 heard about the salt but "HeU(), there!" I caUed. . 
the mister won't let me listen. Th~t·s The -voices cut off. I ·moved 

·why I'm giving her willingly to t6ward the dark· huddle· iil ·the 
·neath, He won't let me'try to h«ltp. . shadow 'Of the path. "'Who .. s there? 
Why .should· I keep ber suffering?" Where you headed?" · . · · · 
amt she ·was gone: · "'Don •t tell him ·nothing!" Dab's 

. · Jareb ·wu waiting. for 'me a:t n'ly :. slurred voice was ·venomoos~ .. Coil-
shop-a ·restless . shadow .. in tlie sorting-,, . 
deeping darkness. · · · .· ... Dab~" I snapped. "DOn't be any 

' '""'What. are. yoti doing here. this . more of a' fool than you have to~. 
tiriie of night?" I asked hiril. "You . What's ~omg on? Wait. Let rit~ ·get 

: sh.ou1d &e' home. Your mother....:•.- · · ~·same lightori the subject;" ·. 
· "Mr. Lariioerl," be btii'St i"Qfti'iny ... r ~tirred the .banked toals'i1f the 

. reprilnand.· .~Is '(aDy . really·' clyine? · forge ·with' a pitchy_ piite . stick· an:<! 

. They . w6uldn'f. eVeQ lc't ~i'e ··m· tlie I;Ud. a ~ouple. of oifiers. acfo5S .. when 
· h<!use: .Thef ch.ii~~ ·m_e ~W,;ty.:!s She 'flame rea (led. ilp. Pate· ovals· iif. ~~£~S 
'-il.finK?""' ~ · · ·.. :·-. '· · ' ' ':' came out of the dark. :·~· · 
·.····¥1 ''dtm't' kn<iw" I ;.adiniW~'d. ,,. ·'~ister·"Ruth!'"'l re~(:he(f'obt a 
"Sister Ruth thinks s~." . -· . '' 'liiuit fo ;li~r' falte·riifg; sti·lcker( fai;e. 
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Brother Ruat struck my hand down 
fcl·bly. "Don't touch IllY woman!'' 
he snarled. "Evil-!" 

"What s going on?" I demanded. 
"Sister Ruth, is Tally-worse?'' 

"Tally's gone." ller Oat voice W:lS 

choked with grief. 
"Dead?" I cried. "But-" 
"We don't know if she's dead or 

not!" Sister Ruth cried. "She's gone! 
She's gone! She's gone!" Iter tautly 
clasped hands swung.up to hide her 
anguished face in the crook of one 
·elbow. 

''Gone?'' My mind .whirkd blank· 
ly. "But where-" 

"We got a good idea wherr!" It 
was Dab's snarl. "And we know who! 

·Leave us be, you devil-lover!" 
It was ilo trick for me to 

outdistance them in the dark. Nor to 
tell where they were headed. The 
onl}' house above was Sister Gail's. I 
knew my way through the wood lot 
as well as I did by road, and I lost the 
group behind me before they could 
get started again. I was across the 
front porch of the house with one 
stride-, the Oat of my hand heavy on 
the door. It was unlatched and swung 
open to the shove ofmv shoulder. 

Jareb and Sister G~il looked UJl, 

frightened, as I plunged in. Sister 
Gail held Tally on her lap, a Tally so 
wasted and limp in the flicker of the 
candle that she looked dead to me. 
ller chin was wet and Jareb was 
holding a dripping cup. 

"Jareb! What in the name of-" I 
.began. . 

With one quick swoop, Jareb 
dropa-.ed the cup and swept Tally_ up 
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into his arms. "I won't let thrm take 
her back to die!" he crk-d. "But she 
won't drink! Mr. lambert, what'll we 
do!" 

"You'd better think ofsomrthing 
fast," I said. "Dab and Darius and 
Rual and I don't know who all else 
are coming! Jar<.•b, you can't pull a 
fool thing like this. You've got to-" 
I stopprd trying to push words into 
unopcnl'd cars and turned to Sistrr 
Gail. 

"Sister Gail! They're ready to 
kill-" 

"But Jarrb says this powdl'r will 
save her. It has kept us healthy-at 
least he says so-" 

"lie stole the child, Sister Gail! 
Don't you realize what your 
son-Joreb!" I caught just the flicker 
of his heels as he slipped out the 
back door into the dark-with Tally. 

"I'll get hin'l!'' I cried. "Fasten. 
that door, Sister Gail! Don't let them 
in-" 

I stumbled to a halt bl'yond the 
house, searching in the darkness. 
Where had that fool kid gone? Then I 
heard the snap of a branch on the hill 
above me. He was cutting across to 
the creek. The creek! The water
melon pond. 

I took out after him. I should 
have been able to catch him
burdened as he was-:but he had the 

. same advantage of me as I had had of 
.the·others-he knew every stCJl of the 
way, even in the dark. Before· I could 
.plunge down to the pond, he was 
there, wading out, slipping and 
s&umbling with Tally clutched tiglttly 
to him. 
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"Jareb!" I called. "Jareb! Wait!" 
"Don't stop me, Mr. Lambert!" 

he cried. "Don't try to stop me. 
Tally will die unless-" 

''Are you sure she's not dead 
already'?" I panted, moving slowly 
down to the water's ~dge. Jareb's 
head bent sharply to his burden. 

"She's still breathing," he said in 
relief. "Oh, Mr. Lambert! What if it 
is too late to save her-" 

"Jareb, you must be ·crazy," I 
said. "You can't steal a child like 
this! Bring her back before her dad 
gets hold of you. If anything happens 
to her, they'll call it murder-" 

Jareb backed away from me, 
deeper into the pond. "I gotta do 
something!" he said. "I'm going to 
take her to that boy's people." 

"That boy!" I sagged with 
despair. "Jareb, there isn't any boy! 
You can't take her to someone who 
doesn't exist-" 

"If there isn't any· boy, where did 
I get the good I gave you!" cried 
Jareb. "How come you aren't sick 
any more like the rest of them'? 
There is so that boy!" 

"Then where are his people'?" I 
asked, inching forward. "And what 
makes you think they can do 
anything-" 

"If they know where to get the 
good, then they ought to know how 
come it works and maybe they know 
some way to make Tally take it. And 
they live at the other end of the 
water! I told you already!" 

"Fine," I said, moving ankle-deep 
into the water. "Now all you have to 
do is tum fish and get there." 

"I'It get there," said Jareb, 
backing away. "That boy told me 
how. You only have to be 
underwater right here, and you don't 
have to hold your breath very long. 
N'en you get in a tunnel and it goes 
to the end of the water. And he said 
it isn't far in the tunnel, but you 
have to usc roads and horses outside 
and go up and down; so it's lots 
longer." 

We looked at each other across 
the shimmer of the dark water. Then 
Jareb said, "Mr. Lambert, I know 
that boy's people can make Tally 
well. Tell mamma I'll be back as soon 
as I can. Tell Sister Ruth 111 take 
good care of Tally, and I'll bring her 
back as soon as I get her well. Please 
don't be mad, Mr. Lambert. I gotta 
take her! I'll bring her back well." 

"Jareb!" I caught him with my 
voice. "If you're going to take Tally 
underwater, hold your hand tight 
over her nose and mouth until you 
come up." 

He fumbled for Tally's face, 
turned with her clasped close, and 
plunged down into the dark waters. I 
stood and watched the waters churn 
and roll. I watched them quiet and 
smooth to a dull mirror of the sky. I 
wondered as I sloshed out of the 
water and started back up the 
hill-had he disappeared into the 
waters as he had risen from 
them-with a lie on his lips'? 

I got back to Jareb's house as fast 
as I could, my heart torn for Sister 
Gail. What if that scraggly mob had 
been able. to give each other ·strength 
enough to do her some harm? Tho 
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place was dark and silent. I stumbled 
across the porch. 

"Sister Gail!" I called. "Gail!" 
She wasn't there. I groped for the 
candle on the mantel. It was gone. I 
bent to stir the fire. In its flicker I 
found the broken candle lying on the 
braided hearth rug. I hunched t9 the 
beat of the coals and lifted the 
lighted candle to look at the room. It 
told me nothing I didn't already 
know. Gail was gone. Willingly'? Had 
she gone willingly'? Or had she been 
dragged by the scrawny, feverish bite 
of sick fingers'? 

I pelted back downhill to my 
smithy. Where now'? I paused, 
groping in the dark with my eyes. 
Where could she be'? I gulped for 
breath and started down the path. A 
shadow slid out of the dark. 

''That's far enough." Dab's voice 
was a scared loudness. "Don't come 
no farther!" 

"Where's Sister Gail?" I de
manded. "Dab, if you've done her 
harm-" I started forward. 

"No farther!" screeched Dab. "I 
got my shotgun on you!" There was 
a breathless pause, then Dab 
snickered. "Gotta shaky trigger 
finger, too. Might squeeze anytime. 
Can't control my fingers like I usta." 

"Where is she?" I demanded and 
started forward. 

"Far enough," he snarled. "Don't 
make me kill you. Back it up." 

I did, but I persisted. "Where is 
she?" 

"Where's Tally'?" he retorted. 
"I don't know,'' I said truthfully. 

"I didn't catch Jareb." 
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''We caught Sister Cail." Dab's 
snicker was old and tired. "Gonna 
trade you straight across.'' 

''Trade?" I asked. 
''Trade,'' said Dab. "Her for 

Tally." . 
"But I haven't got Tally!" I said. 
"Jareb has,'' said Dab. 
"But I don't know where he is!" 

my voice was rising. 
''We know where Sister Gail is,'' 

said Dab softly. "And we're keeping 
her there till Tally gets back. You 
want her, bring us Tally. Straight
across trade-dead or alive." 

"What're you doing to her?" I 
demanded. 

"Nothing." Dab's voice was 
moving away. "Just nothin'. Oh. 
'ceptin' water to drink, of course·. 
We're still disputin' about bread. 
Some say yes and some say no. She 
could live off her fat for a month, 
some say. Some say let her eat our 
bread and be like us!" 

"Dab!" I called, "you're crazy, 
every one of you!" 

"We feel crazy," he said. "Some 
say yes and some say no. I say why 
bother to feed her'? Tally's dead. 
We're dead. Make her dead, too!" 

"Dab, you've gotta-" Then I 
realized there was no one in the 
shadows any more. 

I stumbled wearily back to my 
bed in the smithy lean-to, my years 
and the past months catching up 
with me. I huddled into myself on 
the edge of my cot. ''God-" I 
started to tell him about it. ''God-" 
My face crumpled behind my hands. 
"Gail!" I suddenly admitted that she 
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wasn't sister to me- any more. De-spair 
surg(·d up in me like a gushing 
fre-shet. Driven by a sort of delirium, 
I starte-d for the pond. Then I 
staggered back toward the huddle of 
the settlement. Then veerl'd towards 
the Curtis place. Whl'n rational 
thinking came back. I was huddled in 
my smithy again, trying to warm my 
chilll'd soul through hands held over 
the banked, crinkling coals of my 
forge. I groped my way to the back 
of the lean-to to my cot that had 
served me except in the very coldest 
weather of last winter. Whatevrr I 
had to do-find Gail. Find Jareb. 
Find Tally-alive-1 had to have light 
to do it by. Gail could be hidden 
anywhere, in anyone's house, in any 
of the shacks or lean-tos or sheds. Or 
in the meeting house-a thousand 
places. Search would ha,vl' to wait for 
light. And Jareb and Tally. Soon 
enough when light came to grope for 
their floating drowned bodies-or to 
drown myself trying to foUow where 
they went. 

I lay back with a sigh that was 
mostly a weary groan, blinked my 
hot, staring eyes-and opened them, 
hot and staring, to full daylight and a 
cold dawn breeze stiffening my 
cramped, hanging knees. 

The pool was still in shadow when 
I got there. The red bluff in back of 
it shouldered out the early morning 
sun. I felt the chill of the waters bite 
up to my thighs as I waded in, almost 
to the bluff. I leaned and groped in 
the water.l felt the slacked flow of a 
amtnt apinst my hands. I don't 

know what happened thrn, but I fl'lt 
the dl·spair in me die, coolrd perhaps 
in the now of the water, the clean 
blueness of thr earlv skv, and the 
first shaft of sun past the shouldcr of 
the bluff. 

I waded back to shorr with a last 
look in case there was a floating 
body-or two. This after all, was the 
crcck that gave us our drinking 
water-if it didn't forget to flow 
again after onr of the more-frequent 
storr~ages we had had recently. I 
climbed back up the hill and went to 
the Curtis place and mrthodically did 
the morning chores. Livestock has to 
be taken care of. I carried the two 
brimming buckets of milk back to
the srttlement with me. I put them 
on the steps of the meeting house 
and went into the chill shadow 
inside. I looked around me. There 
was no hiding place-quite literally .I 
looked under the benches that 
Sllimned the one bare, barn-like room 
and went back out. l left the milk 
where it was, hoping someone would 
find it, and started through the 
settlement. 

I knocked at every door-and not 
one opened to me. I searched every 
place I could, and saw not a soul, 
living or dead. I doubled back past 
the meeting house on my way to the 
Curtis place. The two milk buckets 
lay on their sides, the milky mud 
around them hardening in the sun. A 
scrap of ragged kitten fur crouched 
at the corner of one splotch and 
bumped a hopeful, searching no5e 
against the stiffening dust. 

. Night came. From my vantage 
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· point ·on Curtis' front porch I had second what they mean by jumping 
seen movement · in the settlement. out of your skin! · 
The flip of a skirt in a chicken "Jareb-!" I gritted toward })is 
yard-the slow movement of cows to vague shadow, gulping my jagged 
their milking places, but no sound breath. "If you ever again-!" 
came to me except from behind the ... didn't mean to scare you," said 
bouse where I sat. · Jareb. "I just. wanted to teD yoq to 

I had made my decision. If I teH mamma that Tally drank a Whole 
didn't find Gail by morning, I was cup of milk this morning, and-" 

· · going to Everly and get help. Then ~ere is she?" I SJla·pped. "Even 
we'd come back and turn this overnight isn't long enough for you 
Godforsaken settlement inside out to get anywhere and back~ There's 
until we found her. Oh, God! Help ·nothing and no one 'for fifteen 

· me find her! I scratched my head miles-" 
• painfully. Then llooked at my hand. ; "We didn't go aU the way." His 
' Sc;ratching again?_ I was 5uiJden1y . ~Ice was apologetic. :''Thafboy was 
' co-:tstioos that I had been trying to goinz to· take us to "his honie so he 
·-reach art itch for some time. Bui I lifteti us.:.... •• · · 

wasn•t. getting to it. My _hand went .. Did what?" I rapsed. 
-llt) involuntarily again-but my skuU ·•He--he was going to· take us to 
• was between me and the itch:· · · his home, anct it wo'uld be faster with 
· I snorted a half laugh at myself as ·no feet-" - · · 

; l'trled to go back-to my prayer. Ta")k -- ''Jareb! Jareb!w. ·lie : canpt the 
almut mirids wandering! In the midst ·exasperated anger iA my voice. ' 

. of the worst woiry I'd ha:d 'Sirice I - .. ,•'It's true~" ht cii~. •'That 'boy 
joined the_. Conclave;) ~ot an itch I · can-" · · · · ·, ; , · 
~ufdn~t sei-atch! And it kept ~ "That boy can take: ·a running 
from· prayer....:.welt, prayer's a lot. of - jUmp:.:." -' •:' -
things besides words. I got -~p and "He ealled you!." shrilled: Jareb. 
'siai-ted back towa~ t~e_pon_d.l'd t!Y '"H~ caDed· you' with no·words al)d 
. again. _Maybe 5oineoQe would :be you came-!"· .. '· ' : ' : ; -
-ioing to take her'b~ead:....or watei- '!He called-" .My hand' tried lo 
,·: ·1 pulled 'up· ab~u 11tly . .'_ifl'_w~s reach that feefmg'agaln:.--- :_ ··•. · 
lookirigfor Gail,· what:·wa8 ·I_"<toiilg , "Over here,_Mr. Lambert."_ That 

)liking .. over . _the ·hill -iri _ "llle .. half :· bO)'s' voice- was "jusF~·-tiofvoice, but 
· diirki'ldSs: 'to ··the roM? Y hesitated, 'being: eoJMi~a--by ·'shoelt l~ce in 
::~~· ~~~a_'-_ic~¥i~j(uP._··~&aiP.: itf~~~t :::~·-~~~~~g- w~_ -~Jfu~·tfi~ ·~ '?r 
:~~l~u .i.~fn:~u;:~:~~~X ;:·t.~J~ &~ :;·~t~:::c~~:~,~~JJ~~e-7J:~ 
·'d -'k:.S.:.:• ··a.,..- ·s.·-- ~. · \:;·;·-- ::• "~~· ""'"..14 kiV.~ .,, ... .,,:...-.· ;\;,•l,,. -t ar cumg ~uuSlu~~. - ~ . , . . -_ JR~I;jl;!' :smu'' UVJ'. wa;~ r,l>~· :e_ ·uo_,.-. 0 
_ ··~r. I,.ambef.t~~,.-· . ' .: ,· •:.: ''IOQ'k'_~~: ~oo~~-aiid· fie ·dut(the' same 
; 'it" ·~wc~r f'Jeamcd ·jfi ·'b'ilf':split ~ ~ Of llole"' iiJ'"((ht''saltd Wltf\~·the 
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twisting toe of his shoe that any 
cmbarrasS('d bov docs. Then he went 
out! Like a sn.uffcd candle! And I 
rca!Lr.ed that somehow he had quit~ 
literally been lighted up so I could 
sec him. I felt numb. 

''So if you'll tell mamma-" 
''She's gone." I said 11atly. 
''Where to?" asked Jan·b. startled. 

"Did she go to look for me?" 
"She didn't go," I said. "They 

.took her. They've got her locked up 
somewhere. They want io trade her 
for Tally." 

''But you can't," crird Jan:b. 
''Tally's gutta stay-" 

· ''You tell them," I suggested. 
-"Thev don't hear me." 

"Well, then, when Tally's better, 
we_ can irade ,"said Jarcb. .. 

":fhey _<trL'n 't going to fl'Cd }'our 
mother,"' I said. "I think maybe 
'they'llgiyc her water, though." _ 

''Not going to feed-!''- Jarcb's 
e)'es 11ashcd white at Jtle iii the h•·avy 
dusk.""Thev can't-" -- ...... 

"You tdllhem,'' I repeated. 
"All right, then," said l:lreb, "It 

they're ,going to· be mean, I'll tak~ 
n_lamr1w ba.:k with me-to Tally." -

"first catch your IiH.ither!" J 
smiled mirthlcsslv over. the old 
receipt. WL· were. il1 a bad enol'rgh 
stew. ticavcn knows. . 
- "That· boy can," said Jarcb. "That 
boy-can sure d-O a lot of. things, ilis 
name's Theo. lley! You know wher.c 
they live? You !-;now where it is? I 
mean it's the other end of the. water, 
but'do_you know where it- real!)! is? 
And Thco says the pump wor};.s 

-backwards so's they can-" 

"Your mother," I broke rn on his 
senseless babble, weariness dissolving 
my knees and elbows. 

"Let's go· get her," said that 
bov-1 mean Theo. 

-.. You go," I said. "I'll f ullow ." 
And he did go. And I did 

follow-a craty path that wound 
around every structure in the 
settlement, same as 1 had already. 
But this path was always st·mivisib!e 
for one more step ahead of me-and 
onr more.step and one more-And at 
each structure, Theo would pause ~
moment, then shuflJc .his feet a_nd 
say "Nope" and we'd go on. Finally 
_we finished the last-the meeting 
house, and Theo said the final 
"Nope." . 

Wordkssly we w~nt back up to 
Jareb ·s house. We didn't go. in. We 
_didn't even go up on the porch. We 
huddled in the dark in the tangled 
grass under the. salt ceda·[ trres. Ev~n 
·the pathlight wasgone.l heard Jarcb 
gulp <,tnd snirf. Then Thcci squatied 
down .. 
: ''Tell me you mamma again,'' he 
sai~: -"Tell 1\1e hei· worriL'd · m1d 
sorry:" 

"But I can't tell worried and 
sorry," protL'Sted J arch, squalling 
down too. _ · 
- "No words," said Thco~ "Just 
think worried ~nd sorry (or y()~rr 
inamina." _ 

I presume that's what Jarcb diJ 
for the next few miputrs. Anyway;. 
in . the silence · that's what- 1 
did-thought worried. Then· Theo 
gruntrd. 

"Now," he said, "think you the 
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sc~-rrdest you've ever been in all your 
Jife. Think scared to death!" It only 
took half a minute of silence to send 
Jareb tight up against my shins, 
shaking and whimpering, and to hear 
Theo whisper in awe, "Adonday 
vecah!" or some such sound. 

·."All right!" said Thco, a little 
shaken in his breath. "Now I think 
I'm patterned-" 

"What's going on?" I asked. 
"What arc you-"· 

"I'm not very good at it." Theo's 
voice was a1'>ologetic. "I guess I 
havei1't paid atteption when I 
should've. He tqld me his mamma so 
I'U know her when I find her-she'U 
be sorry and worried-and I got him 
so I can make her · find us because 
she'll think harder if she thinks he's 
scared-" 

"But that doesn't-" I began. 
"Words!" Theo's voice was shrill 

as he shot to his feet. "Why do aU of 
you have to have words all the time! 
No wonder Tally's almost untimely 
Called! No wonder his mamma's 
lost-" His. voice cut off sharply. 
Then he said quietly, "I'm· sorry. I 
have no right to add hurting to your 
hurting. Let's start. Give me your 
hands." 

I groped my hand towards him 
and clutched Jarcb's with the other. 
We made ~ tight little triangle in the 
darkness, and I heard his voice, 
serene and soft, ''We are gathered 
together in Thy Name-" 

"Amen," I whispered. 
"Amen," whispered Jareb. 

"Why'?" 
Then Theo squatted down again 
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and for a long time we listened to the 
stirring of the needles above us and 
the blades about us. Then Theo's 
breath caught and he said, "There! 
There! Jareb, think to her hard! 
Where is she'?" 

..Mamma!" Jareb clutched my 
arm, his voice hoarse and terrified. 
"Mamma! Where arc you! Mamma! .. 
And he began to sob the hard,. ugly 
sobs of someone unused to crying. 

"Where is she'?" I asked tensely. 
"Under-under the ground!" said 

Thco. 
My whole soul collapsed and the 

blackness around me began to waver. 
"Under the ground!" wailed 

Jareb. "She's dead! She's dead!" 
"Don'.t be a silly toolah!" snapped 

Theo. "How could she think under 
the ground if she was dead? Be still!'' 
There was another tense silence and 
then he murmured. "Shut in like a 
beast. Dirt falls down. Too hard to 
dig. It fell. It aU fell. He'll come. 
When morning comes, he'll come. 
My-my boy; my boy, my-" He 
turned to me. "Where is she'?" he 
asked, his face a pale oval. "Every 
time she thiriks of where she is, she 
thinks of you, only not your name. 
But it's you-and warm-and 
strong-" 

"Thinks of me!" I felt my face 
flush in the dark. Then I put aside 
my personal astonishment and set 
my mind to our problem. "Where is 
she'? Under the ground-under the 
ground-in the ground-" That 
picture was different. My voice 
quickened. "Jareb, it could be in the 
ground! In a root cellar or-or-" · 
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twisting toe of his shoe that any 
embarrassed bov docs. Then he went 
out! Like a sn.uffl·d candle! And I 
. reali1.cd that somehow he had quit~ 
literally been lighted up so I could 
sec him. I felt numb. 

''So if you'll tell mamma-" 
"She's gone." I said natly. 
''Where to?" asked Jarcb. startled. 

"Did she go to look for me?" 
"She didn't go,'' I said. "They 

.took her. They've got her iocked up 
somewhere. They want io trade her 
for Tally." 

''.But you can't," cried Jarcb. 
"Tal!y's gotta stay-'' 

· "You tdl them," I suggested. 
-"Thev don't hear me." 

· "Well, then, when Tally's better, 
we. can ira de.~· said Jarcb. . 

. ":flwy .aren't going to feed your 
mothl·r,'; I s·aid. "l think maybe 
)hcy'U"giye her water, though." · . 

''Not going to fl·ed...,.!" · Jareb's 
eyes nashed white at Ule ilt the heavy 
dusk:''They can't.:_" -. , ... 

"You tdllhl'lll," I repeated. 
"AU right; tlwn," ~aid Jan·b. "II 

tlu;·y',:c.,goiilg to' be. mean, I'll tak~ 
n.tamm;t ba..:k with me-to Tal)r." . 

"first" catch your 1i1uther!'' J 
smiled mirthlesslv over. ·the ohi 
receipt. We were· il1 a bad en~llgh 
stew. heaven knows. . · . 
- "That· boy can," said Jarcb·. "Thai 
boy· ciu1 sure do a lot of.thingS, ills 
name'sThccf. lie\!. You know where 
they live? You ~now wh~rc it is? I 
rnean it's .the other end or the. water, 
but"do. )'OU kn()W where it really is? 
And Theo says the pump wor.ks 

·backwards so's they can-" 

"Your mother," I broke in on his 
senseless babble, weariness dissolving 
my knees and elbows . 

"Let's go· get her," said that 
bov-1 mean Theo. · 

."You go," I said. "I'll follow." 
And he did go. And I did 

follow-a craty path that wound 
around every structure in the 
settlement, same as 1 had already. 
But this path was always st·mivisible 
for one more step ahead or me-and 
one more,stcp and one more-And at 
each structure, Theo would pause-~
moment, tlwn shufl)c his feet and 
SaY "Nope" and we'd go on. Finally 
_we finished the last-,thc meeting 
house, and Thco said the. final 
"Nope." . 

Wordkssly we w6nt back up to 
Jarcb's house. We didn't go. in. We 
_didn't cvl·n go up on the por~h. We 
huddled in the dark in the -tangled 
grass under the. salt ccda·r tr~cs. Ev~n 
tht' path light was_gonc.l heard )arch 
gulp :1nd sniff. Then Thea squatic.d 
down .. · 
·.· ''Tell me you mamma again," he 
said: · .. Tell 1he her worrkd · :uid 
sorry:" . -
· "But I can't tell worril'U and 
sorry," prott>~tcd- Jarch, squalling 
down too. . · 
· "No \vords," said Theo~ "J;1st 
think ,vorricd. a:nd sorry (or yv~u· 
·mamina." . . 

I presume that.'s what Jareb diu 
fllr the next few mi!lUtes. Any,vay, 
in the silence·· thai's what· l 
did--thought worried. Then· Theo 
grunted. . . . 

.. Now," he said, "think )'Oil the 
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scarcdcst you've ever been in aiJ your 
life. Think scared to death!" It only 
took half a minute of silence to send 
Jareb tight up against my shins, 
shaking and whimpering, and t9 hear 
Theo whisper in awe, "Adonday 
vecah!" or some such sound. 

:."All right!" said Theo, a little 
shaken in his breath. "Now I think 
I'm patterned-" 

''What's going on?" I asked. 
"What arc you-"· 

"I'm not very good at it." Thea's 
voice was at1ologctic. "I guess I 
havei1't paid attcption when I 
should've. He tqld me his ma111ma so 
J'U know her when I find her-she'll 
be sorry and worried-and I got him 
so I can make her· find us because 
she'll think harder if she thinks he's 
scared-'' 

"But that doesn't-" I began. 
"Words!" Thea's voice was shrill 

as he shot to his feet. "Why do all of 
you have to have words all the time! 
No wonder Tally's almost untimely 
Called! No wonder his mamma's 

·lost-" His. voice cut off sharply. 
Then he said quietly, "I'm· sorry. I 
have no right to add hurting to your 
hurting. Let's start. Give me your 
l1ands." 

·I groped my hand towards him 
and clutched Jareb's.with the other. 
We made ~ tight little triangle in the 
darkness, and I heard his voice, 
serene and soft, "We arc gathered 
together in Thy Name-" 

"Amen," I whispered. 
.. Amen," whispered Jareb. 

"Why?" 
Then Theo squatted down again 
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and for a long time we listened to the 
stirring of the needles above us and 
the blades about us. Then Thea's 
breath caught and he said, "Therd 
There! Jareb, think to her hard! 
Where is she'?" 

"Mamma!" Jareb clutched my 
arm, his voice hoarse and terrified. 
"Mamma! Where arc you! Mamma!'" 
And he began to sob the hard,. ugly 
sobs of someone unused to crying. 

"Where is she?" I asked tensely. 
··undl'r-undcr the ground!" said 

Thco. 
My whole soul collapsed and the 

blackness around me began to waver. 
"Under the ground!" wailed 

Jareb. "She's dead! She•s dead!" 
''Don '.t be a silly toolalz!" snapped 

Theo. "How could she think under 
the ground if she was dead'? Be still!'' 
There was another tense silence and 
then he murmured. "Shut in like a 
beast. Dirt falls down. Too hard to 
dig. It fell. It all fell. He'll come. 
When morning comes, he'll come. 
My-my boy; my boy, my-" He 
turned to me. "Where is she?" he 
asked, his face a pale oval. "Every 
time she thi1iks of where she is, she 
thinks of you, only not your name. 
But it's you-and warm-and 
strong-" 

'"Thinks of me!" I felt my face 
llush in the dark. Then I put aside 
my personal astonishment and set 
my mind to our problem. "Where is 
she? Under the ground-under the 
ground-in the ground-" That 
picture was different. My voice 
quickened. "Jarcb, it could be ill th~ 
ground! In a root cellar or-or-" · 
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"We went to them all," reminded 
Jarl·b tearfully, "Even the one Dab-1 
mean Brother Jonadab started by the 
meeting house.'' 

"Yeah," I slumped again. "Theo, 
can't you give me an}"lhing dse to go 
on? Anything?" 

"It's kinda hard," said Theo 
hesitantly. "I don't know what will 
help. I have to take your thinking 
and get words from Jareb and make 
talking for you before-" 

"Dirt falls down," I recounted. 
"Too hard to dig-and me-some· 
thing to do with me-anything elsl', 
Thco! Anything!" 

"Wcll-uh-" Thro fJ.Imblcd. "Oh, 
now s1te's-she's-no. it's not singing 
-'look in at the open door. They 
love to sec the something, something 
and hear the bellows roar-'" 

"Look in at the open door-" I 
stood slowly. "Come on," I said. 
"Come 9n!" I shouted. ''Get going!'' 
I skidded down the slope of the hill, 
haJf on my heels, half sitting. A bush 
whacked me across the eyes 
stingingly, making the dim ou I lines 
around us swim in protective tears. 
Behind me clattered the boys. 

"Where-where-?" I heard Theo 
gasp. 

"Dunno," jerked Jart·b. "Dunno!" 
"Mist-er Lam-bert,'' gasped Theo. 

"They will hear. They wiU come!" 
I stopp('d. The two boys slid into 

the backs of my outstretched arms. 
We listened until the last of the 
pebbles rattled to rest below us. 
Until_ the last tentative echo di~olved 
against the far hillside. Then we 
moved on silently, silctitly. The path 

light was with us again, barely bi'ight 
enough to be visible. Sometimes it 
flicked around erratically; then Theo 
would mutter and it would steady 
again. I lowered myself down the 
face of the drop-off at the bottom of 
the hill and lifted my arms to help 
the boys. Jarcb grunted and lurched 
against me down to the level. And 
Theo came down at the same time, 
disturbing no rock, because ~tc 
touched not one-nor me. "It could 
be fun," I thought. "Just to lift up 
and go along-" 

"Where we going?" whispered 
Jarcb. ''Where we going, Mr. 
Lambert?'.' 

"To the' smithy," I said. "Don't 
you remember the poem your 
mother made you learn last winter 
out of your reader-Under the 
spreading-" 

"Yeah-ycah-1 guess so-" Jarcb 
wasn't much of a poetry lover. 

I stumbed into my smithy and 
~red around. "But I slept here last 
night!" I remembered dcflatingly. 

"In the ground, Mr. Lambrrt," 
reminded Jarl'b. 

I yanked my cot away froin the 
hillside. "It was too hard to dig-" I 
found myself echoing Thco's words. 
"But where? Thco, can you find her 
again?'' I asked. 

"Wait." I slumped on the edge of 
my cot as I felt Theo wiggle and 
slump down to his squat again. 
"Jarch. call your mamma. No-no! 
Not words! Call to her hard inside 

·your head." I heard the rustle of 
Jan•b squatting down, too. After an 
endless silrnce, I heard Jareb's sniff 
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and unhappy gulp, and felt him 
coJiapse sideways into a huddle 
against my legs. Then, without 
warning, I felt myself snatched up 
into a shining stream of something 
that pulled me out of me and shot 
me away from me like a spark struck 
from an anvil, and I knew~there was 
no sight or hearing or feeling, only 
knowing-I knew Gail was sobbing 
Jareb's name and mine. She was 
huddled over her dried-mud-caked 
shoes and dabbled skirts, sobbing and 
clutching the bent little lard pail that 
hadn't been refilled since she had 
been shoved roughly into-into-

''Thank you, God," I gulped 
aloud. "Thank you, God." 

"Amen," said Jareb. "What for?" 
And Theo echoed, "Amen." 
"The water hole," I said. 

"They've shut her up in the cave 
above the water hole." 

"But there's no way to shut it 
up,'' protested Jareb. 

"She's shut \IP there anyway," I 
Said. 

We had to go the long way 
around. My. sinithy was actually built 
on the edge of the creek, but you'd 
never know it. The bank and the rise 
behind my cot dropped off sheerly 
down to the creek, which was in a 
wash nearly a hundred feet below my 
shop. When we first arrived in the 
settlement, we had pastured all our 
livestock together and had used the 
pool below my shop as a watering 
place. The swirling action of the 
sometimes heavy flood waters down 
the creek had scoured out a big 
pothole that made a natural water 
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hole. A cave had been wom out or 
the hillside, too, but it was never 
under water except, I suppose, in the 
highest of the floods. We had stabled 
our livestock there for a while behind 
a quick fence of cottonwood and salt 
cedar branches. 

But why, I wondered as we 
rounded the ·hill and started our 
rattling, scrambling slide down the 
creek path, the eerie light showing us 
our way, why was Gail staying there"? 
Why didn't she get out or holler or 
something? Unless they had tied 
her-in a blind flare of helpless rage, I 
jumped the last drop-off and 
staggered back against the bank, my 
feet squishing in mud. 

I looked around me. I checked the 
creek. And the trees. And the hills 
beyond. I was in the right place, but 
where was the pond? The cave? Gail! 

"It's not there!" cried Jareb. ''The 
cave's gone! Mr. Lambert wherc's
mamma! Mamma!" He threw himself 
against me and I staggered back, 
holding him and me up by the clutch 
of my hand across his shoulders. 

"So that's why," I thought dully. 
"Be quiet, Jareb," I said. "Bawling 
won't help any. The hill's caved in 
and covered up the cave.'' The 
tinkling fall of a pebble and a small 
funneling of a thin line of silt 
underlined the silence. 

''Mamma!" cried Jareb. "She's 
dead!" · 

"She's not either!" cried Theo. "I 
couldn't have found her if she was 
dead! We can't find the Called Ones. 
They're in the Presence! She isn't 
either dead!" 
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Dead. or not dead-what did a day 
or so matter? My thoughts slumped. 
She had no water now and even the 
three of us couldn't hope to move a 
hillside i!l time -JI.fuve a hillside! Lift 
a mountain! 

"Tbeo!" I clutched his shoulder, 
and with his startled gasp the light 
went out. Darkness flooded in 
around us and suddenly the stars 
were very bright and very close. 
'Theo, Jareb said you could lift 
mountains. Can you? Can you really 
do that'?" 

''No:• Theo"s voice was very 
small. ''Someday 111 be able to, but 
I'm too young now. Mountains-no, 
no.i can't. Not yet!" 

"Your (ather-" I pursued des· 
peratety, "Could he-" 

"Sure, .. said Theo, unhappily. 
"Only he doesn't even know 
where-" 

"1heo!'"l thought it was a voice, 
but a voi(!e doesn't start inside you 
and shake its way out past your 
bones. "Theo!'• 

"Father!" Theo's startled eyes 
were white glints in the starshine
and his arms went up. "Oh, Father! 
·You can-" ' · 

Words stopped and Theo leaped 
into the air and he didn;t come 
down! Jareb and I clutched each 
other .and star~d up into the night. 
Theo hurled himself into a clustered 
shadow ab~ve us, and . for a long, 
unbn*en nioinent; · · 311 the world 
waited and listened · with us-to 
silence.' ' ' · · 

Then the. clustered shadow dis
solved and became Theo and a man 

and a woman and another man. They 
slanted down to us out of the night 
sky, but they didn~t muddy their feet 
in the muck at the base of the slide. 
TI1ey didn't have to. Titey didn't 
touch the ground. Not quite. 

"Your love is behind the slide!" 
the man asked me quickly. 

I recoiled at the bluntness of his 
words. "No!"· I protested. "Yes!" I 
gasped, giving up my evasions. 
"Behind the slide!" 

"Your pardon," said the man. and 
Jareb and I were whisked out of the 
way like children. I don't know how 
we got to the other side of the creek 
and up on the shelf halfway up the 
other side. but we crouched there 
and watched the loose scree on the 
slope begin to fun'nel up like a slow 
tornado, pebbles grating softly 
against pebbles as they rose. Lipt 
came on the slope, and we could see 
a hole starting and deepeoing into 
the slide. And no dirt caved from 
above it and no rocks rattled down 
into it-only the lengthening dark 
streak rose up from the hillside and 
up. Then there was a thunk and a 
satisfied murmur from the clustered 
people over there. The funnel of 
displaced . dirt relaxed itself out of 
existence against the creek bank 
farther downstream. I watched the 
moutb: . of · the hole with niy life 
·crushed in my ·unbreathing chest. 
Lazarus/my thoughts babbled. Come 
forth! · 

And there ·she was! The're was 
'Cail! Stooping out of the hole;d~zed 
and be.wildered, her hair tumbled 
dowri' over her shoulders and· half 
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obscuring her mud-streaked face, 
One hand steadied her against the 
edge of the hole-the other was still 
clutching that bent old lard pail. 

l heard the woman cry out 
something shocked and sorry and 
saw her draw Gail up into her anns. 
Then Gail was in my arms and Jareb 
was clutching her skirts and sobbing 
into them. Gail's shaking hands were 
clamped onto my ann as she looked 
back over her shoulder. 

''Are they angels?" she asked. 
"Are they angels?" Then she was 
warm and heavy against me, clinging 
and sobbing, · and my life started 
again with a shaken breath. 

"Your pardon." The man was 
back by us. ''We must go." And the 
t~ree clustered tightly but untouch
ing, about us. I had one look of the 
earth scurrying back, far beneath us 
pnd, helpless to react any more, hid 
my face against Gail's hair. I clutched 
he~ to me with one aching arm and 
held Jareb desperately against my 

·side with the other. Then the 
thought came out of panic. Jt!e 
would have fallen long ago if we were 
going to fall. But the thought 
brought no comfort. 

"Step," said Theo's father. 
''Step." And I did-staggering across 
the front porch of Gail's house. 

Quickly we were inside and a dim 
light filled the fireplace. Gail 
murmured, and she and the woman 
disappeared into the other room. 

The man drew Theo to bini. "Tell 
me," he said. 

In tbe scurrying silence, I backed 
toward the fireplace, my hands 
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spreading to gather warmth. There 
was no warmth, only light. Jarcb 
shivered against me, and I gathered 
him into the crook of my arm. 

Theo began to cry and his father 
left him to turn to us. Be opened his 
mouth and then dosed it. Perhaps he 
had to talk twice, too, as Jareb had 
told me Theo had to. Jareb shivered 
and I shivered, too. The light' in the 
fireplace brightened and warmth 
began to creep out into the room. 

"Thco teUs me that he and Jareb 
took a little girl from her mother-" 
The voice rang some bell for me. 
Where had I-? 

"Yes," I said, "they took Tally. 
But didn't you-" · · 

"We knew nothing of it," said 
Theo's father. "We thought Theo was 
on one of his-his finding-out 
journeys. The boys have the child 
concealed in the waterway between 
here and the end of the water. Theo 
says she is suffering from the Jack 
of-good." 

"She's dying," I s~id flatly. 
"Dying?" The man's startled face 

leaned into the light. 
"But you-" I groped, "I've seen 

you-" 
.. Another time." He cut my 

stuttering with a motion of his hand. 
"Shan-" The other man drifted to 
the door, paused briefly, looking 
back at Theo's father, then he was 
gone soundlessly, out into the dark. 

The man drew Theo to him again 
and held him comfortingly .as he 
went on. 

''Children-" he· began. Theo 
sqJ.Jirmed. 
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"Children-" I nodded and Jareb 
stirred in the circle of my arm. 

The man smUe.d. "So you know, 
too, Mr. Lambert," he said. Then he 
sobered. "But that doesn't excuse 
what. they have done. Tally's mother 
must be-" 

"She is," I said. "The whole 
Conclave is. And they're sick, too. 
That's why they're acting like this-" 

"I can't understand." The man 
frowned, puzzled •. ''Theo says you 
offered them-" 

"I did,'~ I said. ''17zey couldn't 
understand. That's why-" 

"And they'd rather die-" He 
shook his head. 

"That's the way people are,'' I 
said. "Surely you've heard of people 
dying because of misunderstanding." 

His face was bleak in the warm 
light, and I felt such a pang of sorrow 
from him that my eyes blurred. Then 
they cleared in a hurry as Gail and 
the woman came back, Gail, clean 
and decently dressed, braiding the 
second. of the two long braids of her 
heavy hair. 

''The boys have Tally," she began. 
The woman interrupted. "Shan's 

gone to get her." 
"It isn't very far,'' said Jareb. "We 

didn't take her very far. Theo said-" 
his eyes flicked to the man. ''Theo 
said his daddy and mamm~ didn't 
know and if they found out, p.ey 
wouldn't let him-" He broke off, 
conscious as I was, of the cold feeling 
of unacceptance that rtlled the room. 
For a minute his shoulder pushed 
against me, then he got mad. 

. "She .was dying!" he mouted. 

"She was dying!" He lowered his 
voice, his eyes apprehensively turned 
toward the door. "Did you want me 
to just let her die? Her daddy 
wouldn't let her mamma give her any 
of the good, and when mamma and I 
tried to, they were coming to get her. 
So I went and got Theo and we iook 
her-we went-" his voice faltered. 
''Maybe she's dead now!" he wailed. 
"And Sister Ruth feels so bad! We 
didn't have any dry clothes for 
her-" There was a movement at the 
door and Shan came in. I felt a 
relaxation all around me, and Theo 
ventured a quick halfsmUe at Jareb. 

In a flurry of movement, Shan 
gave up the muddy bundle of rags 
into the hands of Theo's mother. She 
and Gail disappeared again into th~ 
other ropm. The indignant cry of a 
wakened child made us all smile. It 
was like the ending of a birth-wait. 

"She couldn't even cry, before," 
~id Jareb. "She'd open her mouth, 
but no crying would come out! The 
good's working already!"· 

I Jooked at Shan. He wasn't even 
wet! How had he managed to go get 
her without going down into the 
pond. 

"He shielded,'' Theo was answer· 
ing me, shamefaced, "I forgot. 1 
could have kept Jareb and me dry if 
I'd thought, but it was so fast-" He 
thought he had explained! 

Dawn was steel-grey at the 
window. Tally, full of warm mUk 
spiked. with good, was sleeping in 
Gail's arms. The rest of us were 
resting our voices and our minds~ 
Only our minds· wouldn't re~t. We 
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had no solution yet. What were we to 
do about Tally? If we gave her back 
to her folks with them feeling as they 
did about the good, she'd die. If we 
kept her, her parents' agony would 
be something we couldn't bear. If we 
told them that we had her and 
wouldn't give her back-no telling 
what the half-crazed batch would do. 

Finally Theo's father said, "Your 
Conclave came here to separate itself 
from the world to worship the 
Presence-your God-in the way they 
felt right." 

"Yes," I said, not liking the sound 
of 'separate,' though it was true. 

"Then you feel a nearness to the 
Presence." 

"We hope for it,'' I answered. 
"And when we released Gail from 

the cave, she asked if we were related 
to the Presence-" 

"Related?" I frowned, trying to 
think. Gall stirred and lowered her 
head so that her cheek was pressed to 
the spiky dampness of Tally's hair. 

"I thought they were angels," she 
said softly. "And they are!" 

"Angels?" asked Thea's father. 
"Messengers of God,'' I explained. 

"They carry out His will in the 
world." 

"Intermediaries?" suggested 
Thea's father. "Coming between you 
and the Presence?" 
' ''Not coming between!" I was a 

little annoyed. It didn't sound right. 
.. Going between!" 

"Oh." The man fell silent, then he. 
said, "If an angel of God appeared to 
Tally's parents and told them to give 
her the sood, would they obeyl', 
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"1-1 think so," I said. "If they 
believed-" 

"This is such a roundabout way," 
said the man, impatiently. "Just 
because there's not good in the soil 
here-if only you had chosen a place 
like Everly-" 

"Everly-" I straightened my 
weary back with astonishment. "So 
that s where I've seen you-at Everly 
when I went for the garden truck-" 

"That's what I tried to tell you," 
cried Jareb, suddenly rousing. 
"That's the other end of the water! 
They came here first, then went 
away because there wasn't any good 
here·, and they came here in wagons 
without any wheels. Theo didn't 
know the words; so he showed them 
to me inside my head. I want to go 
there and see some of them wagons. 
How can wagons go without wheels? 
Or horses either? In the sky! I want 
to see-" 

"Wagons without wheels!" I 
turned my eyes up in exasperation. 
Even in this troubled ·moment, Jareb 
had to go on ·With his foolish 
fantasies. 

"I'm sorry, Jareb,'' said Mr. 
Jensus-that's who he was in 
Everly !.:..matter-of-factly. "They 
were all bumed,long ago." 

"Aw!'.~ Jareb was disappointed. 
"Some of us were burned-" 

began Theo, but his voice stopped in 
midword. He colored to his 
eyebrows, and his eyes crept away 
from his father's face. 

•'The angel," suggested Mr. 
Jensus. 

. ''It's Tally's father that needs 
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convincing," said Gail. "But I think 
he would accept an angel. You don't 
argue with angels." 

"Good," said Mr. Jensus, standing 
up briskly. "Then I'll go to him and 
tell him I'm an angel-" 

"But," Gail lowered her head 
again and then lifted it resolutely, 
"you don't look like an angel." 

''Oh?" Mr. Jcnsus looked down at 
himself. ''I am the same as when you 
saw me and thought-" 

"Yes," said Gail, ''because of 
what you were doing. But if you are 
going to convince Sister Ruth and 
Brother Rual, you'll have to look like 
a real angel-" 

"And that is-?" asked Mr. Jensus. 
"A long white robe-" Mr. Jensus 

nodded. "And wings-'' "Wings!" Mr. 
Jensus was startled. "Feathered 
wings," Gail went on. 

''Feathers!" Mr. Jcnsus' jaw 
dropped. 

"Aven," said Mrs. Jensus chiding· 
ly, "you must look through other 
eyes:· 

"And a halo:• said Gail. "A ring 
of brightness above your head." 

Mr. Jensus turned despairing eyes 
to his wife. She smiled at hiin and 
touched his arm. ''111 do it," she 
said. ''I don't mind." 

Well, Gail, handing me the 
sleeping Tally, blushingly took a 
white nightgown from the trunk by 
the fireplace, and Mrs. Jensus put it 
on in the other room. She came back 
to us letting down the shining lengtll 
of her light hair all around her 
shoulders and her back. She and her 
h\llbaad in 101110 way devised winp, 

like feathered curves of light, and set 
a halo glowing above her head. She 
truly looked like an angel! 

''Except," said Gail. 
"Except?" asked Mrs. JC"nsus. Her 

eyes twinkled. "Not a tail, too!" 
"No." Gail smiled. "That's for 

devils. The shoes." She pointed to 
the sturdy shoes showing beneath the 
hem of the gown. 

"No shoes?" Mrs. Jensus asked. 
"What do they wear?" 

Well, no one knew, except that 
they wouldn't wear sturdy shoes. 

"Well," said Mrs. Jensus, and the 
shoes dissolved into light. 

She took the sleeping Tally, and a 
measure of good tied up in a 
handkerchief. We all moved out onto 
the front porch and watched her lift 
herself and Tally into the cool chill 
of the predawn morning and m<We 
off towards Benson's. I stood there, 
silent. What could you say in the face 
of. all the impossible things that were 
happening? Then a niggling little 
thought crept through the awed 
wonder. Shouldn't she be flatlring 
the wings? Or did angels flar-

"Mamma, I'm hungry." Jareb's 
voice broke the moment. "I bet Theo 
is, too." 

''Of course," said Gail. "It's 
almost breakfast time. You men go 
do the chores while I get breakfast.'' 

I was just coming back into the 
cabin with the first bucket or milk 
ancl Gail had started crackiftg the 
second dozen ega into the skillet 
when I heard it-1 heard Tally cryios, 
"Mamma! Mamma!" 
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My chest tightened and apprehen
sion ran through my blood Uke icy 
water.l yanked the door open. There 
was Mrs. Jensus, her eyes wide and 
shocked, clutching a struggling Tally 
to her crumpled gown. 

'"They wouldn't take her!" She 
~could hardly make the words. ''They 
said She was-was-dead! She was 
a-a-:ghost. What's a ghost? How 
could a child be something 50 evil 
that she'd frigl1ten her own parents?" 
· · Gail deftly took the screaming 

TaUy, hushed her into sobs and gave 
her a crust of bread. TaUy considered 
it for a moment as she clutched it in 
her tear-wet hand. Then she drew a 
sluiddering breath and greedily 
'stuffed aD the crust she could into 
her niouth. · 
· · .. A ghost is a · dead person 
who-Who stays· 0~ . earth . arid 
haunts-"lbegan. 
· ' "'But the Dead are reteivtd into 
the· Presenee!" cried ·Mrs. · Jensus. 
"Why ·would they ever want tO...::"· · . 
· · ''Tell us." Mr. Jenstls was ·there, 
'hiS · hands touchinl hers gently. 
"Aloud," he· 3dded. "For· our 
friends." · · · 
· .. ,-.• ~. went," said· Mrs. Jenms,. ller 
face .smootJ1ing . qut from·., its 
·uncomprehending shock: ''I. went_ to 
·t~e ·n~~e.Hng house .. They_: wer.e" ail 
there because one· had been Called. 
.TI1e~ ~ere to c_omll]it h.~~- cas~~si~ to 
earth. . 
.,.:tail .a.o<l ') . e~'ch,ri~red -stad.fed 
r' Jci:·· 'th first d ·-~· ~.' ~ 1te t%C1a~~~ ·/~J(fio?'~fask;ci; (: YL.:•_,. 
,~ Mrs.· ·:ten sus·· hesit'afe<t:' · .. nieu:.:. 
their Man of God;"''o•' ·· ,_.. "'' ·· , __ ;-.. 
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"Brother lle1on!', l felt a 

dissolving. Now that the keystone 
was gone, what would happen-

''! went in-like an angel,'' said 
Mrs. Jensus. "I went to the mother 
and held out TaUy. The father 
knocked. away her reaching hands 
because a-a person-Dab?" I shut 
my eyes and nodded dumbly. or 
course, Dab! "-Cried 'Ghost, ghost!' 
and everyone-they-it 'was-" Mrs. 
Jensus hid her face against Mr. 
Jensus. 

Theo and Jareb came in with 
another bucket of milk, aAd Gail 
gave me TaUy and turned bitck: to th~ 
eggs. She knelt to the fireplace and 
steadied t4e · 'skillet on the grate as 
though ·every_ ·day · she 'COOked on 
red-ho't iron with no fire tinder it. We 
we~ aD watching -tier. The smell of 
cooking eggs , 'had . ' snared . our 
attention, and suddenly'staJVed us 
aU. . 

·"'Dab or no Dab'~" said -_Gail, 
"Sister Ruth wouldn't turn from her 
baby. Brother Rual or no Brother 
Rual;:_" · · · 

We heard the voiCe -can~ breath
·tessl)"~ We heard the stagger of steps 
on the porch. · · 
··-''I want my. baby!" Sist~i' Ru•th 
slid slowly to her' knees/the door 
frame ~pp()rlirig her· 1>aik. •'f ~ant 
Tally!'; ':• · · . . < ... · • 

·. · · Tally suiged· irt in}' ~tnits' toward 
her mother, ·her 'flee·: jftd· h;m'd!; 
libirally· ·sm~red: With> \Vet: bread 
crombi. ·croorimg}til)l'iiehlateJy, s-$. 
te~ Rutl\"took the'Chlld rf(Jin ihe', bllt 
llad to'.sagh<:r Wtiglit"ilbtrieCJili'te~ \() 
tit~ noor. "~1-l'.*an't"some'ot 1hat 
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·salt stuff, too!" shr gasped. "Look at 
Tally! Look at Tal(y!"Ihe child was 
standing alone on shaky little lrgs. 
She lurched toward thr firrplace and 
the savory ·smelling r ggs. "Sum pin 
a-yeat!" she said, collapsing on hands 
and knees against Gail, "Sumpin 
a-yeat!" . · · 

Then, as if that wasn't enough, 
the door was darkenrd again." There 
stood Brother · Rual. wavering on 
s11read legs, his black scowl on his 
pallid. face. . . 

"I want my .wQman!'' he said. 
tryirig to moist~·n his dry lips. "And 
my .chit~! And to hdl with· that 

·damn Dab!" · 
I choked back a· massive si10ut of 

taugl-itrr. a's tiJC whole lnsattc affair 
clima.xl~d ·in Jarcb 's ·shrill, shockel.l. 
"Ah-M-m-m! Manu;ta! He· ·cu£~li! 

.lie cusSl·d·r· 

., -~c all we.itt to ·Everfy-Shan;~nd 
the. two ·.boys going back by the 

. watl;rw;ty -the fl'St oJ u~ ope_nly in 
.. the fiiht Wagon. wiLh only the {ewcst 
poss~,ssio~~~- ·ross)bll· ._ With. nq need 
for ..discussion, our doo~s had-~losed 
\.lnoj)c:nably. ·on. th~· Conclav~ .. We 
drove slowly 'by the meeting_bousc. 

. aud Gail .dl! h.:hed my arin as we saw 
. the ba~c rl;cial~glr or' gr~ssless soil 
.~narking wh~'l'l' .BrothcrJlclon.'s body 

, lav. Tbc flat scar on th~ land- was 
waiting for tl_le _gr.:iss to heal it and to 
cr;.~sc, Btotl:er l:lelou from this \VOrld. 
· .As .. we pul}e<J uj) the rise io. the 
Everly .. road' .I 's:iw the roadside brush 

. jerk and shake and be still 'sud.denly. 
I teanrd back and reachrd down into 
the wagon, lifting my eyebrows at 

Mr. Jcnsus. He nodded and put into 
my hand the bundle of good . Mrs. 
Jcnsus had carried. I tossed it into 
the grass by the road. As our wheels 
ground gravel turning the corner 
above Hellesgatr, I looked back. Dab 
was crouched in the road looking 
aftrr us, the good cll!tched his hand. 
Hr was fumbling at the string as we 
rounded the cornrr. I wondered. Was 
he going'to tastr it-or dump it out 

_on the grou·itd. ,• 
Arriving at Everly was like comirig 

homr. We werrn't among strar1gcrs 
-only frlen~s · too considerate . to 
gather around in droves, but. we 

_could feel their warmth a1id SU.11j)ort 
·all around us. I d01i't .know· why l 

knrw.wc couldn't sta~/, but I did. Brit 
. stay pr nqt. it was wond~rful just 'to 
relax·· for :i wt.iilc-only that Dab· 
worry··was stili' nagging at rite-;· · . · 

The day aftrr I)Ur arrivai, tl_tco 
. -was showing us around their pl;tcc .jt 

was. nr~ to everyonr br,ll mc;-:-arid 
most of it 'was new to me, too. I had 

. only Sc-rn thr ran whC'i'~ l jliCki.:d:_up 
the ga(dcn truck for Hrllcsga,te.: 
. : . "The pump's over' ·hrrr ... s_a_id 
Jarrb: "Only it's-it'C he paused ·a 

mqment, then g~inne~, -···Jr's busted!" 
''Puritp trouble?"' I askrd Mr . 

Jl'nsus. · · · · · 
... ··. . . .. ;-

"Yes," he said. "It works fo,r a 
whik and thrn it stops. It's a type we 
don't know. We're trying to analyze 

.'tile di.ITiculty-" --
''Jve·· worked on pumps," .J ~aid. 

''Want me to. take a look'?" . ·- · 
"T~k¢ a look?" ile paused aJtd 

then Sll)il~d. ''lf you wou~d, ple.asc, 
take' a look.'' 
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It was a simple inatter to nx. It 
made me wonder that they couldn't 
have told right off what was the 
matter. I didn't say anything and 
went ahead and fiXed it. I put it in 
gear and watched the blades of the 
windmill bite the wind. I watched 
with satisfaction the gush of the 
waters-then I blinked and looked 
again. The water was being pumped 
into the hill! It leaped out of the weD 
pipe, twisted in the suri and 
disappeared into a ·crack in the hill! 

Mr. Jensus caught my questioning. 
"It's the creek," he nodded. "It 
hasn't rained for a long time. We 
can't let the creek run dry." 

"'The creek?" I blinked, my mind 
churning. "'Yeah, Jareb said you 
made-" · 

Mr. Jensus' face saddened. "I'll 
have to speak to Theo again about 
talking unwisely outside the Group," 
h~ said. "That is strictly Group 
business." 

"'You keep the creek flowing?'~ 
Then I frowned a little. "But why? 
None of you live down there-" 

"'But you do," he smiled. uvou 
need water. We can provide it; so of 
course, we do.". 

"'Oh, of course;" I repeated. It 
sounded too simple. Why should
Then another thought caught me. 
"Then this is the other end of the 
water!" 

"Well, yes," said Mr. Jensus after 
the usual pause. "'You could say 
that." 

1'Theo told Jareb," I said. ••ae 
said that's where you lived." 

"'Theo enjoys flowing with the 
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water on warm days. He's forbidden 
to go farther than the pool." 

"But if he hadn't-" I said. 
"'If he hadn't," nodded Mr. 

Jcnsus. "But he disobeyed." 
From the tone of his voice I 

decided maybe Theo wasn't getting 
away with very much with his dad. 

1'Then the broken pump is why 
the creek has been drying up lately?" 

.. Yes," said Mr. Jensus. "We try to 
have someone here to keep the water 
flowing, but sometimes-" 

"'Keep the water flowing without 
the pump?" I asked. Mr. Jensus 
nodded. 

"Look here," I said, a kind of 
dizziness roaring in my ears.· "I'm 
going to ask you something flat-out. 
I want a flat-out answer. Who are 
)OU people, anyway?" 

.. We?" Mr. Jensus' eyebrows rose. 
'"We're The People." His hand went 
out at my sudden scowl. ''No, please. 
I'm not trying to-to mock you. We 
have no name for ourselves except 
The People. We, like you, seek a new 
home. We can never go back-" 

.. Back where?" I asked flatly. 

.. Back Home." His lips lifted in a 
half smile. •we had no other name 
for it either." 

"Then you're from across the 
sea-" 

11The sea?" His voice was a sigh, 
llfhe rJ!a," I said, remembering it 

as last I had seen it so lQng ago. 
"'Oh, the sea!" His face bright .. 

encd. 1'Thcn you do have wide 
waters in this world too-'2 

"This world?" I felt a clenclling In 
my chest. 
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"Yes," It was more a sigh than a 
word. "We had a crossing-but not of 
thr sra-" 

And for the srcond time 1 was 
snatched into that bright stream. The 
hills and flats were gone for me. The 
rump and the glittering water faded 
into dark. 1 watched a world die in 
the sky, flame licking like tongues as 
far as across a whole hemisphere. I 
saw vehicles rise before the flames 
and Jose themselves in the da.rkness 
of space. I felt madness crisp the 
edges of my mind as I tried to find a 
solid something in a dissolving 
nothing. Then the pump coughed 
and caught and again spewed the 
steady stream into the hillside. 

Mr. Jensus' eyes were warily on 
mine. 

"Another world," I said. "Wagons 
without wheels-" 

. Mr. Jensus nodded. "And some 
burned up in the atmosphere when 
we came to this world. And some of 
us died here because of un-under
standing-" His voice wavered and, 
for a- minute, I looked at Everly 
through his eyes-the eyes of a 
refugee who knew the gates of Eden 
were forever slammed behind him 
and that the turning sword of flame 
of burning craft forever stood guard. 
I blinked myself back to myself. 

"I don'' understand," I said. ''Not 
only what you have just told me, but 
why you go on helping-" 

He frowned a little, "Surely none 
of the facts cancel any others. It 
wasn't Hellesgate that-that killed. 
Hellesgate needs water, so-'' 

''Of course," I said, "I guess-" 

Then all at once I wanted to hold my 
hand out to him and as quickly knew 
I didn't have. to. I knew we were. 
touching for a small moment 
somewhere where it mattered most. I 
clearrd my throat and kicked at the 
base of the hill. The dust sifted 
across my toe-

"Say!" I said, turning with rrlief 
to the dust again. "The good-where 
do you get it?" 

''From this hill," said Mr. Jensus. 
"There is more of it here than 
elsewhere. It takes many buckets of 
the hill to yield a very small amount 
of good. But it takes a very, very 
small amount of good to-to set right 
the un-goodness.,. 

"I wonder what happened that 
Hellesgate doesn't have it," I said. 

"I do not know your world well," 
said Mr. Jensus. "But I think good 
must be almost everywhere. There 
must be very few places where good 
is not. Otherwise you would know of 
it and how to put good where it is 
not." 

"Put good-" I stared at the 
water. I swallowed. "If good could 
get into the soil-" 

''Th~n it would.· feed into the 
water and into the plants, and there 
would be no need to add-" His 
words died. "Yes," he said slowly. 
"Of course!" he cried. "As you 
think! As you think!" 

And before nightfall the rump 
was repositioned so that the gush of 
water cut through the edge of the hill 
before plunging out of sight. The 
creek ran good and muddy down to 

.Hcllesgate! And good soaked into the 
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soil along every irrigation ditch and 
in every field and swirled roily 'in 
every cup of drinking water-and I 
hope it gritted between Dab's teeth 
every time he drank! I could hear 
him cuss! But try throwing that, 
good out! · 

Well, that was all long ago and far 
away. We left Everly, as we knew we 
had to. We never saw Hellesgate 
again. But we heard of it-of the 
demons that possessed it at first and 
of the brave, holy war waged against 
them until they were banished. And 
bow the evil spells were lifted then, 
and the Gates of Hell did not prevail 
against the Second Conclave. That's 
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why the town is called Heltesgate. 
Brother J onadab says so and he 
should know! Only one as strong and 
holy as the leader of the Second 
Conclave could have cast out the 
demons and removed the evil from 
the land, and he, Brother Jonadab, 
was the only one who dared pursue 
the demons as they finally fled! 

And the other people-The 
People. I know they are sometimes 
around. I know it when, in a rare, 
wonderful moment, I have a feeling 
that I am touching someone 
somewhere where it matters and I 
know what that boy meant when he 
said words aren't always necessa·ry 
and for a blessed moment, my heart 
just-lifts up and goes along. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS ON THE MOVE 
Will you put yourself in the place of a copy of F&SF for a moment? 

A copy that is mailed to your home, only to find that you have moved. 
Is it forwarded to you? No. Is it returned to us? No. Instead, a post 
office regulation decrees that it must be., .thrown away! We are 
notified of this grim procedure and charged ten cents for each 
notification. Multiply this aimless ending by hundreds each month and 
we have a doubly sad story: copies that do nobody any good, and a 
considerable waste of money to us, money which we would much 
prefer to spend on new stories. With your help, this situation can be 
changed. If you are planning a change of address, please notify us six 
weeks in advance. If possible, enclose a label from a recent issue, and be 
wre to give us both your old and new address, including the zip codes. 

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE, MERCURY PRESS, Inc., P. 0. Box 56, 
Cornwall, Conn. 06753. 



F&SF Competition # 1 
The useful gadget described below is not made from swords and is, in fact,. 
an authentic United States patent. If you'd like a copy of the complete 
specifications, just send 5ot and the patent number to the U. S. Patent 
Office, Washington, 0. C. We offer it as a point of departure for F&SF 
Competition # 1, in which we ask readers to send us a description of anv 
original absolutely mad invention. Less than 200 words, please; drawings 
optional. 

Rules: Send entries to Competition 
Editor. F&SF, Boll 56, Cornwall, Conn. 
06753. Entries must be received by 
December 1. Judges are the editors of 
F&SF; their decision is final. All entries 
become the property of F&SF; none can 
be returned. 

Combined plow and gun 

Prizes: First prize winner will receive an 
original F&SF cover painting. Secon<f 
prize will receive THE SCIENCE 
FICTION HALL OF FAME, (i>ouble
day). Runners-up will receive one-vear 
subscriptions to F&SF. Resutts of 
Competition 1 will appear in the March 
issue. 

Specifications formi09 part of Letters Patent No. 35.600, June 17, 1862 

The object of our invention is to produce a plow equal, if not superior~ 
to that implement as ordinarily made, and at the same time to combine in 
its construction the elements of light ordnance, so that when the occasion 
offers it may do valuable service in the capacity of both implements. 

It is symmetrical and pleasing to the eye. As a piece of light ordnance 
its capacity may vary from a projectile of one to three pounds weight 
without rendering it cumbersome as a plow. Its utility as an implement of 
the twofold capacity described is unquestionable, especially when used in 
border localities, subject to savage feuds and guerriUa warfare. As a means. 
of defense in repeUing surprises and skirmishing attacks on those engageci 
in a peaceful avocation it is unrivaled, as it can be immediately brought 
into action by disengaging the team, and in times of dan~r may be used in 
the field, ready charged with its deadly missiles of baU or grape. The share 
serves to anchor it firmly in the ground and enables it to resist the recoiJ. 
while the hand-levers A furnish convenient means of giving it the proper 
direction. 
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A>t MY An~ jikila jlldion 
MARKET PLACE 

BOOKS-MAGAZINES 
SCIENTIFANTASV specialist: Books, 
magazines. Free catalog. Gerry de Ia Ree, 

: 7. Cedarwood, Saddle River, N.J. 07458. 

ONE Issue of P.S. Magazine for $.75. 
Humor and nostalgia by Jean Shepherd, 

. Nat Hentoff, Issac Asimov, Alfred Bester, 
William Tenn, others. Mercury, Box 56, 
Cornwall, Conn. 06753. 

. SPECIALISTS: Science Fiction, Fantasy, 
Weird Fiction. Books, Pocketbooks. Lists 

·issued. Stephen's Book Service, Post 
Office Box 321, Kings Park, Ll., New 
York 11754. 

30,000 magazines for sale, science fiction, 
western, detective, adventure, others. We 
buy collections, too. Send list, enclosing 
stamp. Magazine Center, Box 214, Little 
Rock, Ark. 72203. 

Sf-FANTASY books (hardcover), mys
teries, westerns. Scarce and OP titles. Free 
lists. Aspen Bookhouse, RD- l;, Freeville, 
l')l.y. 13068. . 

SF-Fantasy Books for sale. Gordon 
~~~r~5/8J. Minneapolis Ave., Duluth, 

LOVECRAFT, Clark Ashton Smith, 
f!obert E. Howard and many others are 
discussed In 41-page article about famous 
pulp magazine Weird Tales in 1930's. 
Price: one dollar. Reginald Smith, 1509 
Mar·Les, Santa Ana, Calif. 92706. 

TRADE? Send four science fiction 
• paperbacks plus two dollars. Receive seven 

science fiction books. William Palmer, 
11505 Northeast Prescott, Portland, 
Oregon 97220. 

SF PULP MAGAZINES for sale. Many 
rare items. Write for catalogue. SPACE 
AGE BOOKS, Box 1267L..r. G.P.O., 
·Melbourne, 3001, Victoria, AU:.TRALIA. 

70 page catalog Arkham Fantasy 
Burroughs, Mirage Press Science Fiction 
pulp, paperbacks comics. Send 50¢ 
Passaic tsooJ< cenler, 594 Main Avenue, 
Passaic, N.J .• 07055. 

SF-Fantasy magazines, books, paperbacks, 
List free. Collections also purchased, 
Robert Madle, 4406 Bestor Drive, 
Rockville, Md. 10853. 

AUTHORS-SERVICES 

Manuscripts wanted. Horror-macabre. Ser• 
lous pieces only. New quarterly with 
direction and purpose. Will return solicited 
pieces. No pay-yet. Will notify those 
considered. Aurora Publications, P. 0. Box 
13106, Tampa, Fla. 33611. 

COINS 
BRILLIANT uncirculated silver dollars 
$5.00 each. Send $24.00 for 5 different 
dates. Five different dates Indian Head 
pennies $2.00. J. Dean Coins, 1525 East 
Isaacs, Walla Walla, Washington 99362. 

CHES~S ______________ ___ 

30-Chess Rules $2. Club $2/Y.r. ·Boards 
$10. and $20' U.S., Canada 3-Q Chess 
f~d~-47~~\, E 14th Street, Bloomingt~n, 

STAMPS 

OXO. Send $1.00 American or Canadian 
for 50 different Australian stamps. Price 
Includes return air postage~. Dealers prices 
on application. Any confidential Austra· 
llan type enquiries welcomed. Running 
Investments Syndicate, P.O. Box 607, 
Canberra City, Canberra, A.C.T., Austra· 
Jia, 2600, 

100 Different exciting foreign stamps-Hl~ 
Attractive Bargain Approvals. Free Bonus 
Plan! K. Feldman, Box 651, Chatsworth, 
Calif. 91311, 

Send $2.00 Amerl.:an or Canadian for 100 
different Swedish stamps, also high values, 
post free bY air mail. Your satisfaction is 
guaranteed! Mr. l\lllrtti Hyytlainen, Ba· 
garegardsgatan 11 B, S-41670 Goteborg, 
sweden. 

Do you have something to advertise to sf readers? Books, magazines, 
typewriters, telescopes, computers, space-drives, or misc. Use the F&SF 
Market Place at these low, low rates: $3.00 for minimum of ten (10) words, 
plus 30~ for each additional word. Send copy and remittance to: Adv. Dept., 
Fantasy and Science Fiction, P.O. Box 56, Cornwall, Conn. 06753. 
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MONEY MAKING 
OPPORTUNITIES 
FREE Information getting Information! 
Make Money! Box 1807, Madison, Wise. 
53701. 

HYPNOTISM 

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize with 
your recorder, phonograph~ Astonishing 
details, sensational catalog free. Sleep· 
learning Research Association, Box 24·FS, 
Olympia, Washington, 98502. 

Hypnotism Revealed. Free Illustrated 
Details. Powers, 12015 Sherman Road, 
North Hollywood, California 91605. 

FREE Hypnotism, Self-Hypnosis. Sleep 
learning Catalog! Drawer G·400, Ruidoso, 
New Mexico 88345. 

PERSONAL 
WITHCRAFT, VOODOO HEAD-QUAR· 
TERS. Spells Galore! Occult Correspon· 
dence Club. Catalog, 25t. cauldron, Box 
403-FSF, Rego Park, N.Y. 11374, 

Happiness, · Lovei Success, · numberscope 
plus number for 971, $4.00. Print name, 
blrthdate, address to: Your Key, Box 
76113, Los Angeles, Calif. 90005, 

Psychic, noted ESP specialist will answer 3 
questions on personal problems for 
$10.00. Milton Kramer, 4539 w. Howard 
St., Skokie, Illinois 60076, 

Vour future told. Card readings. Asmanl• 
Amirabad-Kuche Majd !·58-Tehran
Iran. $4, checK only, brings personal 
reading in full. 

PSORIASIS SUFFERERS: DISCOURAG• 
ED? Write for Free Important Information. 
that is helping thousands! PIXACOL., Box 
38-FF, Avon Lake, Ohio 44012. 

Birth chart handsomely Inked on 
parchment paper, suitable for framing; and 
thorough delineation of natal influences, 
Send birthdate, time, place. $12.50. James 
Marshall, Box 992, Weallerville, Calif, 
96093. . 

MISCELLANEOUS 

ESP LABORATORY. This new research/ 
service group can. help you, For FREE 
Information write: AI G. Manning, ESP 
Laboratory, 7559 Santa Monica Blvd., Los 
Angeles, Calif. 90046. 

Ignorance evolves, Intelligence ADVOL· 
VES. $1.00 buys ADVOLVE-word game 
won by shrewdlY changing original 
progeny, Into ,survivable forms, partia1 
Information about ~:~attern determining 
characteristics of wh•ch is revealed each 
changing opportunity, Hartman's, Earl• 
ham, Iowa 50072. 

FOREIGN EDITIONS of Fantasy and 
Science Fiction. A few copies of F.rench, 
German, Italian, Portuguese and British 
editions available at 75~ ea,.h; three for 
$2.00. Mercury Press, Box 56, Cornwall, 
Conn. 06753, 

OCCULT 

INNER SPACE. The Magazine of'· the 
Psychic and Occult! featuring interviews 
with Isaac Bashev s Singer and Isaac 
Asimov, Hollywood and the Occult, How 
to Consult a Medium, and more. Send 
$1.00 to MERCURY PRESS, Box 56, 
cornwall, Conn. 0675~, 

YOUR MARKET PLACE 
A market is people-alert, intelligent, active people. 
Here you can reach 180,000 people (averaging three readers per 

copy-60,000 paid circulation). Many of them are enthusiastic 
hobbyists-collecting ·books, magazines, stamps, coins, model 
rockets, etc.-actively interested in photography, music, 
astronomy, painting, sculpture, electronics. 

If you have a product or service of merit, tell them about it. 
The price is right: $3.00 for a minimum of ten (10) words, plus 
30t for each additional word. To keep the rate this low, we mu.st 
request remittance with the order. . 

Po~t office box and number count as two words. No charge for 
zip code. 

Fantasy & Science Fiction, Box 56, Cornwall, Conn. 067~3 
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